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ABSTRACT 

 

A new approach to oceans and coastal governance – influenced by ecosystem-based 

management and resilience thinking, by spatial approaches to management and by 

decentralized or participatory governance – a policy of integrated management was 

defined in the years following the Oceans Act (1986). The motivation for this study arose 

from the resistance of project partners in the Coastal CURA (a five-year, SSHRC-funded, 

multi-partner research project designed to support coastal community engagement in 

resource governance) to the thinking and practice of government-supported “integrated 

management”. In response, I developed a conceptual framework for examining integrated 

management from a critical, community-based perspective, drawing on political ecology, 

geography and policy studies. I apply this framework to a study of policy discourses in 

the Canadian Maritime Provinces to examine: i) their role in framing what options, 

participants, and knowledges are included in fisheries and coastal policy, regulation and 

institutions; ii) how power relationships are enacted and how access to resources are 

altered through integrated management approaches to coastal resource governance; iii) 

community resistance through alternative discourses and models. 

 

Within this study, I use governmentality and critical policy analysis as tools for analyzing 

the retreat of the state on the one hand (through decentralized and participatory 

governance), and the application of new technologies of governance on the other, and for 

examining the effects these movements have on coastal citizens. By naturalising the state 

as the appropriate scale and competent party for managing coastal problems, coastal 

communities are framed out of governing the commons. However, this study 

demonstrates how counter-discourses can re-imagine communities, and their practices 

and knowledges, in a discursive policy struggle. This thesis situates these puzzles in three 

case studies, one of regional policy discourses and two community case studies in Nova 

Scotia’s Annapolis Basin and Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick. 
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GLOSSARY 

 

Community 

In this study, I critique the concept of community and the meanings made of community 

from many perspectives: from the representations of community in anthropological 

literature through to the ways in which communities are represented in the Oceans Act. In 

this dissertation, case study communities are defined according to the issues at hand, thus, 

community consists both of groups of people with common interests – in other words, 

communities of interest, and groups of people who live in a shared geographical space - 

or place-based communities. 

 

Discourse 

Within this study, I defined discourse as “an ensemble of ideas, concepts and categories 

through which meaning is given to social and physical phenomena, and which is 

produced and reproduced through an identifiable set of practices” (Hajer and Versteeg, 

2005, p. 175). Thus, discourse can be expressed in written texts, spoken conversation, as 

well as in visual images and other forms of communication. One actor can use many 

discourses, and discourses can be employed for unconscious or strategic reasons. 

Discourses both reflect and co-create social structures. The power of a discourse is that it 

requires actors to speak it in order to be heard.  

 

Discourse analysis 

There are many traditions in discourse analysis, including conversational analysis, 

sociolinguistic analysis, discursive psychological analysis, critical discourse analysis and 

Foucaultian discourse analysis (Wetherell et al., 2001). In this study, consistent with the 

definition of discourse offered above, I take a Foucaultian approach; that is, to examine 

the texts and conversations, as well as practices, around a phenomena, for the meaning 

made of them by different actors.  

 

Governance 

This thesis employs a broad definition of governance as meaning decision-making, 

including the people, processes involved in decision-making and the systems being 
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governed. The term governance is used to flag the shift away from the state as the sole 

entity responsible for steering people’s behaviour. Instead, civil society groups, and 

others are recognized as sources of political power and of institutions, formal and 

informal, that structure how resources are used (Griffin, 2010). The term also signals a 

movement toward including values and principles like social justice, sustainability, and 

inclusiveness, in addition to economic efficiency (Kooiman et al., 2005). Finally, 

governance refers to the collection of instruments used to steer action, from policy and 

legislation to informal institutions.  

 

Integrated management 

Cicin-Sain and Knecht define integrated management of coastal areas in the following 

manner: “A process by which rational decisions are made concerning the conservation 

and sustainable use of coastal and ocean resources and space. The process is designed to 

overcome the fragmentation inherent in single-sector management approaches (fishing 

operations, oil and gas development, etc.), in the splits in jurisdiction among different 

levels of government, and in the land-water interface” (1998, p. 1). This study focuses on 

the meanings made of the different aspects of integrated management by different actors; 

defining terms such as conservation, the process of shared, participatory, and 

decentralized decision-making, and the scalar reorganizations that these entail.  

 

Policy 

Policy can refer to the codified practices of any actor, whether individual or collective, 

within government or from outside of government. In this study, policy most often refers 

to government authored texts designed to shape behaviour.  

 

Scale 

This study treats scale not as a material or ontologically given thing but as a social 

practice (Mosse, 2008). Examples of scale include temporal and spatial. A level is a point 

on a scale. For example, governance can be aimed at the local, national, international or 

supranational level. In addition, actors use scalar categories for various reasons. In this 

study, actors refer to scale categories to frame problems and solutions, to resist dominant 

framing, or to assign or deflect responsibility.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction  

My interest in different perceptions of integrated coastal and ocean management stems 

from the resistance of many partners in the Coastal CURA1, a five year community-

university research alliance supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council of Canada (SSHRC), to the term “integrated management” (IM). The project's 

partners, consisting of universities, fishery-related organizations, and First Nations 

communities, came together to support community involvement in managing coasts and 

oceans. The CURA is the most recent iteration of a working relationship among these 

groups that is in some cases decades-long. The partners' resistance was surprising, 

especially given that the very premise of the Coastal CURA project is community 

involvement in integrated management. On the one hand, integrated management 

appeared to answer some of their critiques of current government practice, such as 

fragmentation, opacity, exclusive science, short-term time horizons, and inaccessible 

consultation processes. In fact, integrated management could even be said to resemble 

models of resource management that our community partners practice and promote. The 

initial question of this research project is thus: why is there community resistance to the 

term integrated management? My working assumption is that there are different 

perceptions of what resource management does and ought to do, and that perceptions of 

how the term is used differ and are influenced by the relationships between community 

and government actors.    

 

This assumption has led to certain methodological choices and commitments. First, 

integrated management as a policy mechanism and policy (part of governance more 

broadly) can be approached from many different perspectives. However, rooted in an 

explicit interest in community perspectives on integrated management, a critical 

                                                 
1 For more information, see www.coastalcura.ca. 
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theoretical stance is appropriate. This stance prioritizes the perspectives of those not 

typically or straightforwardly in positions to make policy decisions (though this does not 

imply that they are powerless or without agency). A critical theoretical perspective is also 

one that focuses on power relationships, or how positions of power are generated and 

sustained, and how power is used to inform the policy process. To investigate community 

resistance to “integrated management”, I next posit that different assumptions about how 

the world works and ought to work, competing world views, and different epistemologies 

(ways of knowing) and ontologies (what is knowledge) may underlie this friction. If 

worldviews differ, then conceptions of natural resource management may also differ. The 

following analysis of integrated management will address the underlying positions, 

epistemologies and assumptions behind integrated management, including related 

concepts marshalled under integrated management such as ecosystem based management, 

spatial planning, and community engagement in resource management.  

 

The legacy of natural resource management policy and regulation over the past several 

decades intertwines with diverging world views to add another layer of conflict. Key 

terms used in coastal and marine policy (predominantly fisheries policy) could be said to 

have characterized the various decades: employment maximization and Canadianization, 

sustainable yield, efficiency, conservation, rights and responsibilities, consultation, and 

now, integration.2 These concepts, the manner in which they are generated, talked about 

and used, have both framed the problem and have offered a specific set of solutions. They 

posit what kind of expertise and knowledge will be used in this process, who should be 

part of the solution, and what kinds of livelihoods are included and excluded. These 

processes have been both textual and enacted, although a significant gap can exist 

                                                 
2Integrated management is defined, in practice, in many ways. Because the responsibility 

for integrated management lies with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), their 

institutional practices and policies that are related to the department's dominant 

responsibility - fisheries - influence the thinking about and practice of integrated 

management. Whether the Oceans Act (1996) and affiliated policies have reoriented 

DFO's priorities remains an outstanding question. Indeed, in most coastal areas, the 

fishing industry is the dominant industry. For the purposes of this dissertation, I treat 

fishing policy as an essential component of integrated management policy and practice.  
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between what is said and what is done, which is the source of both conflict and 

opportunity: conflict because the deployment of these concepts has engendered deep 

mistrust on the part of community members toward government, and opportunity because 

the texts provide an opening to re-frame the discussion from a community level. To help 

uncover the different sets of assumptions and world views at work, I chose to examine 

policy discourses surrounding integrated management. Discourses frame the range of 

options, participants, and knowledges that are to be included and excluded in policy 

deliberation. It is through discourses that options are given legitimacy or denied 

legitimacy (Hajer, 1995; Fischer, 2003). Using a discourse approach illuminates the 

power relationships in which I am interested. Data for this study includes nearly 250 

documents, including policy texts, reports from Fisheries and Oceans Canada, reports of 

the Standing Senate committee on Fisheries and Oceans, Hansard records, newspaper 

articles, blogs and websites, and in some cases photographic images, as well as 

interviews that I conducted with 36 key national, regional, and local experts.  

 

 

1.2 Policy Context  

‘Integrated Management’ (IM) of all coastal or ocean activities was enshrined in the 

Oceans Act (1996), Oceans Strategy (DFO, 2002a) and Oceans Action Plan (DFO, 2005, 

concluded in 2007). Under the Oceans Act (1996), the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans is 

to lead and facilitate the development and implementation of “a national strategy for the 

management of estuarine, coastal and marine ecosystems” in Canada’s oceans (section 

29) and of “plans for the integrated management of all activities or measures in or 

affecting” Canada’s oceans (section 31). The three principles of the Oceans Act (1996) 

are sustainable development, integrated management, and the precautionary approach 

(section 30). Integrated management may involve managing all activities within a single 

spatial area, and considering the cumulative impacts of those activities on an ecosystem.  

 

The near complete collapse of many of the Atlantic groundfish fisheries in the early 

1990s was understood to have been caused by too many fishermen chasing too many fish 
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– essentially, the “tragedy of the commons” (Hardin, 1968) – leading policy makers to 

prioritize rationalization and efficiency as solutions, through for example the Kirby report 

(Task Force on Atlantic Fisheries, 1982). Later, as the ecosystem impacts of fishing also 

became more apparent, conservation emerged as a policy paradigm (Charles, 1992). 

While these economic and ecological policy goals could be achieved in a number of 

ways, in the place of state command and control intervention, the federal government 

designed an industry based on markets in which individuals or corporations have quasi-

ownership of a share of the total allowable catch. This policy decision is embedded in a 

global trend toward neoliberalization of environmental governance (Mansfield, 2004; 

Dolsak and Ostrom, 2003). As a result, during the past several decades, the context for 

people living in coastal communities in terms of access to fish quota, to policy making, 

and to other governance mechanisms, has been radically altered. 

 

The Oceans Act (1996), and in particular, the concept of Integrated Management, features 

elements of another major trend in fisheries and oceans governance, in addition to 

market-based governance, spatial and ecosystem-based approaches. In integrated 

management, the state – the formal, elected, sovereign, centralized government – is no 

longer the single, or even the central, entity responsible for governance. Rather, informal, 

decentralized, and collective decision-making structures are recognized as sources of 

political power (Griffin, 2010). Flagging many of these priorities, the principles of 

integrated management are “ecosystem-based management, sustainable development, the 

precautionary approach, conservation, shared responsibility, flexibility and inclusiveness” 

(DFO, 2002).  

 

However, critics argue that despite being the first country to adopt an Oceans Act, the 

promises outlined in the Act, and subsequent Action Plan, have yet to be borne out in 

Canada (Auditor General of Canada, 2005). In particular, the office of the Auditor 

General found in 2005 that implementing the Act has not been a government priority, that 

implementing integrated management has been problematic, has not reduced conflict 

among users, and that governance is reactive and fragmented while reporting is often 
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uneven and incomplete (Auditor General of Canada, 2005). Importantly for this study, 

Kearney and colleagues (2007) found that Oceans Act implementation has remained top-

down, that is, government-driven. Despite enabling legislation and promising policies, 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) does not appear to have embraced these new 

options.  

 

These governance changes have ramifications for social, economic and ecological aspects 

of coastal communities. But an analysis of integrated management in Canadian policy 

and its impact on coastal communities has yet to be conducted. As part of a careful 

examination of the underlying assumptions of integrated management  and its related 

concepts, questions such as integrated management of what, for whom and by whom, are 

relevant. These questions have been sidelined as oceans and coastal governance, an 

inherently political process, has been depoliticized (Doornbos, 2001). For example, 

Nichols (1999) finds that the sheer volume of pro-integrated management discourse in 

practitioner journals and other scholarship silences critical voices and questions. Kearney 

and colleagues (2007) call for “a systematic assessment of the policy environment … to 

see how it enables or constrains ICOM [Integrated Coastal and Ocean Management], and 

in particular a role for communities in such management” (p.93). Many programs 

currently fall under the rubric of integrated management: is integrated management about 

integrating government activities? Or, is it community-based watershed planning via a 

government program like the Atlantic Coastal Action Program (ACAP)? Is integrated 

management constrained to Large Ocean Management Areas like the Eastern Scotian 

Shelf Integrated Management area (ESSIM)3? Or can it consist of community-led 

watershed boards like the Annapolis Basin’s Annapolis Watershed Resource Committee 

(AWRC)? Perhaps it is most useful, in light of this diversity, to think of integrated 

management as a process; a new way of thinking about and organizing oceans and coastal 

                                                 
3 The Eastern Scotian Shelf Integrated Management Initiative was announced in 1998 and 

was the first integrated ocean management pilot under the Oceans Act (1996). The 

initiative was set up to address multiple ocean uses and jurisdictions, increasing 

competition for ocean space, and the need for an ecosystem approach to management 

(MacLean et al., 2009). 
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activities, as opposed to a unitary model. If integrated management is indeed a process, 

the need to look at mechanisms for this process and assumptions of this process are even 

more important because outcomes are less tangible.  

 

Examining the underlying policy discourses supporting integrated management  helps 

move these questions to the centre as discourse analysis highlights how some positions, 

knowledges and perspectives are privileged at the expense of others, and helps to uncover 

the mechanisms by which some groups are granted access to resources (including policy 

making and natural resources) while other are not. A critical look at policy for marine and 

coastal resource management, its impact on coastal communities and in particular, the 

choice of integrated management as an organizing strategy for an ecosystems-based 

approach, appears to be overdue.  

 

1.3 Methodology 

The methodology for this study is interpretive and takes a critical constructivist stance. 

Thus, “meaning cannot be apperceived or accessed directly, but only through interpreting 

... representations” (Yanow, 2006a, p.18), like words or texts. This meaning-oriented 

methodology is also known as a constructivist approach. Interpretive research typically 

begin with “puzzles or a sense of tension between expectations and prior observations, 

grounded in the research literature and ... some prior knowledge of the study setting” 

from which “understandings and concepts are allowed (indeed, expected) to emerge from 

the data as research progresses” (Yanow and Schwartz-Shea, 2006, p. xvi).  Yanow 

clarifies that “'interpretive' does not mean 'impressionistic'” (2003, p.240). While 

interpretive methods focus on subjective meaning and human interpretation by subjects or 

researchers, they are nevertheless “systematic stepwise, methodical”(Yanow 2003, 

p.240). The steps followed are described in the method section below. 

 

Critical research begins with a position of interest in the perspectives and experiences of 

those in marginal positions; in this case, of people living and working in coastal 
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communities, who have to date been under-represented in policy formulation. Instead of 

simply reproducing the dominant perspectives, which have the privilege of being well 

entrenched in policy and are thus often unexamined, this position opens up the researcher 

to a critical view on those dominant perspectives, and therefore, to a greater range of 

perspectives. By paying attention to multiple perspectives, and by treating all knowledge 

as partial and as situated (coming from a particular perspective and experience), a 

researcher can gain greater objectivity than would be possible by only attending to the 

dominant perspectives (Haraway, 1988). Another effect of focusing on marginal positions 

is that highlighting less dominant perspectives in policy research can help inform a 

democratic policy process: in fact, “much of the work in interpretive policy analysis … 

appears to be motivated by a desire not only to explain agency performance, but to make 

it more just, equitable, effective” (Yanow, 2006a, p.22). Indeed, “interpretive analysis 

presupposes or requires an ethical commitment to a more democratic policy process and 

analysis” (Yanow 2006a, p. 22).  

 

Especially when coupled with a focus on marginal perspectives, this explicit commitment 

to more equitable outcomes poses a challenge to conventional positivist notions of 

objectivity. Qualitative research requires a shift from positivist ambitions of objectivity, 

validity and reliability in analysis. Instead, qualitative research requires analytical 

accountability and trustworthiness (Lincoln and Guba, 1989). As previously mentioned, 

Haraway argues that objectivity is enhanced with a greater range of perspectives, in 

particular of those critical of dominant perspectives (1988). In critical, qualitative 

research, texts and other forms of data are considered partial and incomplete, in part 

because they are always socially, culturally, sexually and racially located and thus offer 

only one of many possible perspectives (Haraway, 1988). From these methodological 

decisions, I sought an approach to the study of policy that searches for meaning in policy 

and other texts; in particular, an approach that acknowledges the multiple perspectives 

that create that meaning and could help trace the implications of those meanings. 
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1.3.1 Discourse Analysis and Integrated Management Policy 

The concepts of integrated management are applied in a particular way through the policy 

and practice of integrated management in Canada's Maritime Provinces. Jentoft (2007) 

has argued that research on fisheries pays too little attention power relations among the 

various actors in the fisheries sector. To correct this, he proposes that “we need to 

understand how power is expressed in fisheries and coastal management discourse… how 

management institutions frame, legalize and validate discourse… who argues what, from 

what positions of power and with what impact?” (2007, p.433). According to Rosalind 

Gill (2000), common to discourse analytical approaches is first a concern with language 

itself, as opposed to text as a means of “getting at some reality which is deemed to lie 

behind the discourse” (p. 175).  Second, underlying discourse analysis is the view that 

language is both constructed and constructive, in other words, language helps to construct 

how we understand our world. These two positions are consistent with constructivist 

epistemology. Third, when using discourse analysis, talk and texts are conceived as 

“organized rhetorically”, or “used to establish one version of the world in the face of 

competing versions” (p. 176).  According to Gill (2000), “people use discourses to do 

things – to offer blame, to make excuses, to present themselves in a positive light” (p. 

175). 

 

Therefore, a discourse analytical approach takes words to be a form of action or social 

practice. The texts for policy analysis are written policy documents and the like (authored 

texts) but also what policy makers do (which Yanow calls constructed texts) (Yanow, 

2000). The “truth” of policy is in fact found in what is done as opposed to what is written; 

thus the relationships and tensions between the two are a source of great interest (Yanow, 

1995). Hajer (1995) adds that the institutional context in which things are said co-

determines what can be said meaningfully.  

 

Through a discourse oriented approach to policy, one can ask “questions that are not 

asked by the prevailing models of policy inquiry” (Fischer, 2003, p.14). Those prevailing 

models include, for example, cost-benefit analyses and advocacy coalition research (e.g., 
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Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993). Critical policy analysis sets out to “identify the 

grounds for contentions that arise from theoretical assumptions, conceptual orientations, 

methodological commitments, disciplinary practices, and rhetorical approaches closely 

intertwined in policy disputes” (Fischer, 2003, p.14). Through this systematic 

deconstruction, discourse analysis can examine the assumptions about communities and 

about ecology and ecosystems that underlie fisheries and oceans policy (Hajer, 1997). 

They can expose the underlying paradigms of research management to critique (Nadasy, 

2007). Discursive, or narrative, forms of policy analysis aim to identify dominant policy 

narratives and uncover how policy narratives developed, by placing them in a broader 

social-political-economic framework. 

 

1.3.2 Research Questions  

To examine discourses related to community engagement in integrated management and 

in light of changes to marine and coastal governance in the Maritime provinces, I ask 

how policy discourses are used by different actors to frame social and policy problems, to 

shape the range of possible solutions, and to permit or constrain participation of people 

and forms of knowledge in the policy process. The research explores:  

i) the role policy discourses have in framing what options, participants, and 

knowledges are included in integrated management and in fisheries and coastal 

policy, regulation and institutions; 

ii) how power relationships are enacted and how access to resources are altered 

through integrated management approaches to coastal resource governance; and  

iii) community resistance through alternative discourses and models. 

 

  These issues can be framed by the following research questions: 

 How does the state frame problems and solutions in coastal resource governance 

through integrated management, and in particular, the problem of the coastal 

community? How are different forms of knowledge, resilience and scales of 

governance conceived of and framed in integrated management? 
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 Through what techniques does the state rule in decentralized, participatory 

governance approaches like integrated management? How are discourses used to 

this effect, and what is the relationship between texts and the enactment of policy 

texts? 

 How are alternative knowledges and practices of resource management 

marshalled for resistance? How is scale framed as part of resistance? Does place 

figure in resistance?  

 How do dominant discourses and counter-discourses interact? 

 What are the effects of each discourse?  

 

Dominant discourses close down “reference to questions they cannot address”, 

specifically political-economic questions, or those “that might cast doubt upon the 

completeness of their diagnoses or the feasibility of their solutions” (Li, 2007b, p. 11).  

Among opportunities for resistance, like scale framing, are switch points, or “conditions 

under which expert discourse is punctured by a challenge it cannot contain; moments 

where the targets of expert schemes reveal, in word or deed, their own critical analysis of 

the problems that confront them critical scrutiny of government programs is absorbed 

back into the realm of expertise and 'an opening turns into a closure” (Li, 2007b, p. 11).  

 

In light of these proposals, I ask: 

 How is scale framed as part of resistance to dominant discourses of integrated 

management?  

 How are alternative knowledge and practices of integrated resource management 

marshalled for resistance? Does place figure in resistance?  

 Are these alternative discourses successful in opening switch points?  

 Do they establish discursive dominance, or institutionalization? 

 How do the counter-discourses interact with dominant discourses? 

 Do they challenge the underpinnings of integrated management? 
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1.3.3 Interdisciplinary Conceptual Framework 

To address these questions, I developed an interdisciplinary conceptual framework. This 

framework addresses the relationship of human communities to natural resources, 

specifically, with power, poverty and marginalization; the interaction of market 

integration, state policy and international actors with local communities; the question of 

scale, and relationships between nature and culture and the local and the global, 

especially in the context of globalization in political struggles over access to resources, 

and in responses to policy and to market changes (Robbins, 2003). Political ecology is the 

core of the conceptual framework. Influenced by peasant studies and development 

studies, political ecology focused on the global south, until geographers and 

anthropologists brought political ecological concerns, founded in studies of the 

developing world to the first world, for example in studies of North Atlantic fishing 

communities under neoliberal governance (K. St. Martin, B. Mansfield, J. Olson). As St. 

Martin (2005) explains, the concept of community is a marginal or peripheral one in the 

first world capitalist economy and therefore also in policy, which makes first world 

resource based communities an appropriate but to date neglected focus for political 

ecology.  

 

Political ecology is not a discipline with a long theoretical tradition, or singular 

methodological approach. Thus, working within a political ecology framework allows a 

researcher scope to employ methodology and analytical tools suited to the specific 

research setting and questions. Ideas from political ecology can be borrowed and 

integrated with other frameworks (e.g., Armitage, 2008; Agrawal, 2005); conversely, 

concerns with power relations and resource access and use can also be addressed in a 

disciplinary framework, as does Li (2001, 2002, 2007a,b) in anthropology. Political 

ecology engages with governance literature only infrequently, although many working 

within a political ecological framework do address themes such as networks, partnerships 

and co-management, space and scale (such as Swyngendouw, 2005).  

 

This study adopts theories from governance and policy studies to complement the 
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political ecological lens. This particular interdisciplinary approach can be helpful in 

addressing concerns that in first world political ecology, the state is often seen as an 

antiquated scale of interest (Mansfield, 2005), a “passive conduit for market penetration”, 

or a “modernist menace guiding large-scale ecological change” (Robbins, 2003, p. 643). 

Instead, one can examine how state power works through multiple institutional forms, 

rather than in dichotomies like state/market, or state/community.  

 

1.3.4 Methods  

I developed the questions above while a student participant in the Coastal CURA project. 

These questions began to emerge during CURA Council meetings, informal discussions, 

and other Coastal CURA events. I explored different ways to articulate concerns raised 

about integrated management policy at several CURA Council meetings and finalized the 

research questions in August of 2008 as part of my dissertation research proposal. The 

proposal also outlined the theoretical and conceptual frameworks for the study. The 

proposal was accepted by the CURA Council and by my PhD committee in August 2008. 

I developed tentative interview guides for participants in community-based organizations 

and for government employees (Appendix A and B), as well as a guide for document 

analysis (Appendix C).  Submissions to the Dalhousie and Saint Mary's Research Ethics 

Boards were completed and accepted.  

 

Thereafter, I began by interviewing four key informants within government and outside 

of government to identify policy documents and grey literature for a policy document 

analysis. At this stage, the key informants consisted of members of the CURA Council. 

The informants were selected for their intimate knowledge of, and active involvement in, 

the policy challenges in the study area, and for their willingness to engage with the 

multiple perspectives on those challenges. These interviews also helped to frame the 

scope of the three case studies – a regional policy analysis and two local case studies in 

Annapolis Basin, Nova Scotia and Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick – and to 

identify further research interview participants. Designed as an exploration of similarities 
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and differences in two locations rather than a comparative case study, I chose two case 

study communities based on similarities (the Bay of Fundy ecosystem, and national and 

regional policy context) and differences (socio-economic and demographic differences, as 

well as differences in the fishing and other industries). These key informants were 

individuals to whom I returned many times for additional information and for 

conversations about findings and conclusions I drew. After the first round of 

conversations with the key informants I began a collection of policy documents, plans, 

policies and regulations. This list evolved as I continued to conduct interviews as may 

study participants suggested new policies or documents that pertained to the policies 

under discussion in the interview. As the list grew, each document was fed into Atlas ti 

software version 5.0 (1999, Berlin, Scientific Software Development).  

 

The policy analysis is drawn from documents pertaining to federal, regional and 

provincial approach to and perceptions of integrated management, from within 

government and from outside. To place integrated management in its policy context, 

included are DFO fisheries policy documents such as the Atlantic Fisheries Policy review 

(DFO, 2004), and Sustainable Fisheries Framework (DFO, 2009). Oceans documents 

such as the Oceans Act (1996), Oceans Strategy (DFO, 2002a) and Policy and 

Operational Framework for integrated management (DFO, 2002c), policy texts related to 

governance of Aboriginal peoples' participation in fisheries, and to aquaculture. Also 

included are reports of and responses to the Standing Senate Committee on Fisheries and 

Oceans (SSCFO) [formerly the Standing Senate Committee on Fisheries (SSCF)] and 

Hansard transcripts. The analysis also draws on audio recordings of interviews with 

federal and provincial government employees to explore how bureaucrats' perceptions, 

interpretations, experiences of integrated management relate to integrated management as 

depicted in policy texts. Interviews with non-bureaucrats help describe discourses that 

have emerged to resist, counter, and create alternatives to dominant discourses. Non-

government documents such as reports by the Canadian Council of Professional Fish 

Harvesters (CCPFH) and the Ecology Action Centre (EAC) figure more prominently in 
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analysis of non-dominant, or counter-discourses in Chapter Three.4 Documents and 

interviews are included in the regional scale analysis if they relate to the federal or 

regional approach to or perceptions of integrated management. 

 

The two local case studies in the fourth and fifth chapters consider texts and interviews 

that pertain specifically to Nova Scotia (NS) and New Brunswick (NB), such as the NS 

Coastal Management Framework, as well as those produced by non-government 

organizations in the two case study areas. Also analyzed in subsequent chapters are 

regional or national documents that pertain to one case study only, such as Canadian Food 

Inspection Agency (CFIA) policies pertaining to shellfish safety.  

 

I conducted research interviews over a three to four week period in November and 

December 2008 (Annapolis Basin) and January and February 2009 (Passamaquoddy Bay) 

with several subsequent return visits of one to three days to each community. I conducted 

follow-up interviews (in person or over the telephone) with participants who were 

unavailable during those weeks. Interviews were between 45 minutes and two hours. I 

interviewed a total of 36 individuals, some multiple times, for a total of 45 interviews. I 

also attended meetings including three in Cornwallis, Nova Scotia,5 and one at the 

Bedford Institute of Oceanography in Bedford, Nova Scotia.6 Each interview was audio-

recorded (with the exception of two). I maintained notes from conversations, meetings, 

and interviews. I did not transcribe audio files in their entirety, rather I first coded the 

audio files, then transcribed those portions of files selected for coding.  

   

1.3.5 Geographic Context  

The Bay of Fundy provides an ideal social and ecological environment in which to 

                                                 
4Actors from outside government use dominant discourses just as actors within 

government use from counter-discourses; this is discussed where relevant.  
5May 22, 2008 at Cornwallis, NS; June 19 2008 at Cornwallis, NS; January 27, 2009 in 

Cornwallis, NS. 
6February 5, 2009. 
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explore these issues. The first people to inhabit the area were Mi’kmaq and 

Passamaquoddy peoples, followed centuries later by French and English settlers. Today, 

the bay is intersected by two provincial jurisdictions (New Brunswick and Nova Scotia) 

and one international border (Canada and the United States).  Early prosperity was short 

lived as Canadian confederation has been argued to have predisposed the Maritimes 

toward a ‘less-than’ status in federal Canada (Savoie, 2008). The Bay of Fundy remains 

the site of rich and highly exploited marine and coastal ecosystems, including fisheries 

that range from industrial to artisanal, as well as tidal energy development, liquid natural 

gas exploration and production, marine tourism, international shipping and aquaculture, 

among others. The Bay has seen community-based natural resource management in the 

form of fishing cooperatives, and community groundfish quotas, alongside and in 

response to quota management and Enterprise Allocations (Bigney, 2005; Kearney, 

1999). The Bay of Fundy is also home to multiple large- and small-scale integrated 

management initiatives. In this dissertation, I examine two locations in particular: the 

Annapolis Basin in Nova Scotia and Passamaquoddy Bay in New Brunswick. Some of 

the struggles illuminated in international literature on natural resource management are 

ongoing in these two locations. In the Annapolis Basin, where controversial beach leases 

and a waste water crisis resulted in the closing of much of the basin to independent clam 

harvesting, a community-driven, meagrely funded approach to integrated problem-

solving was brokered by a trusted community organization. In Passamaquoddy Bay, 

where multiple industries compete for space, a government-supported marine planning 

area helped to respond to conflicts between the aquaculture and inshore fishing industries. 

Both cases deal with changes in use of and access to natural resources, coastal and marine 

energy development, spatial conflict between traditional and industrial uses, and the 

struggle of community actors to be involved in policy formation. In both cases, 

discourses are used by different actors to shore up or to increase power, or to challenge 

the dominant power relations. The following section describes how those discourses were 

isolated and analyzed for possible effects.  
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1.3.6 Analysis  

Because the data for this study consisted primarily of texts and interviews, I followed 

Hajer's (2006) steps for a discourse analysis.  

Desk research: collecting and examining documents and newspaper accounts 

Helicopter interviews: with key well informed actors 

Document analysis: to identify structuring concepts, ideas and categorizations, 

metaphors, etc. and to develop a preliminary notion of key discourses 

Interviews with key players: to gather more information on chain of events7 and of 

the meaning of events for interviewees 

Sites of argumentation: parliamentary hearings, meeting minutes, etc., are 

examined not just to reconstruct arguments but for the exchange of arguments 

Analyze for positioning effects: how actors position themselves in the arguments 

Identification of key incidents: that are essential to the discursive dynamics  

Analysis of practices in particular cases of argumentation: relate meaning of what 

is said to practices in which it was said 

Interpretation: at this point one may describe a discursive order at that place and 

time8 

 

After moving through the first half of Hajer's process, I began the process of analysis, 

consisting of examining sites of argumentation for positioning effects, key incidents, and 

discursive practices, as well as for possible effects of different discourses (Dryzek, 2005). 

The use of software, as described below, and of an explicit theoretical and conceptual 

framework (as described in the next chapter), helps to maintain transparency in analytical 

decisions which will improve trustworthiness of analysis.  

 

Atlas ti. is designed to facilitate analysis and storage of multimedia (text, image, audio) 

                                                 
7According to Hajer (2006) the chain of events itself, rather than how discourses operate, 

“will always be the assumed core of the meeting on the part of the interviewees”.  
8 Hajer (2006) concludes with a second visit to key actors to confirm if actors “at least 

recognize some of the hidden structures in language” and can be a way of controlling that 

the analysis made sense.  
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files. Using Atlas ti., I developed codes, based on a line of text, an individual word, or a 

part of an image in a document. This process is flexible such that codes can be developed 

at any time. I wrote memos about codes to track emerging connections and theoretical 

insight about the codes. These codes are developed using thematic analysis. According to 

Braun and Clarke (2006), “a theme captures something important about the data in 

relation to the research question, and represents some level of patterned response or 

meaning within the data set” (p. 82).  A researcher uses his or her judgment to define 

themes, evaluating whether something essential to the research questions is captured 

rather than the number of times a theme appears. Themes can be identified inductively 

(bottom-up, or data-driven), or deductively (top-down or theoretical). Inductive theme 

development meant that themes not previously identified as theoretical concerns can 

emerge from within the data during coding. See Table 1.1 for phases of thematic coding, 

from Braun and Clarke, 2006).  
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Table 1.1. Phases of Thematic Analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). 

Phase Description of the process 

1 Familiarize yourself 

with your data 

Transcribing data (if necessary), reading and re-reading 

the data, noting down initial ideas. 

2 Generating initial 

codes 

Coding interesting features of the data in a systematic 

fashion across the entire data set, collating data relevant 

to each code 

3 Searching for themes Collating codes into potential themes, gathering data 

relevant to each potential themes 

4 Reviewing themes Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded 

extracts (Level 1) and the entire data set (Level 2), 

generating a thematic map of the analysis 

5 Defining and naming 

themes 

Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each theme, 

and the overall story the analysis tells, generating clear 

definitions and names for each theme. 

6 Producing the report The final opportunity for analysis. Selection of vivid, 

compelling extract examples, final analysis of selected 

extracts, relating back of the analysis to the research 

questions and literature, producing a scholarly report of 

the analysis 

 

 

In total I developed 210 codes. Examples include aboriginal/treaty rights; co-

management; boundaries; and space. Some codes are linked to other codes (Atlas ti. 

identifies when a researcher codes the same text with more than one code) while some are 

independent. Some codes occurred frequently (see examples above) while others 

infrequently (such as transportation and women which were only coded in two instances 

each). Examples of codes which were inductive – in other words, instances in the data 

where themes corresponded closely to the conceptual and theoretical frameworks – 

include messaging and governmentality while deductive codes – for which the conceptual 

and theoretical frameworks required expanding – include imagery and risk. Where 

necessary, for example to more completely understand the concept of risk, I returned to 

the literature to complete the analysis.   
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Braun and Clarke (2006) confirm that “thematic analysis is not just a collection of 

extracts strung together with little or no analytic narrative” (p. 94). According to 

Sandelowski and Barroso (2003), with interpretive explanation “the transformation of 

data to “a fully integrated explanation of some phenomena, event, or case”   involves a 

coherent line of argumentation about the phenomena, it is also “fully attendant to 

variations in both sample and data … [emphasizing] explanation and variation” (p. 914).  

Braun and Clarke advise placing patterns in a theoretical context to search for meaning 

and implications. Analysis should also surpass “the semantic content of the data, and 

starts to identify or examine the underlying ideas, assumptions, and conceptualizations 

and ideologies that are theorized as shaping or informing the semantic content of the 

data” (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 95).  

 

To move from thematic to interpretive analysis, I used Atlas ti.'s code family and code 

network tools. I used the software program to build models called networks that illustrate 

linkages between codes and code families. In this way, I used the conceptual and 

theoretical frameworks to guide coding and model development while simultaneously 

allowing codes, themes and patterns to emerge from the data. These network diagrams 

were used as the basis for describing the discourses found in each of the three case 

studies. In Atlas ti.'s network building tool I specified the relationships between the 

codes, to elucidate underlying ideas and assumptions connecting the policy vocabularies.  

 

For example, Figure 1.1 is an example of a code network that I built of key terms that 

emerged from the analysis of policy documents and interview audio recordings. This 

network of dominant terms and concepts identified in the data that would go on to form 

the discourse analysis of dominant governance discourses in the fourth chapter.  
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Figure 1.1 Network analysis of codes relating to elements of economic discourses. 

November 2010. 

 

The network building tool allows a researcher to link concepts using arrows and symbols 

to refine the connections between concepts; these connections include: => is a cause of; [] 

is part of; isa~ is a; *} is a property of; == is associated with. In this tool, two numbers 

appear alongside each code: the first number is the number of times a code is used while 

the second number indicates how many other codes are used alongside the initial code. 

These are helpful as indicators of frequency and of density; indeed, the codes which 

appear most frequently and in conjunction with other codes are those upon which I 

focused analytical efforts. Through the process of building networks, economic prosperity 

emerged as a central code to which I linked other codes in the following ways: the two 

codes sustainable development/use and self-reliance are both “(is) part of” economic 

prosperity, as is certainty/control, because those individual codes and the concepts they 
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represent are often linked with the concept of economic prosperity. Meanwhile, economic 

prosperity “is property of” technologies of government, meaning that the concept 

economic prosperity is employed in the data as a technology of government, for example 

through the concept of self-reliance, meant to drive prosperity for individuals but through 

which the state also controls behaviour (see the second chapter for more on technologies 

of government and the fourth chapter for a further exploration of the discourse of 

economic prosperity). Economic prosperity is also “is a cause of” what I coded a 

discourse of disempowerment, a concept which emerged often in connection with coastal 

communities. This code became the basis for the discourse of the tragedy of the 

community.  

 

From hundreds of codes, and multiple code families, several linked code networks 

emerged. From these I described ten governance discourses for description and analysis: 

two dominant and two counter-discourses regionally, and three in each of the two local 

case studies. Through Atlas ti. I maintained memos to record coding development and 

methodological and analytical decision-making. (See Table 1.2 for two examples of such 

memos). This allows analytical transparency as the data and decision-making process are 

open to review and evaluation of those decisions. 
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Table 1.2 Early memo development. (June 2010). 

ME - 26/05/2010 aboriginal peoples, the crown and IM.  

Attached to DFO oceans strategy document  

special relationship of aboriginal people with the crown on the one hand is mandated 

by the constitution. on the other hand cleaves them off into a special and different 

category. this is appropriate but also troublesome for "integrated management"  

 

also reflective of the tension inherent in the OA and any approach to oceans - 

respecting pre-existing roles and responsibilities, yet doing something new and 

integrated 

ME - 18/06/2010 DFO on aq siting - science, risk, public concerns 

Attached to Government response to Aquaculture in Canada's Atlantic and Pacific 

Regions document (SCCFO report)  

 

This recommendation essentially reads, take charge of siting, and pay attention to 

process i.e. an open multistakeholder one.  

 

The response reads - 1. not my job (provinces) 2. industrial development is being 

blocked by community interests, more charitably, the industry's inability to gain their 

acceptance.. but the next sentence reads that govt is trying to ensure "efficient, fair and 

science-based" site approvals. implying communities understand none of those things. 

and that leasing and approval will happen regardless. Then a lot of talk about science, 

and risk: we're doing scientific research on environmental impacts of salmon farms, 

we're applying risk management...Then when discussing IM: "ensuring that aq 

develops on an even footing with other legitimate uses" i.e. use IM to promote aq, 

bypass / work through those annoying community interests.  

 

On the Aq policy: we'll deal with the public, and their concerns, based on science and 

risk management. Endorsed by Cdn govt. Use science - and probably uncertainty (they 

already said they don't know much about cumulative impacts) and the support of The 

Government to over power concerns of citizens. Yes, we'll all work together, but to 

identify how to grow the industry and where to put it (not if). 

 

 

To describe and analyze key discourses operating in each location there are three broad 

analytical components: first is the study of the terms of the policy discourse, in other 

words, “the (new) vocabularies, story lines and generative metaphors, the implicated 

division of labour and the various 'positionings' for the actors and stakeholders involved” 

(Hajer, 2003, p. 103). Following Doulton and Brown (2009), in the chapters which follow 
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I then described the discourses according to Dryzek's (2005) four elements of a discourse: 

i) how the discourse recognizes and constructs basic entities; in other words, its ontology; 

ii) the assumptions about relationships inherent to the discourse; for example, whether 

relationships among groups within the discourse are described as cooperative, or 

competitive, etc.; iii) who are the discourse's key actors and how are they motivated; and 

iv) what metaphors and other rhetorical devices are used within the discourse.  

The effects of discourse, such as political effects, effect on policy, on institutions, or on 

social or cultural systems, are also explored (Dryzek 2005). Following Teräväinen (2010), 

I used Venn diagrams to represent discourses. The diagrams consist of the key concepts 

that make up each discourse coded in the data, and are based on the network diagrams 

developed in Atlas ti.  

 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis   

The theoretical and conceptual framework of this study is elaborated upon in the thesis' 

second and third chapters. Because this study takes integrated management  as a starting 

point to investigate community-government relations with respect to managing coasts and 

oceans, the second chapter, “A critical review of integrated management as governance: 

Knowledge, scale, participation, power”,  places integrated management  in the context of 

community perspectives on coastal and marine governance. Dominant or hegemonic 

discourses found in national and regional level data are described in the thesis' third 

chapter, “Regional policy discourses and counter-discourses”, followed by national and 

regional level counter-discourses. The fourth chapter focuses on the Annapolis Basin, and 

the fifth chapter is concerned with Passamaquoddy Bay. A sixth chapter offers an analysis 

based on all three empirical chapters and concludes the dissertation by offering some 

points of comparison between the case studies, places the findings in theoretical and 

practical contexts, and makes recommendations for further research.  
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Chapter 2 A Critical Review of Integrated Management 

as Governance: Knowledge, Space, Participation, 
Power 

 

2.1 Introduction  

Integrated management (IM) is designed to respond to specific challenges of modern 

marine and coastal governance. This review places integrated management in context of 

the history of marine and coastal governance, alongside competing and related 

approaches, exploring how they relate to and influence integrated management. These 

competing approaches include ecosystem-based management, resilience and adaptive 

management (which I call natural science approaches to governance), as well as spatial, 

decentralized, participatory and community-based (or spatial and decentralized) 

approaches. This review considers approaches developed within academic and policy 

fields. Community-based responses models are treated in the empirical chapters (four, 

five and six). Each approach is outlined, followed by its critiques, as well as key themes 

and residual theoretical challenges and questions for governance. Those themes, 

challenges and questions form the core around which the conceptual framework for 

examining the roles of coastal communities in integrated management is built. My 

objective is to explore possible rationales for differences of opinion, not only the costs 

and benefits of integrated management, but its foundational tenets and assumptions. This 

objective is rooted in objections raised from within certain coastal communities. This 

approach requires seeking out literature which examines the underlying assumptions 

about integrated management  and related approaches, in particular about communities, 

as opposed to taking its founding principles as a given.  

 

I propose a particular way to think about and analyze integrated management, as well as 

particular questions that emerge from this viewpoint, specifically, what kind of spatial 

and scalar relations it forges, what kinds of engagement it proposes, including who and 

what kind of knowledge is involved, and how power relationships imbue these and affect 
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access to resources. Certain disciplines and schools of thought are particularly productive 

for addressing these theoretical and practical concerns, therefore, the framework blends 

political ecological concerns with how neoliberal government shapes access to resources 

and insights from geography about space and scale in resource management regimes, on 

the coast, as well as on land. Foucault's concept of governmentality helps to elucidate 

how state power works in the shift from government to governance, while critical policy 

studies provides the framework for discursive policy analysis.  

  

This chapter has three components. First, I summarize and synthesize the literature on 

integrated management, placing integrated management in the context of ecosystems-

based approaches, decentralized, participatory governance, and community-based 

governance of natural resources. Next, I outline the roles of political ecology, geography 

and policy studies in attending to questions of space, power, and discourse in integrated 

governance of coastal and marine space and resources. Third, I trace the development of 

the concept of community within the literature on natural resource management.  

 

2.2 Integrated Management  

DFO has defined integrated management  as “a modern approach to managing Canada’s 

ocean resources” and “a collaborative way of making decisions on how Canada’s marine 

resources can best be developed and protected” (DFO, “Integrated Management”, 2013). 

The principles of Canadian integrated management connect it to decentralized, 

participatory governance, and ecosystems and community-based management of natural 

resources. For the purposes of this review, I use the umbrella term integrated management 

to represent integrated coastal and oceans management (ICOM) and integrated coastal 

zone management (ICZM).  

 

2.2.1 Approaches to Governance Based in Natural Science 

In this section, I describe ecosystem-based management (EBM), adaptive management, 

and resilience, focusing on how they incorporate the “human dimensions”. In their 
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holism, and incorporation of learning and adaptation, they challenge conventional coastal 

and marine governance, yet in other ways reaffirm the tendency for large-scale, top-down 

management rooted in natural scientific knowledge.  

 

2.2.1.i Ecosystem-Based Management 

Ecosystem-based management emerged from a recognition that fisheries are in trouble: 

87 per cent of the world’s fisheries are fully or over-exploited (FAO, 2011).  Ecosystem-

based approaches to managing natural resources are designed to consider the structure, 

function, and processes of ecosystems in which those resources are embedded when 

determining appropriate extraction rates (Grumbine, 1994). Therefore, EBM will often 

also consider the cumulative effects of multiple activities in the same space. Most 

thinking around EBM incorporates scientific uncertainty into models and scenarios, and 

some ecosystem-based approaches will also consider including non-natural scientific 

forms and sources of ecosystem knowledge. EBM also considers the linked human-

natural system, especially services to humans (Browman and Stergiou, 2004 and 2005) 

and new forms of governance and institutional structure implied by holism. Ecosystems 

approaches can remain within one resource sector: Garcia and colleagues (2003) explain 

that the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)'s Ecosystems 

Approach to Fisheries incorporates respect for biodiversity and endangered species, 

increasing selectivity and decreasing by-catch, non-fishing impacts on the marine 

environment, and applying the precautionary approach, and also considers human 

populations part of ecosystems.  

 

Despite wide acknowledgement of its importance, the social or human dimension of 

EBM is not usually the topic of careful attention. Ecosystem-based approaches to natural 

resource management may demonstrate a sophisticated theoretical grasp of ecosystem 

structure, process and function, but often exhibit a weak conceptualization of feedbacks 

between social patterns and ecosystem patterns. For example, human uses considered are 

typically limited to extractive industries, and may include reliance on ecosystem goods 
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and services for human health, but livelihoods, and in particular social, cultural, spiritual 

dimensions of human relationships to ecosystems are not the focus of attention and are 

thus often treated simplistically.  

 

Other critical problems for community engagement in EBM are knowledge and scale. 

The scientific basis for EBM gives rise to the concern that “EBM may be perceived as 

privileging some types of knowledge and worldviews” from “natural science as more 

central than social science-derived knowledge in framing issues and solutions – and 

thereby marginalizing sectors of society that are already vulnerable” (Christie et al., 2009, 

p. 376). Under EBM, there is a tension between ecological processes, structure and 

function, and ecological interactions which occur at a large scale whereas subsidiarity and 

collaboration encourage smaller-scale efforts (Christie et al., 2009). Marine Protected 

Areas (MPAs) are frequently cited as a tool of EBM. MPAs, like terrestrial parks (e.g. 

Zimmerer, 2006; Brosius et al., 2005), share a concept of human uses limited to 

extraction and damage. This concept can be based on the idea that all human use is 

extractive and therefore damaging, which can support the exclusion of people from 

terrestrial and coastal and marine ecosystems. 

 

2.2.1.ii Resilience and Adaptation 

While equilibrium models dominated ecosystem science for some time, resilience has 

emerged as an essential characteristic of ecosystems and as a management objective. 

Resilience proposes inclusive science and non-hierarchical thinking about scales as 

antidotes to concerns raised about EBM. Based on the work of ecologist C.S. Holling, 

resilience is thought of as “the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize 

while undergoing change so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure and 

feedbacks – and therefore the same identity” (Resilience Alliance, n.d, “Key concepts”). 

Key ideas include panarchy, the antithesis of hierarchy, as a way of thinking about 

relationships between scales in a system; adaptive cycles of growth (conservation, 

release, renewal); and social-ecological systems (SESs) including the (usually property 
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rights) institutions that govern those relationships. Adaptive management is a related 

concept, focused on learning by doing as a response to the uncertainties increasingly 

recognized in natural systems: its three forms are evolutionary adaptive management, or 

trial and error learning; passive adaptive management, which involves reviewing 

implementation of practice or policy, and active adaptive management, which entails 

hypotheses testing through active ecosystem experimentation, with a focus on social 

learning (Alan and Curtis, 2005).  

 

Resilience thinking engages with challenges posed by a new approach to science which 

rejects an expert scientific posture and thus has the potential to be a more inclusive 

paradigm that encompasses values, social justice and the concept of place (Scoones, 

1999). Like some forms of EBM, this broadening can include traditional or local 

ecological knowledges (TEK or LEK) (Berkes, 1999). According to Berkes and 

colleagues (2000) western science could benefit greatly from embracing aboriginal ways 

of “management” of aquatic and terrestrial resources. This shift is from command and 

control management, toward adaptive, flexible institutions. Davidson-Hunt and Berkes 

(2003) frame this approach as social-ecological resilience and adaptive learning. To 

Kristofferson and Berkes (2005), “adaptive management is, in a sense, the scientific 

analogue of TEK” (p. 263). Along these lines, Garcia and colleagues (2003) argue that 

area-based fisheries often have traditional management systems in place which can be 

more flexible, target many species, shift economic activities, and “should be particularly 

adapted and receptive to an ecosystem approach to their livelihood” (p. 46). 

 

By valuing resilience of social-ecological systems, and explicitly incorporating learning, 

adaptation, flexibility and uncertainty, science-based oceans and coastal governance 

better attends to its human dimensions, in particular inclusive knowledge. Yet, that 

knowledge can be subordinate in decision-making. Berkes and colleagues (1998) point 

out that while the Anishinaabe notion of “land” is closer to the scientific concept of 

“ecosystem,” the Anishinaabe land-ecosystem explicitly includes people, their culture, 

and history. As Nadasy argues (2005), the danger of integrating TEK and aboriginal 
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knowledge with western science is in this very de-contextualization; he further contends 

that comparing TEK to natural science is the equivalent of the ecologically noble savage 

stereotype, in which aboriginal people are naturally conservationist and in harmony with 

nature. Rediscovering TEK as adaptive management while integrating people and nature 

does not explicitly include values, for example, or the concept of reciprocity (Trosper, 

2003). A narrow focus on institutions for limiting access to natural resources (property 

rights institutions) as the human dimension of resilience may contribute to this theoretical 

dilemma. Even in contexts explicitly designed to integrate the two paradigms, the western 

paradigm – hierarchical and managerial – can still dominate, as Stevenson (2006) 

observed in the Canadian Maritimes and Nadasy (2005) has also found in wildlife 

management in the Canadian North. Because of this, Nadasy (2005) concludes that 

integrating state and aboriginal ways of doing things, in this case, “may actually be 

serving to extend state power into the very communities that it is supposedly 

empowering” (p. 221). 

 

Negotiating through the adaptive cycle can also be problematic. Gooch and Warburten 

(2009) point out that some regimes are more desirable for some than for others, but 

resilience thinking was initially largely silent on questions such as, who chooses what 

regime is desirable, and by what processes do they capture the process to attain that end? 

Who is authorized to manage resilience with intent (adaptability)? Or, to create a new 

system entirely (transformability)? In other words, resilience of what, for whom (Lebel et 

al., 2006), and of what to what (Walker et al. 2002)? Who decides what is a desirable 

social-ecological state, and how are disagreements negotiated? (Nadasy, 2007). 

Additionally, resilience literature does not address the distribution of costs and benefits of 

moving through different stages of the adaptive cycle: while management that is in sync 

with natural cycles may improve forced predictability, there are social-political benefits to 

predictability, especially in modern industrial resource management (Nadasy, 2007; but 

see Armitage et al., 2012 for how a well-being perspective can complement resilience 

thinking). Within resilience thinking, the linkage between power to affect change and to 

resist changes, and resilience as a property, is weakly conceptualized (Ommer et al., 
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2007). This link can affect relationships and pathways of community health, for example, 

and thus resilience, by affecting strategies and access to resources (Ommer et al., 2007). 

These dilemmas reveal the underlying political nature of many resource management 

questions (Nadasy, 2007). Finally, as Li (2007b) points out, not all ways of relating to 

natural resources are mediated through property rights institutions.  

 

On a practical level, there is evidence that contemporary resource management does not 

foster adaptation or resilience. In looking for evidence of adaptive management, Allan 

and Curtis (2005) instead find a culture that values “activity, control, comfort, and clarity 

over reflection, learning, and embracing complexity and variability” (p. 423), which they 

attribute to underlying management imperatives (which the researchers also call 

discourses or cultural assumptions) that require and value movement instead of reflection, 

resist challenge and change, and support extant institutions. In fisheries, bioeconomic 

models attempt to smooth natural variability for orderly planning of the year's activity, 

resist flexibility and feedback, for example, by not allowing mid-season alterations 

(Charles, 1995), and can generalize fishing activity to grids in ocean space, erasing fine 

grained uses of fishing grounds (St. Martin, 2005). 

 

As this brief review reveals, when mainstream ecosystem-based approaches take human 

use into consideration, it is typically only in its extractive (and therefore destructive) 

form. Scientific knowledge remains dominant and ecosystem dynamics are often 

conceptualized on a large scale, which can additionally marginalize non-local, non-

scientific expertise. Certain ecosystems-based approaches, especially those incorporating 

resilience and adaptive management, address ecosystem variability, the concept of 

uncertainty, and conceive of the human-nature relationship more broadly, including 

social-economic institutions and non-scientific knowledge. The FAO's Ecosystem 

Approach to Fisheries is another example of an approach that includes non-extractive 

values within a single natural resource sector. However, it is unclear that despite a better 

articulation of human-nature relationships, through for example property right institutions 

and learning, that resilience and adaptive management are equipped to handle the ethical 
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and political challenges of resource management, including power relationships in 

governance and knowledge. In the next section, I consider spatial and governance aspects 

of decentralized, integrated management.  

 

2.2.2 Spatial and Decentralized, Participatory Governance  

 

The Oceans Action Plan describes the need for a new form of governance to manage 

“emerging oceans industries” like aquaculture, “non-traditional sources of energy like 

wind and wave generation”, and mining exploration which have developed to compete 

for “space and resource allocation” with fisheries, many of which have declined or 

shifted radically (DFO, 2002a). With respect to oceans and coasts, integrated 

management (IM) typically refers to managing all human activity with an impact on 

marine or coastal ecosystems, such as tourism, shipping, oil and gas, recreation, 

industrial, residential, agricultural, energy production and fishing, by bringing 

representatives from those industries, called stakeholders, together with the state to 

coordinate management within a given area. Other stakeholders can include citizens or 

First Nations organizations living nearby or with an interest in the area. This approach, in 

principle, could alleviate stakeholder conflict and address the cumulative impact of 

activities (Cicin-Sain and Knecht, 1998).  

 

There are three aspects to definitions of integrated management: organizing activities in a 

given space, citizen engagement, and management across scales. 

 

Cicin-Sain and Knecht's (1998) oft-cited definition describes I(C)M as,  

A process by which rational decisions are made concerning the conservation and 

sustainable use of coastal and ocean resources and space. The process is designed 

to overcome the fragmentation inherent in single-sector management approaches 

(fishing operations, oil and gas development, etc.), in the splits in jurisdiction 

among different levels of government, and in the land-water interface. (p.1). 
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Most critiques of integrated management take its founding premises for granted, and 

relate its challenges to “implementation problems” (ICES, 2007) inherent in “scaling up” 

local initiatives to global problems (Agardy, 2005), lack of capacity on the part of 

government and/or other actors (Bastien-Daigle et al., 2008), or to multiple governmental 

jurisdictional issues, including the rights of indigenous governments (Ricketts and 

Harrison, 2007). Geographic thinking about space and scale from coastal and marine as 

well as terrestrial resource management are useful in attending to the often neglected 

spatial and scalar political issues that inhere in integrated management and for thinking 

beyond implementation problems such as the implications of changing conceptions of 

governance for citizen engagement.  

 

2.2.2.i Space and Scale  

The creation of new areas of management authority involves developing new governance 

bodies for that space, which creates new relationships within the territory, and defines 

what activities are permissible and not permitted, all of which involve creating, sustaining 

or altering power relations (Zimmerer, 2006). “Spatial regulation regimes are also social 

regulation regimes” that “reflect economic and political interests of proponents rather 

than some natural state in nature or society” (Nichols, 1999, p. 390). Nichols (1999) 

argues that integrated management conceives of the coast as a “spatially disorganized and 

unmanaged frontier zone” (p. 390), void of regulation, or else in dire need of 

coordination. This does seem to be evident in definitions which attribute fragmentation of 

single sector approaches to jurisdictional splits and land-sea interface (for example, 

Cicin-Sain and Knecht, 1998). To Nichols (1999), the purpose of this characterization is 

to facilitate the inflow of state and international capital and capitalist relations via the 

reorganization of coastal spaces and political systems. In coastal and marine governance, 

certain spaces and levels of governance are categorized, or framed, as capitalist and part 

of the modern economy while others are excluded (St. Martin, 2001, 2005). So for 

example, pre-existing management regimes are displaced: “socially important non-

modern livelihoods (for example, artisanal fishing) may be regulated out of existence to 
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create space for state and internationally sponsored projects such as aquaculture 

development” (Nichols, 1999, p. 390). This critique of how capitalism marginalizes 

certain livelihoods through integrated management is complemented by a view of scale 

that treats it as a social construction, with material ramifications.  

 

Like other forms of “joined up” or decentralized governance, whether of natural 

resources or otherwise, integrated management  proposes a change in scalar relationships 

and responsibilities, moving local actors “up” to larger arenas and national or 

transnational ones, for example, shipping “down”. Moore (2008) argues that scale is not 

an ontological thing, or a given, but that does not mean the concept has no utility, or 

import. This conception rejects the notion that scale is bounded, or “territorially 

complete”, as well as that “social relations are contained at particular scales” (Moore, 

2008, p. 205). Scales are representational and constructed, and there is no “necessary 

correspondence between purported scale representations and material conditions. 

However, through deployment and social contestation, scalar representations can in turn 

have material effects” (Moore, 2008, p. 205). Of interest then are “practical engagements 

with, and uses of, scalar categories by various social and political actors ... how scale 

operates as a category of practice” and the material consequences of those engagements 

(Moore, 2008 p. 13).  

 

For instance, Mansfield (2005) calls the declaration of the 200 nautical mile exclusive 

economic zone an exercise of sovereignty – “asserting the ocean as national space” – 

therefore, a dimension of scalar politics (p. 469). Another example is the dominance of 

the global scale as an explanatory agent. The global scale is naturalized as the place 

where certain environmental problems take place, such as global warming, or the 

fisheries crisis, which “serves to disembody the causes and consequences of such 

problems, and their construction as such, from practices and politics taking place at a 

multitude of sites and scales of governance” (Bulkeley, 2005 p. 883). This is not to say 

that the global scale is unimportant: Bulkeley (2005) argues that the ladder and Russian 

doll metaphors for scale, hierarchical on the one hand and discrete scales contained one 
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within the other on the other hand, are no longer sufficient, because of the work of 

globalization in destabilizing such scalar relations. Despite the movement of, for 

example, economic and human capital, or information, across increasingly permeable 

barriers between levels such as local, national, and international, those metaphors 

continue to have purchase. However, a preoccupation with the process and study of 

globalization can risk neglecting the work of the state (Mansfield, 2005) or the local 

(Escobar, 2001) level. Despite alternative conceptions of scale, such as “panarchy”, 

“multilevel governance”, or “interactive governance” (Kooiman et al., 2005; Hajer and 

Wagenaar, 2003), when “scales of governance remain bounded … there is little 

consideration of the possibilities that the governance of global environmental issues 

might emanate from the ‘bottom up’” (Bulkeley, 2005, p. 883). Scalar relations establish 

that the local is subsumed by the national and the global, but that global processes are 

what are driving environmental change. This may serve to limit the purchase of context-

specific, bottom-up alternatives, and support the force of argumentation around the 

necessity for state action, such as in implementing international agreements.  

 

In one sense, by including all stakeholders in an ostensibly even playing field, integrated 

management flattens scalar relationships. Yet, in another, dominant, government-driven 

integrated management can subsume local practices in a hierarchy that functions to 

include certain livelihood and exclude others. Integrated management also alters scalar 

relationships and practices within government: actors can use scale to help frame 

complicated jurisdictional issues at the coast, which can allow questions of responsibility 

and authority to either drive action or excuse inaction.  

 

2.2.2.ii Participatory and Decentralized Governance 

Participation, or who participates and how, is another central theme of integrated 

management and features in many definitions of integrated management. Bastien-Daigle 

and colleagues (2008) envision a collaborative negotiation of public policy, in part to 

effectuate regional sustainable development:  
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IM’s objective is to instigate a voluntary collaborative process where 

actors negotiate public policies based on multi-criteria and participatory 

decision-making process in a given coastal or marine ecological unit. 

This consultative, negotiative and cooperative forum will inform on the 

consequences of human activities, limit environmental degradation and 

build consensus on how sustainable development should be achieved on 

a regional scale. (p. 97). 

 

The UN Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental 

Protection (GESAMP) (1996) defines integrated coastal management as “a broad and 

dynamic process that... requires the active and sustained involvement of the interested 

public and many stakeholders with interests in how coastal resources are allocated and 

conflicts are mediated” (p. 66). These two definitions reflect a distinct trend in public 

administration toward governance, in which responsibilities are diffused away from a 

centralized state.  

 

According to Rhodes, governance, for which there are many definitions, is essentially a 

means of ‘‘authoritatively allocating resources and exercising control and co-ordination’’ 

(Rhodes, 1996, p. 653). Significantly, the state, or the formal, elected, sovereign, 

centralized government, is no longer the single, or even the central, entity responsible for 

governance. Rather informal, decentralized, and collective decision making structures are 

being recognized as sources of political power (Griffin, 2010). New institutional 

arrangements give “a much greater role in policy-making, administration and 

implementation to private economic actors on the one hand and to parts of civil society 

on the other in self-managing what until recently was provided or organized by the 

national or local state” (Swyngendouw, 2005, p. 1992). The role of the state “can be 

redistributed upwards, to international and transnational organizations and institutions, 

downwards, to cities and regions, and outwards, to non-state actors” for what some have 

called the “hollowing out of the state” (Bulkeley, 2005, p. 883). This approach is 

variously identified as whole of government, joined up government, coordinated, 
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collaborative, and participatory government; integrated management approaches fit 

within this framework. Public involvement in natural resource management superseded 

rational, technology-driven decision-making post-World War II in light of a growing 

public appetite for access to decision-making and high profile events such as the 

MacKenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry in northern Canada during the mid-1970s (Torgerson, 

2003). These extensive public engagement processes were designed to bring large 

numbers of people directly into the decision-making process (Parkins and Mitchell, 

2005). There are many perspectives on this shift and questions include what roles various 

actors – corporate, civil society, state – do/should play in this “new public management”. 

 

Drawing on what they identify as macro-sociological work on the network society, the 

new modernity, or reflexive modernization (for example, Beck, 1999 and Giddens, 1991, 

1992), Hajer and Wagenaar (2003) describe five challenges this new modernity poses for 

policy-making and politics. First, the new spaces of politics are no longer top-down, nor 

do scales fit into nested local-regional-national-international containers. More flexible 

scalar relations can create what the authors call an institutional void, with few rules for 

accountability and responsibility, into which actors bring their own institutional 

expectations and routines. The second component of the new policy context is radical 

uncertainty, which is the condition in which citizens are aware that decisions can no 

longer wait for full knowledge, which has given rise to the precautionary principle to 

address risk. Third and fourth elements of the new policy context are awareness of 

difference and interdependence. Differences can be cultural and/or between systems of 

meaning-making which creates problems for translation between languages and 

discourses. According to Hajer and Wagenaar (2003), the new policy context requires that 

groups recognize their interdependence despite differences which should ease barriers to 

collaboration. Where government lacks legitimacy or if there is a jurisdictional mismatch 

with the problem at hand then networks of actors should create forums and capacities for 

interaction. The final element of the new policy context is the challenge of trust. The 

authors argue that trust in institutions and policy makers is no longer self-evident. With 

new political practices necessary to address new problems, formats that generate trust 
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will have to be built (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003, ps. 8-12).  This new governance is 

related to concepts like interactive governance, in which interactions between layers of 

actors are numerous and governance can be about values and principles like social 

justice, sustainability, and inclusiveness, in addition to economic efficiency (Kooiman et 

al., 2005). 

 

These new forms of governance are also related to neoliberalism, in the sense of the 

retreat of the state, characterized by neoliberalism's “roll-back” variant. “Neoliberalism, 

while not one overwhelming idea … grafts a range of technical developments onto a 

liberal ethics” the core elements of which “are an emphasis on individual freedoms and 

property rights” (Lockwood and Davidson 2010, p. 391-392). Neoliberalism involves 

deregulation (or rollback) and reregulation (rollout). Rollback neoliberalism of the 1980s, 

marked by a retreat of the state, was followed by a rollout agenda of the 1990s in which 

governments in the US and UK “sought to provide ‘Third Way’ alternatives to the 

perceived limits” or deregulation (Lockie and Higgins, 2007, p. 2). The rollback 

component of neoliberalism can produce institutional changes leaving governance 

processes vulnerable to capture. Rollout variants draw “together technocratic techniques 

of economic management with a deeply interventionist agenda focusing around social 

and certain environmental issues” (Lockie and Higgins, 2007, p. 2-3). In this way, rollout 

neoliberalism defines new ways in which states intervene and regulate. The 

interventionist (rollout) agenda can be analyzed using a governmentality framework, to 

explore technologies used by the state to govern citizens at a distance.  

 

A second aspect of neoliberalism relevant for natural resource management is that only 

humans, their individual freedom and human rights, including right to property, are 

worthy of moral consideration. Lockwood and Davidson (2010) call this judgment an 

anthropocentric objectification of nature. Neoliberalism also instrumentalizes nature in 

support of the economy. This “instrumentalization … is embedded in the regime label 

itself: natural resource management” (Lockwood and Davidson, 2010, p. 391-392).  
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The promise of citizen engagement in the switch from government to governance (or 

rolling back of the state) has produced “a fuzzy terrain …, somewhere in-between, but 

articulating with, state and market, but irreducible to either; a terrain that was neither 

state nor private, yet expressing a diverse set of social activities and infused with all 

manner of social power relations, tensions, conflict and social struggles” (Swyngedouw, 

2005, p. 1996). For Hajer and Wagenaar (2003) these participatory spaces exist in an 

‘institutional void’ where there are few pre-given rules, which brings with it loosened 

notions of responsibility, authority, and accountability. This preponderance of uncodified 

space opens up terrain for conflict over access to decision-making, and access to 

resources. As opposed to encoded democratic rules (when they are followed), “inclusion 

or exclusion, legitimacy, system of representation, scale of operation and internal or 

external accountability of [participatory] groups or individuals often take place in non-

transparent ad hoc and context-dependent ways” (Swyngendouw, 2005, p. 1999). Griffin 

shows how regional fisheries bodies are places where powerful actors can maintain, 

manipulate and increase their power over less powerful actors within the governance 

regime (Griffin, 2010). Alternatively, market forces can dominate: competing with 

representation and democratic principles are “equally strong processes at work pointing 

in the direction of a greater autocratic governmentality ... i.e. the democratic character of 

the political sphere is increasingly eroded by the encroaching imposition of market forces 

that set the ‘rules of the game’” (Swyngedouw, 2005, p. 1993). Government can also 

carry on as usual: because incompletely institutionalized decentralization can allow the 

state to maintain its control over decision making, the status quo can be left intact 

(Griffin, 2010). 

 

The foregoing discussion may neglect or underestimate the utility of informal institutions 

and uncodified spaces as well as the value of creativity in institutional change 

(Swyngedouw, 2005). On the other hand, it may be the case that different actors have 

differential ability to leverage social power, which influences their adaptive capacities 

and resilience in these new arrangements, such that some actors are better able to 

maintain or improve their access to resources. It is also the case that elements of old 
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institutional structures featuring over-codification and complexity exist alongside these 

uncodified policy spaces and this can hamper principles like coherence (Griffin, 2010).  

 

In other words, “up-scaling or down-scaling is not socially neutral” as new actors emerge, 

and others are included or excluded (Swyngedouw, 2005, p. 2001). In addition to macro 

forces, institutionalized exclusion plays a role in the practice of participation. 

Stakeholders may not represent the broader community, or even their own constituents. 

Types of exclusion include external exclusion, in which groups are kept out or allowed in 

but are dominated out of the discussion. But internal exclusion also exists, where certain 

people and arguments dominate (Griffin, 2010). Experts have a particular kind of 

knowledge and power in these new arrangements (Fischer, 2003). Because of the 

fundamental difference in the legitimacy and power of their respective languages – 

technical versus everyday – the interaction between technocratic planners and the 

members of the local community tends to give shape to an unequal communicative 

relationship, or what Habermas described as “distorted communication” (Fischer, 2003, 

p. 18). This is a “subtle … authoritarian technocratic strategy” that makes it difficult for 

“unwilling recipients” of such a strategy to resist its application (Fischer, 2003, p. 18). An 

analysis of integrated management  will have to consider the role of experts in integrated 

management  and the relationship between expert and non-scientific, non-expert 

knowledge (such as TEK or LEK). Other problems include “stakeholder perplexity and 

potential resource waste” due to “fragmented and imbricated” governance frameworks 

and resource and time constraints for multi-day meetings occurring several times a year. 

Thus, “participation may paradoxically become limited to a closed, elite inner circle of 

people and institutions with the human and material resources that facilitate attendance: a 

syndrome we might describe as ‘the usual suspects’”(Griffin, 2010, p. 286). 

 

Many of these issues come to light in a practical example from a Canadian study. Bastien-

Daigle (2008) and colleagues found that three levels of government (federal, provincial, 

municipal), along with conservation groups and the tourism industry, actually participated 

regularly in integrated management processes they examined. Occasional participants 
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included planning agencies and academic institutions, landowners and individual actors, 

and resource industries like agriculture, fisheries and forestry, while First Nations and 

‘heavy’ industries, such as mining and maritime transport were rarely involved (but 

apparently notable in their absence). They argue that the structure of integrated 

management process may have something to do with “privileging certain types of 

information exchange (expert, scientific knowledge and language) which could have, at 

times, contributed to marginalization or exclusion of some participants”, leaving room for 

what they call “savvied actors” (p. 120), or those with skills and capacities to forward 

their vested interests, to capture the process.  

 

Groups may however have strategic reasons for opting out of participation. Certain actors 

may feel that a process will not be useful for them, either because the actor would not 

have to comply with a (mostly) voluntary, collaborative process (for example, heavy 

industry) or because legal and policy issues impinge on their desire to participate (for 

example, First Nations). Ultimately, the lack of codification and legal formality inherent 

in rolling back the role of the state and in creating integrated management bodies may 

render integrated management processes vulnerable to capture, non-participation, or 

business as usual.  

 

2.2.2.iii Power and Governmentality  

Interactions within stakeholder bodies, between stakeholders and governments or 

stakeholders and experts are characterized by unequal power relationships: “to deny the 

existence of power struggles in a participatory approach like integrated management is 

unrealistic” (Bastien-Daigle et al., 2008, p. 120). Jentoft called the lack of attention to 

power relationships in fisheries management surprising (2007). Foucault's concept of 

governmentality or, the conduct of conduct, is useful in exploring the fourth face of 

power (Digeser, 1992)9 evident in governance arrangements characterized by 

                                                 
9The first two faces are force relationships – altering the behaviour of another such that 

he/she does, or does not do, something he/she would otherwise do. The third face resides 
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decentralization and “pluralization of power and decision-making centres” (Abrahamsen, 

2004, p. 1459). This facet of power is not based on coercion, but on regulating the self: it 

“works through systems of knowledge and discursive practices to provide the meanings, 

norms, values and identities that not only constrain actors, but also constitute them” 

(Abrahamsen, 2004, p. 1459). Foucault makes a claim that subject formation refers to 

“the enabling or disabling of agency, i.e. the ability to have desires, form goals, and act 

freely” (Digeser, 1992, p. 980). Foucault was interested in how governmental policies and 

actions do this; essentially, “how governments learn about and forge individuals” 

(Digeser, 1992, p. 990). Neoliberal forms of governance, characterized by 

decentralization of the state, establish a way in which the “conduct of conduct” is worked 

on at sites at a distance, literally and figuratively, from the state (Abrahamsen, 2004). 

According to Rose, 'micro-managing' or 'self-steering' practices of citizens, “rather than 

endeavouring to make forms of life open to explicit political debate … attempts to 

technically manage the way in which each individual should conduct him–or herself and 

his or her relations to others in order to produce politically desired ends” (p. 193). This 

new managerialism is “accompanied by a vast array of new mechanisms and techniques 

of auditing, accounting, monitoring and evaluation which link these various and disparate 

entities to political strategies at the state level” which “simultaneously accord actors a 

degree of autonomy and responsibility for decisions and actions” (Abrahamsen, 2004, p. 

1459).  To describe these techniques, Abrahamsen (2004) uses Dean's (1999) concept 

technology of agency, which “engage its target population as active and free subjects, as 

informed and responsible actors capable of taking control of their own lives and futures.” 

Thus “[m]odern liberal rule … governs through the management of freedom, and the 

retreat from state interventionism is at the same time a positive technology of government 

(that is, another form of intervention) through various strategies of ‘responsibilisation’ 

and empowerment” (Abrahamsen, 2004, p. 1460). An example might include 

                                                                                                                                                  

in the ability to make another act contrary to his/her objective, real interests by 

manipulating his/her desires and wants (Digeser, 1992, p. 979). If the first and second 

faces are about controlling action and inaction, the third is formation of desires that 

violate one's interests, which can discourage people from challenging the status quo, or 

even to accept their own subjugation (Abrahamsen, 2004).  
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consultation, or co-management relationships. Technologies specific to integrated 

management include the use and alteration of space and scalar relations, such as through 

maps, as well as new governance institutions, and the supporting policies and 

programming that accompany legislative changes. The retreat from state intervention is 

coupled with the management of freedom. The creation of responsible, rational 

individuals, onto whom governance responsibilities can be shifted, is, according to 

Swyngendouw, a technique of a neoliberal approach to government. In the switch from 

government to governance, where some read a loss of control or power of the welfare-

state, Swyngendouw and other scholars using Foucault's ideas about governance read a 

re-ordering or re-structuring of state power through these technologies. For an analysis of 

decentralized governance like integrated management, rather than assume the state is less 

consequential, this new role of the state should be examined. 

 

Li (2007a) describes this as anti-politics of assemblage, whereby the state enrols such 

programs into its own domain. According to Rose (1999), community itself can be made 

into a technology of the state (he calls this “governing through community” (p. 189) 

when it is “objectified by positive knowledges, subject to truth claims by expertise” 

(p.189). In response to the appeal of “apparent naturalness” of community, Rose points 

out that communities have to be “made up”: “boundaries and distinction have to be 

emplaced; these spaces have to be visualized, mapped, surveyed and mobilized” (p. 189). 

The concept of community is appealing due to its authenticity and naturalness, and a 

critique both of mass society's isolation and of government's authoritarian control of 

citizens, has been transformed such that “community is now something to be 

programmed by Community Development Programmes, policed by Community Police… 

rendered knowable by sociologists pursuing 'community studies'” (Rose, 1999, p. 173). 

 

Examples of research applications of these concepts include Arun Agrawal's (2005) 

extended case study of forest tenure in India in which he examines how techniques of 

government, namely, statistics, numbers, maps, and how such techniques create the 

environment as a place to be governed and transform citizens into “environmental 
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subjects”. These technologies of government produced governmentalized localities, in the 

form of regulatory communities (to govern environmental interaction in these 

communities), which not only created “environmental subjects”, but conflict amongst 

newly formed villagers-subjects. People thought and acted in new ways, which he 

describes as “self-regulation under perceptions of scarcity” (Agrawal, 2005, p. xiv).  He 

explored how these technologies were the basis for new kinds of knowledge “that make 

some kinds of actions seem naturally more appropriate than others as an invaluable aid to 

the process of government” (Agrawal, 2005, p. 224). These altered environmental 

subjectivities, that is, how people think of the environment, and their position within it. 

This resonates with Jentoft's assertion that management tools and systems “express a 

political position on relations of power, conflict and social justice” by distributing power 

and altering power relations (Jentoft, 2007, p. 428). For instance, “management systems 

change the very perception of what it means to be a fisher, such that management systems 

are now considered a fact of life” (Jentoft 2007, p. 428). Fishing communities, clam 

harvesters, even government employees are formed by the technologies and practices of 

government. So for example, small scale fishing may be considered deviant under 

integrated management, and those pursuing that livelihood would be encouraged through 

practices of integrated management to regulate themselves back into the modern 

economy.  

 

In a Canadian context, Natcher and colleagues (2005) have studied the struggle to 

integrate aboriginal forms of knowledge and governance in wildlife co-management in 

the North. Using a governmentality framework, they were able to explore the multiple 

uses of power, overt and implicit, and determine that the co-management board, despite 

policies and certain practices to the contrary, remained a western and colonial system. 

Stephenson (2006) and Davis and Jentoft (2001) both examine the Marshall decision10, 

which both acknowledged rights of First Nations people to fish commercially, and opened 

                                                 
10The Supreme Court of Canada’s 1999 Marshall Decision and subsequent elaboration 

(R. v Marshall 1 and 2) affect access to the commercial fishery for 34 Mi’kmaq and 

Maliseet First Nations communities in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward 

Island and Quebec.  
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up access to fisheries unprecedented in the post-colonial period, yet simultaneously 

reinforced government control of the process by restricting participation and confined it 

to subservience to a western management regime. 

 

2.2.2.iv Agency, Responsibility and Resistance  

The foregoing discussion brings up questions of agency, responsibility and resistance. 

Policies have distributional effects, therefore, it can be useful to ask questions about 

responsibility for those effects. Policies have an institutional home, an intellectual history 

and aspects of integrated management are implemented by a wide range of people in 

multiple departments and agencies. What is the appropriate approach to the question of 

responsibility for a policy's impacts? Reflecting on agency, intentionality and blame, Li 

(2007b) takes seriously that the “will to improve” in development interventions can be 

taken at face value. She argues that ascribing bad faith, or the desire to secure wealth, 

territory or domination to these interventions “narrows analysis unnecessarily” (p. 9). To 

Li, governance is about all sorts of “finalities” (Foucault's term) which can be 

incompatible or contradictory, and in tension for long periods of time, and not always 

about encroaching capitalism (such as in a materialist or Marxist critique), or attributable 

to any agent's specific responsibility (e.g., as Lukes might argue). This reading is 

important as it avoids seeing people as locked into deterministic reading of action, 

resistance, agency, and strategies built around their circumstances. Because the 

“connection ... is loosened” with respect to agency, Foucault's understanding of power is 

also “detached from responsibility and harm” and does not prescribe how government 

should be conducted or how political actors should behave (Digeser, 1992, p. 992). Thus, 

structure (e.g., institutions and practices) is important in constraining agency, but does not 

determine action. This view is important in thinking about how resistance to forms of 

state power is generated, and what new roles and institutions resistance can help define.  

 

In addition to blame, an exploration of agency also requires thinking about resistance. In 

forming a particular kind or person, power encounters resistance. Foucault argued that 
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power is not derived solely from above (e.g., an oppressive state), nor does power end in 

repression or constraint. Rather everyday relations are imbued with power relations: there 

is no power without some form of resistance to that power. In this way repression can be 

productive and lead to new forms of behaviour. As opposed to recipients of power, people 

are a place where power is enacted (Mills, 2003). If the practice of government is 

rendering “a concept of improvement … technical … as it is attached to calculated 

programs for its realization”, resistance, through the “practice of politics” is the 

“expression, in word or deed, of a critical challenge” that can open up “a front of 

struggle”, a “refusal of the way things are” (Li, 2007b, p. 11). Therefore, “government is 

a response to practice of politics that shapes, challenges, provokes it” (Li 2007b, p. 11). 

Governments are also reactive to power in the form of challenges. Li (2007a,b) uses 

Rose's (1999) concept of switch points to explain how when a state cannot give up 

control, it instead positions itself within the challenges posed by, in the case she 

describes, community-based natural resource management. Similarly, Hajer and Versteeg 

(2005) develop the term “forcing” for moments where discursive regularities are broken 

due to power struggles. These moments make “previously stable discourses lose 

legitimacy and need to be revised” (p. 182). 

 

Dryzek (2001) also sees possibilities for resistance through discursive deliberation 

(Dryzek, 2001, see also Parkins and Mitchell, 2005). Deliberative democratic theory 

understands public participation as an opportunity for public debate, personal reflection, 

and informed public opinion. The concept of inclusion features in this literature, as 

opposed to representation, or participation (Parkins and Mitchell, 2005). Of critical 

importance is that according to Dryzek, everyone can engage in discursive contestations, 

as they are part of policy decisions but also in everyday practice, “in challenges made and 

resisted in households, in workplaces, in classrooms and elsewhere” (2001, p. 663). In 

integrated management, this resistance can be accomplished through debates over 

knowledge, or mapping, in cultural production and media work, as well as on the ground 

practices that use other forms of knowledge and include culture. Resistance can also be 

affected through scalar politics, that is, scale framing and re-framing, in this case by 
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actors less straightforwardly in positions of power.  

 

While powerful actors up-scale or down-scale problems, rendering them accidental as 

opposed to systemic, to justify a limited response, local actors up-scale by connecting to 

for example state policies (Harrison, 2006), to “reject the localization of their grievances 

and the aspersions of [not-in-my-backyard]-ism that come with it” (Kurtz, 2003, p. 890). 

“Contestations over scale are most appropriately analyzed as a relational process, a 

struggle between different actors to reframe and otherwise re-position an issue to their 

own advantage” (Jonas, 1994, p. 258).  In these contestations, less powerful groups 

“attempt to liberate themselves from these imposed scale constraints by harnessing power 

and instrumentalities at other scales” (Jonas, 1994, p. 258). The scale of the problem itself 

is produced, and thus responsibility for intervention. This treatment, rather than reifying 

scale, focuses attention on how different actors use scalar concepts to contest 

relationships of dominance or other forms of power (Mansfield, 2005). This is the central 

concern of environmental justice research: inequalities and vulnerabilities across scales 

and spaces in the material implications of these scalar contestations, such as how local 

problems are linked to social structures enforcing inequalities (Kurtz, 2003). Emergent 

questions include how these processes of scalar politics alter scalar relationships 

including the distributional aspects of how scales are constructed in integrated 

management.  

 

Discourses, as a combination of words and action, structure political struggles and when 

powerful, capture debates. The tragedy of the commons is one of the most powerful 

discourses in fisheries and oceans governance. In the next section, I turn to how this 

discourse influences policy and practice through a particular way of representing coastal 

and fishing communities and of proposing policy solutions. In part in response to this 

discourse, community-based management forms another important body of literature 

investigating the human dimension of natural resource governance. The critical literature 

on community-based governance argues that where communities are brought back into 

policy, they are locked into a narrow vision of “something vaguely pre-capitalist, outside 
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of history, and in need of development” (Olson, 2005 p. 262). 

 

2.2.3 Community-Based Governance  

The notion of the “tragedy of the commons”, popularized by Hardin (1968), is at the heart 

of state-centric and market approaches to oceans and coastal governance. These attitudes 

exploit an individual relationship with property to make fishermen better environmental 

citizens. Under the tragedy of the commons logic, community is positioned outside of the 

economic space of fisheries management. When communities are included in oceans and 

coastal governance, they are conceived of as at a distance from centres of power and 

policy making, usually small and conservation-oriented; alternatively, 

neocommunitarianism can employ the same logic as property rights approaches and 

responsibility to a certain vision of community can be used as a technology of 

governmentality. 

 

In a historic development, Gordon and Scott in the mid-1950s integrated fishermen into 

fisheries systems by modelling rational, economic behaviour onto fishing activity to 

harness “economic efficiency and … individual decision-making to both market and 

ecological realities” (Mansfield, 2004, p. 315). A sole owner was thought to be “more 

likely than a multitude of competing interests to make rational decisions on behalf of 

natural and economic resources” (McCay, 1995, p. 4). The “Economic Man” is the unit of 

analysis, rather than the household or the community or any other entity, and it is 

assumed that he will always act rationally with respect to his property (Wiber, 2000).  

 

Durrenberger and King (2000) hold that “all people in all places share the motivations of 

capitalist firms” (p. 8). The idea of “rationality” is related to whether Individual 

Transferable Quotas (ITQs) and other similar regimes foster increased stewardship (i.e., 

long term thinking) and/or better environmental outcomes (i.e., sustainability). Indeed the 

success of ITQs at promoting long term thinking has been mixed; for example, private 

property rights do not provide incentive for restraint but rather to increase quota while 
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stock was declining (Loucks, 2007). Social implications of switching to a market based 

regime include “job losses, changing social relationships of production” such as an 

increase in wage relationships between owner and crew/employee, “changing social 

structures within communities, and increased concentration of rights, power and wealth 

within an industry” (McCay, 1995, p. 7).  Meanwhile New Zealand (Bess, 2001) and 

Canada (Davis and Jentoft, 2001) have both confronted the problem of allocating a public 

good without regard for indigenous peoples rights.  

 

While community is excluded from marine space, communities and common property 

have long been part of fishing. In brief, anthropologists and others responded to Hardin's 

thesis with forceful illustrations of small scale, long-enduring institutions for managing 

access to and allocation of common property resources (see for e.g., McCay and Acheson, 

eds., 1987; Berkes, 1989; Pinkerton, 1989; Feeny et al. 1990; Ostrom, 1990). But policy 

and practice largely ignore this possibility, replacing local systems with state regulation 

and/or markets. The “dismantling, disregarding and disintegration of localized 

community based management regimes” had engendered negative multipliers 

(concomitant bad effects of policy) such as: oppositional behaviour (e.g. anti-

conservation); accumulation by elites/ inequitable distribution of benefits; conflict at 

many scales; loss of local autonomy over production; loss of historical right to food 

fisheries (Durrenberger and King, 2000, p. 4, 5). But re-inscribing community into policy 

presents other challenges. The US National Marine Fisheries Service has, according to St. 

Martin (2006), inscribed a particular place for community “both a discursive location 

outside the domain of the economic and a literal location where community resides on 

land while the processes of economy are at sea” (p.1 78). Olson (2005) demonstrates how 

the “rational subjectivity of bioeconomics as well as the geographic imagination of empty 

space” erases connection between activities at sea and on land, and connections of people 

at sea to one another (p. 262). A “discourse of development” (c.f. Escobar), bioeconomics 

“constitutes fisheries as a site of necessary economic transformations through the 

implementation of standard capitalist institutions such as private property, wage relations 

and corporate structures... The tragedy of the commons became the standard explanation 
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for poverty and resource scarcity with a clear solution in those capitalist structures” (St. 

Martin, 2001, p. 124). Like other discourses of development emerging in the post-World 

War II era, it provided a rationale for top-down intervention and promised prosperity as a 

result (St. Martin, 2001). Thus, fishing occurs at sea, and is part of economy, where 

community exists on land, and is part of culture. The work of fisheries social science to 

document and to advocate for local-level management of natural resources, while an 

important challenge to centralized power, “can and does get reinterpreted … as being 

about something vaguely pre-capitalist, outside of history, and in need of development” 

(Olson, 2005, p. 262). Nichols (1999) argues that a similar banishment of activities seen 

as exterior to the economy occurs in integrated management.   

 

Adding to these problems is the assumption that local resource dependent peoples base 

their extractive activities on modern-day notions of conservation or even on 

contemporary notions of sustainability (Smith and Wishnie, 2000). Li (2002) highlights 

the inequity of requiring that resource dependent people curtail extractive activities to 

meet local or national policy commitments, or those of a donor, while less poor have no 

such requirements. In a similar vein, critically examining the concept of subsistence, Li 

(2001) finds that while a historical analysis would connect poverty to the impact of 

colonialism and now post-colonial processes, that the term subsistence is instead invoked 

with reference to livelihoods that are marginal, acquired or pursued more or less outside 

the market, and a culture in which material wants and desires are secondary. These 

communities can be understood to be “satisfied with the (often marginal) economic 

niches to which they have been assigned” (p. 161). Therefore behaviour that bears a 

resemblance to economic desires, or reflects the fact that markets do penetrate 

community (Li gives the example of acquiring capital to send children to school) appears 

irresponsible when juxtaposed with the stereotyped requirements of a subsistence or 

traditional existence. The relationship between community and scale is also problematic. 

Communities are often seen as the site of impact (Olson, 2005) and the smallest scale in 

the hierarchical nest (Bulkeley, 2005).  
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Brosius and colleagues (1998) discuss the paradox of community-based movements: that 

in order to assert legal claims, “they are caught in a bind of creating relations to the state 

through state/elite forms of legal textualization” (p. 171). A government can assert 

greater influence and intensify state control through the process of territorialization: “the 

making of maps, the conduct of census, the drawing up of village boundaries and lists, 

classification and staking forests can be all be seen as mechanisms to define, regulate and 

assert control over the relationship between population and resources” (Li 2002, p. 273). 

This process could be comparable to the process of enclosing the commons with property 

rights. Decentralization can also involve appropriating, absorbing and presenting local 

knowledge in standard format, stripped of its context (Li, 2001). Mosse (2004) finds that 

devolution of power is often incomplete for just these reasons. The state “[re-regulates] 

its relationships with outlying territories” and by doing so “[sanitizes] the periphery of 

opposition to resource extraction” (Mosse 2004, p. 640). State control can lead to capture 

of benefits by local governments and elite patrons, and to creating (or re-enforcing) 

asymmetrical power relations. To Li (2007), government and capitalism intersect in 

several ways: capitalist relations are a way to make a person diligent, responsible, able to 

weigh costs and balances: an autonomous subject of rights. These relations can alter 

subjectivities, such that economic motivators become the prime driver for individual 

action. Private property can also help some accumulate, and dispossess others. For this 

reason, Li (2007) calls property “violence by other means”. Next, the state can argue that 

an actor has failed to improve, in other words, to profit, or to conserve nature, in order to 

promote dispossession.  

 

Like ITQs, which exploit or even transform a fisherman's individual rational motivation, 

a rediscovered romantic definition of community can work this way as well: 

“Neocommunitarianism reinvents market liberalism within outwardly compassionate 

institutions which champion community affairs, but with a clandestine extension of 

market processes to new spheres” (McCarthy and Prudham, 2004, p. 280). 

Neocommunitarianist discourses are also drawn on to support decentralization and 

participatory governance. In this case community becomes a way to organize and 
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collectivize subjects of government by instilling an ethic of community: the responsibility 

to fellow citizens becomes the driver of good conduct, and community becomes a 

technology of government (Rose, 1999).  

 

2.3 Conclusion 

In this review, I have touched on the human dimensions of dominant approaches to 

marine and coastal governance, namely ecosystem-based and related, as well as spatial, 

participatory, and community-based management. Ecosystem based management 

challenges conventional, single-species management to consider ecosystem structure and 

function, with some considering the social, cultural and broader economic aspects of 

resource use, while adaptive management and resilience open up to new forms of 

knowledge and learning. Problems remain within these new paradigms in accounting for 

non-extractive uses, in the tendency to require large scales, and in the neglect of questions 

of vulnerability and power in managing for resilience and intertwining traditional and 

scientific knowledge. Reorganization of spatial and scalar relations is at the heart of 

integrated approaches; questions therefore include how power relationships are 

negotiated in uncodified spaces, how are scalar politics - scale framing and re-framing by 

different actors - employed to capture power or exclude livelihoods, and how scale can 

also be used for resistance. Integrated management is part of a shift away from state 

control to decentralized governance; how does the state maintain power at a distance, 

under these new arrangements? Whose knowledge dominates? To examine these 

questions, this review turned to the concept of community within modern marine and 

coastal governance. Fisheries regulations, including new co-management arrangements, 

work to instil a sense of responsibility and citizenship on individual and collectives of 

fishermen. The neocommunitarian argument in support of devolved governance, when 

founded in a concept of community as small in scale, and conservation-oriented, can 

further marginalize communities when it is used to lock communities into these roles in 

legal relationships to the state or to extend market influence.  
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Next, I outline a conceptual framework for examining these related approaches in 

integrated management policy and application in the Canadian Maritime provinces, 

focusing on how community is conceived of and engaged in integrated management 

using political ecology, governmentality, and critical policy studies.  
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Chapter 3 Dominant and Counter-Discourses at the 

Regional Level 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Two dominant discourses and two counter-discourses are described in this chapter. 

Dryzek's (2005) four elements of a discourse frame the description and analysis of each 

discourse. Those four elements are: i) how the discourse recognizes and constructs basic 

entities; in other words, what is the discourses' ontology; ii) what assumptions about 

relationships are inherent to the discourse; for example, are relationships among groups 

internally defined within the discourse as cooperative, or competitive; iii) who are the 

discourse's key actors and how are they motivated, and iv) what metaphors and other 

rhetorical devices are used within the discourse. Dryzek (2005) also provides a 

framework for analyzing v) the possible effects of a discourse. Those include political 

effects, effect on policy, on institutions, or on social or cultural systems (Dryzek, 2005). 

After outlining each discourse according to Dryzek's (2005) descriptive and analytical 

frameworks, I return to the conceptual framework blending governmentality, space, and 

scale, to reconnect the discussion to the conceptual threads in the resource management 

literature. Finally, the discussion draws connections between these discourses and major 

contemporary environmental discourses, described by John Dryzek (2005); namely, 

administrative rationalism, democratic pragmatism, and economic rationalism. 

 

3.2 Dominant Economic and Governance Discourses: Economic 
Prosperity and Tragedy of the Community  

A thematic analysis informed by the conceptual framework outlined in the method 

section led to identification of the key terms of each discourse within the Venn diagrams. 

In this chapter, the discourse elements are illustrated by quotations from text and from 

interviews. The discussion below will explain how each of those concepts together form 

the discourses of economic prosperity and tragedy of the community.  
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Figure 3.1. Venn diagram displaying key terms featured in each of two dominant 

economic and governance discourses identified in regional level data. The oval on the left 

groups together key terms encompassed by the discourse of economic prosperity, while 

the oval on the right does so for the tragedy of the community discourse. 

Following the theoretical and conceptual framework outlined in chapter two, this study 

follows a Foucaultian approach to discourse analysis (Witherell et al., 2007). 

Accordingly, I take discourse to be “an ensemble of ideas, concepts and categories 

through which meaning is given to social and physical phenomena, and which is 

produced and reproduced through an identifiable set of practices” (Hajer and Versteeg 

2005, p. 175). Practices are “embedded routines and mutually understood rules and 

norms that provide coherence to social life” (Hajer 2006, p. 70).  Discourses can be said 

to be dominant when they are structurated and institutionalized: structuration is achieved 
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when a discourse governs the way a given social unit (firm, society, etc.) conceptualizes 

the world, in other words, when actors' “credibility requires them to draw on ideas, 

concepts and categories of a given discourse” (Hajer 1995, p. 60), while discourse 

institutionalization refers to a discourse solidifying in institutional arrangements like 

concrete policies or departmental restructuring (Hajer, 2006).  

The discourse called economic prosperity, named for an objective of the wide-ranging 

DFO Fisheries Renewal initiative (DFO, 2013, “Fisheries Renewal”) lies beyond 

fisheries to Integrated Management, through specific types of enclosure of the commons, 

such as through mapping, used both to conserve and protect natural resources and to 

maintain sovereignty and security of “Canada's oceans estate”. The discourse of 

economic prosperity also features surveillance, and other forms of governmentality, self-

reliance, viability, co-management, modernity and accountability. Meanwhile, the tragedy 

of the community discourse is a hallmark of many discussions of coastal communities, 

consultation, or the commons in policy documentation and interviews. I call the second 

discourse ‘tragedy of the community’ instead of ‘tragedy of the commons’ as while both 

share the same underlying logic, the tragedy of the community variant is a specification 

focused on communities instead of individuals, and on the limits of community under the 

rational economic actor logic and the market and government focused solutions. The 

implication of assuming that individual rationality is the main driver of action, that 

conflict needs to be controlled by government, and that there are no non-government, 

non-market ways to allocate access to natural resources – that is, the erasure of 

community – requires a discourse that constructs that erasure. The tragedy of the 

community discourse effects that erasure by affirming that communities are small scale, 

conflictual, and outside the modern economy. Key concepts forming the discourse of the 

tragedy of the community are subsistence, dependence, emotion, risk, capacity and scale. 

Aboriginal communities figure in this discourse as well: like all communities, they are 

constructed as sources of conflict, needing to be managed and modernized. Solutions to 

this articulation of the tragedy are applying new, modern governance structures such as 

integrated management, wholesale adoption of aquaculture, and adding value to better 
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compete in the global market. Where the two discourses overlap is the territory of scale, 

enclosure and conflict: dominant discourses all prescribe a hierarchical approach to scale, 

sustained or further enclosure of the commons, and describe communities as conflictual 

places needing to be managed by the state. Each dominant discourse will now be 

described in turn, after which the chapter will turn to counter-discourses and how those 

posit different problems and propose different solutions.  

3.2.1 Dominant Discourse: Economic Prosperity 

3.2.1.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Prosperity for Whom?  

Economic prosperity as a particular agenda was articulated in 2005, as part of the 

Fisheries Renewal strategy, which intends to “[align] fisheries policies and decision-

making processes to support economically prosperous fisheries for Canadians” (DFO, 

2013, “Fisheries Renewal”). In its preamble, the Oceans Act (1996) states: “Canada 

recognizes that the oceans and their resources offer significant opportunities for economic 

diversification and the generation of wealth for the benefit of all Canadians, and in 

particular for coastal communities” (Oceans Act, 1996, preamble). Claiming the term 

economic prosperity signaled a shift to an explicit focus on generating financial wealth, 

intended to benefit the fishing industry, and through economic diversification, all oceans 

industries. Presumably these benefits will trickle down to coastal communities, although 

that causal relationship is not made explicit in policy documents. The wealth focus is also 

evident in earlier shift from maximizing employment to a focus on efficiency which in 

part led to the development and spread of Enterprise Allocations (EAs) and Individual 

Transferable Quotas (ITQs). The explicit mention of coastal communities in the Oceans 

Act (1996) is notable. As we will see, however, for coastal communities to benefit from 

wealth generation, they are encouraged to diversify their economic bases, which is also 

an element of the tragedy of the community discourse (later in this chapter) that imagines 

that coastal communities are sites of dependence – on government, and on a single 

industry, in which their current place is problematic. Precisely what is a coastal 

community is not defined in the Act, which prompted one Fishermen’s Association to 
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object that because “coastal communities have never been identified as entities having 

legislative or representative powers... references to them are meaningless” (SSCFO, 

2001).  

 

Rather than meaningless, however, references to “coastal communities” reveal 

ambiguities related to whom this wealth ought to benefit. The Fisheries Renewal strategy 

posits that wealth is for all Canadians, whereas the Oceans Act (1996) specifically 

mentions coastal communities. The Oceans Action Plan proposes that the “oceans 

economy has the potential to grow enormously, with benefits for rural and coastal 

Canadians” (DFO 2005, p. 7). The Integrated Management plan emphasizes that “in the 

21st century, the waters of Canada’s oceans, coasts and estuaries remain not only a major 

source of economic activity, but also an integral part of its culture and identity” as “all 

Canadians are connected to the oceans”, and enumerates ways in which “economic uses 

... directly contribute over $20 billion a year to Canada’s economy” (DFO, 2002b, p. 4). 

Whether all Canadians, Canadian taxpayers, coastal and/or rural dwellers and/or 

communities are meant to benefit from economic prosperity is an ambiguity that 

reverberates through oceans governance: who participates in oceans governance, who 

“owns” oceans resources and coastal communities as a special but amorphous place. 

While who should benefit from economic prosperity is unclear, as is how specifically a 

wealthier fishing industry will benefit coastal communities or Canadians, especially if 

that wealth is concentrated, what is clear is that wealth is the primary objective of the 

economic prosperity policy goal.  

 

Nature is a second element conceived of within this discourse. If wealth is the primary 

goal, nature is primarily recognized in the service of the economy; a central tenet of 

neoliberalism. We will see below how natural variability becomes problematic when it is 

at odds with stability and transparency required by financial markets. How prosperity is 

meant to be achieved is explored in the following sections on transparency and 

accountability, self-reliance, protection and enclosure.  
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3.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: That the Government Sets the 
Conditions for Coastal Communities to be Self-Reliant  

Within the discourse of economic prosperity, the fishing industry is responsible for its 

own destiny, as are coastal communities. This statement reflects the approach of DFO 

toward its own impact on “the socio-economic status of fisheries-dependent 

communities”: “while DFO does not have a specific mandate for economic development, 

it is departmental policy to create the circumstances for resource users to become more 

self-reliant, economically viable and self-sustaining on a long-term basis” (DFO 2007a, 

p. 20). So for example, a key element of the Fisheries Renewal strategy is “[aligning] 

DFO policies and decision-making processes to enable a self-reliant industry” (DFO, 

2013, “Fisheries Renewal”). Self-reliance is represented as release from government 

assistance: “ultimately, the economic viability of Canada's fishing industry will depend 

on the industry itself” (DFO, 2007b, n.p.). In these statements, DFO is portrayed as 

simply establishing the enabling conditions for prosperity, of which the industry can 

freely choose to take or not take advantage. Along similar lines, one regional government 

interview participant stated that “we try to create conditions that would allow them 

[fishermen] to make an informed individual choice in some matters that would lead to 

them having a better hope of being prosperous ... and not just scraping by” (#7). This is 

because “we'd like to have the fishing industry be prosperous rather than subsistence from 

a coastal community perspective" (#7).  

  

An example of such a decision is that to allow lobster fishermen to stack, or hold two, 

licences. This would, according to the participant, allow fishermen some flexibility which 

will in turn allow them to make more money or reduce their costs: while the participant 

maintained that "we think that they need this" flexibility, the lobster fishermen felt that 

DFO was “interfering” (#7). The technique used by government to create circumstances 

for participants to become more prosperous, that is, a regulation change allowing 

stacking, was resisted by fishermen: those who chose to stack licences would benefit 

financially, which could make opting to do otherwise difficult. Here, regulation designed 

to provide flexibility reduced, rather than increased, choice. Holding multiple licences 
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can also, to some, be associated with transferability and other forms of privatization, 

which could have contributed to resistance to the regulation change.  

 

Co-management between the government and resource users, as construed within this 

discourse, is important not only so that people can influence the decisions that impact 

their lives but to ensure accountability. Resource users' decisions are understood to have a 

direct impact on resources and on communities, whereas recall that the government 

simply sets the conditions for those decisions to be made: “Strong resource management 

relationships with resource users are fundamental in order to hold resource users 

accountable for their actions, which have a direct impact upon conservation objectives, 

the status of the resource and the socio-economic status of fisheries-dependent 

communities” (DFO, 2003b, recommendation 10). 

 

3.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Clarity, Stability, and 
Transparency Lead to Prosperity 

Proponents of the discourse of economic prosperity demonstrate the way in which oceans 

activities are fully embedded in the economy and operate like any other business, in 

which security of access to raw materials is required for long-term planning. The 

Sustainable Fisheries framework points to “clear, stable and transparent decision making” 

in terms of access and allocation as supporting “prosperity for fish harvesters and fleets” 

(DFO, 2009, economic policies). Multi-year planning exists in most Atlantic Canadian 

fisheries, “to bring stability and allow industry to plan their harvesting and marketing 

operations in advance” (DFO, 2003b, recommendation 10). Stability is also invoked as a 

way to control conflict over access to a share of oceans resources. Conflict is a form of 

variability that needs to be controlled through “stable access and allocation [which] will 

allow resource users to focus on conservation and economic viability issues, rather than 

focusing on securing their share of the resource” (DFO, 2005b, fisheries management 

renewal). The assumption here is that conflict over access to resources is inevitable; 

which may not be false, but the role of management itself in structuring that conflict is 
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unexamined. If the governance system can help alleviate conflict as is claimed above in 

government documents, then it may have a role in helping to generate conflict as well. 

Political ecological questions such as how are stable arrangements achieved, and who 

benefits and who loses in these arrangements may help illustrate the source of these 

conflicts in the first place; those questions are not asked within the dominant discourses 

(but see counter-discourses).  

 

 Restrictive policies emphasizing predictability would seem to be less than compatible 

with adaptation: in practice, for example, according to one participant, Total Allowable 

Catch (TAC) of a fishery is rarely revisited mid-season, in order to avoid intractable 

conflict between resource users (#7). Charles (1995) documents the consequences of 

resistance to mid-season adaptation to new information and “fixed, firm and sacrosanct” 

TACs during the cod collapse of the early 1990s (p. 76). Particularly for ITQ fisheries, 

management systems are not designed for mid-season alterations to quota, therefore 

suggested changes were met with great resistance by industry and government alike 

(Charles, 1995). A need for transparency is also cited to avoid revisiting decisions, which 

results in further cementing of those decisions and further erosion of flexibility. Stability 

can be antithetical to resilience and flexibility. While within the discourse of economic 

prosperity, stability is essential in modern industrial fishing, flexibility is also essential 

given uncertainty around ecosystem effects of fishing, interactions with the ecosystem 

effects of other industries, environmental change and any other uses.  

 

3.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Space and Scale  

The “essence of the integrated approach” is, in addition to “creating wealth in oceans-

related economies and communities”, considering “both the conservation and protection 

of ecosystems” (DFO, 2002b). Within the discourse of economic prosperity, protection is 

used in two central and interrelated ways: first, to refer to conservation of natural 

resources, or of ecosystem structure, properties, or function, and second, to refer to 

security, as in protecting Canadian economic or political interests. In line with the 
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economic rationalist discourse prevalent in environmental issues, nature exists to be 

transformed into wealth, and its protection is so that we can sustain the economy 

(Dryzek, 2005). Within the economic prosperity discourse, conservation and economics 

go hand in hand: according to the Oceans Action Plan, the principles of the Oceans Act 

(1996) – sustainable development, integrated management, and the precautionary 

approach – will guide the development of a “dynamic and diverse oceans economy in a 

way that ensures that we will protect the marine environment on which that economy is 

based” (DFO, 2005). In this statement, economic growth actually precedes conservation.  

 

The securitized meaning of protection is related to the emphasis on sovereignty, and to 

mapping, which within this discourse utilizes integrated management as a tool for 

achieving sovereignty. The Oceans Act (1996) is seen as a way to fulfil international 

commitments to Agenda 21 and to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 

(UNCLOS) 11(DFO, 2002c). Ratifying UNCLOS provided justification for a claim for 

extended Canadian jurisdiction beyond the 200 mile continental shelf, to “pursue... 

Canada's economic security interests... by exploring... and managing the sustainable use 

of living and non-living resources” (DFO, 2005, p.12). Exploitation of oceans resources 

and the delineation, and expansion, of Canadian borders, are thus intimately linked. The 

Oceans Strategy emphasizes that “the maintenance and preservation of sovereignty over 

national ocean space is recognized as a fundamental right in international law and is a 

priority for Canada” (DFO, 2002a, p. 17-18). According to the integrated management 

policy, the “long term goal is to develop a system of a nested Integrated Management 

plans for all of its marine waters” (DFO, 2002c, p. iv). The interest in mapping all of 

“Canada's oceans estate”, as stated by a national level government interview participant 

(#1), would appear to be related to the exercise of sovereignty, and to the internal desire 

to inventory oceans resources and responsibilities, an area in which the same participant 

argues Canada “lags fifty or a hundred years behind terrestrial governance”(#1). 

Integrated management is useful in demarcating ocean boundaries which fits with the 

current government's interest in protecting Canadian sovereignty. Sovereignty is a more 

                                                 
11 Though the Act pre-dated signing UNCLOS in 2003. 
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conventional expression of state power than actions which fall under the rubric of 

governmentality. In this way, integrated management can be enrolled in sovereignty 

because of its spatial component.  

 

Mapping can identify how existing and potential human use conflict and pose a “[threat] 

to ecosystem components” (DFO, 2002c, p. 27). In part, mapping is seen as a tool to 

manage the risks or threats posed by human use of ecosystems. This is consistent with 

defining integrated management plans and maps within Canadian waters as an exercise in 

sovereignty, that is, excluding other nations who pose a threat to Canadian interests. 

Since within the discourse of economic prosperity, ecosystems are mainly useful in that 

their products are extractable and commodifiable, that humans be considered a threat is 

not surprising (see e.g., Zimmerer, 2006; Brosius et al., 2005). This portrayal serves to 

minimize the possibility of activities which are restorative, or sustainable, in the absence 

of government intervention.  

 

Another purpose of mapping is to “estimate cumulative impacts” of human activity 

because planning will occur “on the basis of natural and economic systems rather than 

principally on political or administrative boundaries” (DFO, 2002c, p. 7). Ecosystems do 

not have given boundaries, nor do they exist at a given scale. Yet, the ecosystem approach 

is used in documents and interviews to explicate top-down approaches to integrated 

management. The DFO integrated management policy states that “local ecosystems, such 

as estuaries and bays, are sub-sets of larger ecosystems and as such they are 

interdependent” (DFO, 2002c, p. 3). Therefore, local ecosystems can be particularly 

threatening to the larger ecosystem: “irreversible shifts in these large-scale systems may 

in turn be triggered by local change” (DFO, 2002c, p. 3). According to a national level 

government interview participant:  

One of the pros to taking a top-down approach is we are trying to take very much 

an ecological perspective. Because we are very, very interested in cumulative 

effects, what you have to ensure is more localized planning effectively does not end 

up with cumulative effects that exceed the carrying capacity of the larger ecosystem 
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within which they’re nested. (#2)  

 

The key part of this quote is that the ecological perspective requires a top-down approach. 

The conclusion of this participant is that local and cumulative effects will not be 

effectively managed from a local level or on a small scale. The argument that local level 

planning is likely to result in cumulative effects is based on an assumption that local level 

initiatives are not linked to, or proceed independent of, broader and/or distant ecosystem 

processes. This construction of scale and the impacts of such a construction are discussed 

again below.  

 

Within the integrated management policy, an “ecosystems approach” is a pillar of 

integrated management and as such tends to be intertwined with other key terms, often in 

ambiguous ways. EBM is a way to achieve conservation: “conservation, based on an 

ecosystem approach, is fundamentally important to maintaining biological diversity and 

productivity in the marine environment” (DFO, 2002c, p. 6). According to the text of the 

Oceans Action Plan “there is a growing global consensus that a more ecosystem-based 

approach to fishing will enhance opportunity over time” such that, “if oceanographic and 

other conditions improve... fish harvesting and fish processing.... [have] a good potential 

to grow” (DFO, 2005, p. 7). Oceanographic and “other” conditions are alluded to as a 

source of concern. In this way, EBM can be another tool for increasing production. The 

perhaps intuitive link between conservation and reduction of effort, or production, is 

made questionable. Conservation is not an end in and of itself but rather functions to 

increase later production. 

 

3.2.1.iii Agents and their Motives: Transparency and Accountability  

Accountability motivates people working within government. Because of Ministerial 

discretion12, accountability can result in top-down decision-making. One national level 

                                                 
12Under section 7(1) of the Fisheries Act, the Minister has “absolute discretion” to issue 

or authorize to be issued, licences and leases for fisheries or fishing (Fisheries Act R.S.C. 

1985, c. F-14). 
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government interview participant reflected that,  

One of the challenges we tend to face is that communities, or … stakeholder 

groups, want to take leadership of the planning process. … The problem is legally, 

and I’ve taken this on the chin a couple of times when I’ve told people this, but it is 

the reality - legally we cannot do that. You cannot essentially give that, our 

Ministers, under the constitution, cannot give that authority. (#2)  

 

Whether the situation is so clear cut is debated. For example, the Standing Senate 

committee on Fisheries and Oceans (SSCFO) has questioned whether the DFO has 

already derogated its authority through joint project agreements (DFO, 2005b). On the 

other hand, a regional level government participant described how the Southwest New 

Brunswick Marine Resource Planning proposal included recommendations13 that would 

not technically infringe on Ministerial discretion, but were seen as threatening 

nevertheless (#10). Government control over decision-making is a feature of 

administrative rationality (Dryzek, 2005); but that some forms of accountability appear, 

from the outside, to be negotiable, diminishes the perceived transparency of decision-

making. This problem can undermine trust in participatory relationships.  

 

 3.2.1.v Metaphors and Other Rhetorical  Devices: Enclosure, Race for the 
Fish 

The enclosure of the fishery commons started before the economic prosperity policy 

agenda and before integrated management: to many, this fencing in began in the 1980s 

with the beginning of transferable quotas, or even earlier, when the federal government 

began to issues licences to fish. Metaphors and rhetorical devices in the economic 

prosperity discourse draw on the logic of economic rationalism (Dryzek, 2005), in which 

nature can be privatized or marketed, and in which individual egoists pursue their own 

interests. In this way, economic prosperity intersects with the influential tragedy of the 

                                                 
13The recommendation is for a planning board without devolved authority, but which 

would make public recommendations to the Minister, who in turn would also have to 

reply publicly with a justification for his/her decision (MRPDSC, 2009). 
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commons discourse (Hardin, 1968). 

 

The way that so called privatization, or Enterprise Allocations and Individual 

Transferable Quotas, with forms of co-management sometimes included, is discussed in 

policy texts varies widely from criticism (Senate Standing Committee on Fisheries and 

Oceans) to elision (DFO) to advocacy (certain fishing industry groups), all with different 

angles on the topic of enclosure, and its benefits. Did the process begin with licensing, 

and are ITQs the natural extension of licenses? Can fish be property, and what difference 

does this make to the property rights system? What kind of property system are ITQs? Do 

ITQs threaten the principles of the Canadian constitution? (SSCF, 1998)  

 

New industries are also subject to the enclosure metaphor: Several texts highlight the way 

in which the growing aquaculture industry can facilitate enclosing the commons. For 

example, the SSCFO argues that “if the sector continues to grow as envisaged … this will 

mean profound changes for the seafood industry, for other users of marine and freshwater 

aquatic resources, and for Canadians’ attitudes, including 'fencing in' of what has been 

until now a public resource” (SSCFO, 2003, p. 61). The Commissioner for Aquaculture 

Development has positioned the industry as closer to farming than to fishing. In one 2002 

report, the Commissioner commented that “many aquaculture industry representatives 

have long argued ... that their industry – as a private property farming industry and as a 

key part of the food sector” (Office of the Commissioner for Aquaculture Development, 

2002, p. 23) should be eligible for all of the development programs for which farming is 

eligible.  

 

 Not unlike land-based farming, aquaculture is more amenable to property-based 

governance due to its being stationary and tied to a seabed or beach. Yet, marine space 

under the Fisheries Act is a public good. While the industry's monopolistic use of these 

spaces is not often discussed in government documents, one participant from within 

government reflected that aquaculture sites are a way of zoning for a long standing and 

exclusive use, often with little consultation, and not (to date) in a broader framework of 
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integrated management (#27). This insight demonstrates a challenge to the dominant 

discourse within policy-making circles.  

 

3.2.1.iv Effects of the Discourse: Reinforce Enclosure and Exploit Spaces 
of Fuzzy Governance  

In the late 1990s, the Standing Senate Committee on Fisheries and Oceans identified a 

critical discursive omission in fisheries governance: that “property rights-based fisheries 

would appear to be the federal government’s preferred management option; yet there is 

no national policy (or set of guidelines) on their design or implementation, nor has there 

ever been a public or parliamentary debate on the matter”, is a substantial dilemma for 

oceans governance (SSCF, 1998). Policy documents such as the Atlantic Fisheries Policy 

Review scarcely mention privatization or ITQs, though as we have seen, self-reliance, co-

management and stability can be read as part of the discourse of economic prosperity 

promoting certain behaviours and relationships with government. Revisions to the 

Fisheries Act have suggested multi-year partnership agreements as part of devolving 

some amount of responsibility from the Minister. But according to the SSCFO, “there is 

much confusion amongst industry participants about the notion of partnerships in 

fisheries, and whether such partnerships differ from co-management” (SSCFO, 2005, p. 

13). 14A report released by the Canadian Council of Professional Fish Harvesters 

(CCPFH) on co-management in the Atlantic inshore fishery observed that “co-

management is seen by many harvesters as part of a continuing push by DFO for 

privatization of fish resources and of the management system, particularly through the 

implementation of individual transferable quota (ITQ) regimes” (CCPFH, 1998, cited in 

SSCF 1998). ITQs and co-management are perceived to be closely related. Whereas co-

                                                 
14 The move toward privatization of access echoes neo-liberalization of governance 

throughout the Canadian government. In 1995, the DFO divested itself of recreational 

harbours, and rationalized commercial fishing harbours, as the operating budget of the 

department declined. As part of a program review, DFO “[redefined] core services, 

with departmental programs becoming more “client-focused” and “demand-driven.” 

The SSCFO reported a significant reduction in personnel as a result of a more recent 

Departmental Assessment and Alignment Project (DAAP) (SSCFO, 2005, p. 14). 
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management is one way in which coastal communities could benefit from an agenda like 

economic prosperity, and co-management could be part of a discourse of democratic 

pragmatism, which Dryzek (2005) relates to the shift from government to governance, 

instead it remains part of the economic rationalist discourse.  

 

3.2.1.iv Effects of the Discourse: Create Environmental Citizens Through 
Conservation 

The idea of conservation as a priority mandate, as opposed to employment, or any other 

objective, appears to emerge after the collapse of Atlantic Canadian groundfish. The 

Standing Senate Committee on Fisheries argued that “building a stable, lasting and viable 

industry will require tough and pragmatic decisions about its structure, as well as 

measures based on what can be termed 'a new conservation ethic'” (1993, n.p., preface). 

Early on, the groundfish collapse was seen as an economic problem, but ultimately that 

concern was coupled with a scientific critique: that certain decision-makers within 

government ignored the emerging consensus that fishing can and was impacting fish 

stocks (Charles, 1995). As we have seen, conservation and protection/sovereignty are 

often inter-related. Conservation is also related to regulating fishermen's individual and 

collective behaviour. This is evident in the DFO's move from enforcement to self-

regulation via the notion of shared responsibility for conservation:  

While DFO continues to be responsible and accountable for setting conservation 

standards and ensuring compliance, future governance changes will promote a 

shared sense of responsibility for sustainable use where stakeholders willingly 

participate in conservation. They must have a meaningful say in setting 

conservation standards and determining acceptable level of risk, and resource users 

must operate in a way that promotes long-term success for conservation, stock 

rebuilding and the economic viability of the industry. (DFO, 2003b, para.3). 

 

The concept of shared responsibility for conservation outcomes recalls the idea of self-

reliance for economic success: in both cases, DFO determines the rules, or shapes the 

incentives, and thereby encourages participants to conform through regulation, or 
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markets.  

 

The Atlantic Fisheries Policy Review document (DFO, 2004a) clearly reflects the opinion 

that it is resource users whose behaviour is at fault and must change:  

In the past, many people expected Fisheries and Oceans Canada to solve economic 

and social problems in coastal communities. Because resources were finite, there 

were inevitably conflicts among resource users, who would then put pressure on 

the department to compromise conservation objectives.... Realistically, resource 

conservation is very difficult unless resource users also take responsibility for it. 

While the department must continue to be responsible for sustainable use and 

implement clear and enforceable management rules, Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

must also work with resource users to devise incentives that will encourage them to 

make responsible choices. (p. 18). 

As we have seen, the way that the term stability is employed reveals that resource users 

are construed as being competitive, conflict-prone, and individualistic; the insistence on 

involving them in conservation has the same root. This is not to say that fishermen are 

necessarily the opposite, rather the goal of this analysis is to describe the underlying 

formulation of the main actors who work with a given policy.  

3.2.1.v Conclusion  

Economic prosperity discourse and its components describe a particular (neoliberal) goal 

– wealth – for a nebulous group of beneficiaries, who will benefit via an unclear causal 

relationship. The failure to conserve, or be seen as self-reliant, can reinforce the need for 

enclosure via the metaphor of the race for the fish. The capacity of actors other than the 

state to think large scale or participate in ecosystem science is called into question which 

helps to naturalize the state scale as the scale for intervention. Enclosing the commons is 

also a component of the tragedy of the commons storyline, prescribed as the solution to 

the rapacious self-interested fisherman competing for fish. The tragedy of the community 

storyline that emerges in terms of integrated management policy, however, reaches farther 
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into fisheries-dependent communities, describing a particular tragedy and prescribing 

modern solutions.  

 

3.2.2 Dominant Discourse: Tragedy of the Community 

3.2.2.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Who are Coastal 
Communities? 

The tragedy of the community discourse is used to characterize coastal communities, and 

as part of this, shapes perceptions of aboriginal communities. A key solution proposed to 

the problem of coastal communities – that they are not part of the modern economy, they 

are places in need of intervention– is that the aquaculture industry be encouraged to grow 

and to replace other forms of economic activity in coastal communities. Just what are 

communities and who participates in policy deliberation? The Oceans Act and integrated 

management policy are careful and insistent that integrated management will not replace 

or supersede the extant jurisdiction or responsibilities of government departments. 

Because communities are not an entity in the way that a government department, or even 

a municipality is, space for communities to be allocated any sort of new responsibilities is 

limited. The Oceans Act (1996) does not require consultation with any body. When 

policies are implemented, ambiguity about who is meant to benefit from the Oceans Act 

and from integrated management  (see economic prosperity) translates into concrete 

questions about participation such as who participates in consultation, when, and how 

participation is structured.  

 

The policy and operational framework for integrated management reveals these 

ambiguities about who will be involved in integrated management: In a response to a 

House of Commons report on the Oceans Act, the DFO cites “80% of Canadians [who] 

want greater attention paid to good environmental marine and coastal management” as 

evidence that “the Canadian public wishes to play an increased role” in that management 

(DFO, 2002d, n.p., overview). The integrated management policy states that “at the heart 

of Integrated Management is a commitment to citizen engagement in the broadest sense; 
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that is governments at all levels, Aboriginal groups, corporate and sectoral interests, 

community interests, nongovernmental organizations, and Canadians generally” (DFO, 

2002c, p.11), while the OAP narrows the focus of participation to “stakeholders directly 

affected by those government decisions, and with citizens and interested parties who have 

an interest in decisions affecting that oceans area.” (DFO, 2005, p. 15). The policy 

documents do not reveal an ongoing discussion about equity, or how to structure 

interactions at “the table” such that power relationships of various stakeholders are 

negotiated equitably.  

 

It is clear, however, that stakeholders are involved after the geographic or administrative 

area has been identified: second on the list of planning steps, after delineating the 

engagement area, is “engaging affected interests” (DFO, 2002c, p. 23). To one participant 

within the federal civil service , this reflects the legal and regulatory responsibilities of 

the federal government, who sit at the “top bar”, above those with “inferred 

responsibilities, such as aboriginal groups who have or are negotiating treaties, and 

offshore oil and gas boards” and finally is the “third level, which is advisory information 

from stakeholders” (#1). According to another participant from within government, again 

at the national level, “the community involvement would be once you've sort of started 

to determine where the appropriate areas for development, engaging the communities in 

terms of, is that appropriate to you” (#2). This discussion happens “at sort of a project 

assessment level” after “we've done some broad scoping [and] it goes from that high level 

down to that whole community localized level. (#2). As the integrated management 

policy states, and is reflected in several participant comments, “much can be lost by 

rushing the participatory process” (DFO, 2002c, p. 29). In other words, government 

should first develop priorities and then involve people in consultation as a second step.  

 

According to the policy text, the degree to which stakeholders assume responsibilities 

varies depending on how intensely an area is used:  

In coastal and ocean areas with relatively light levels of human use and impact, 

Integrated Management bodies may focus more on informing and consulting with 
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local interests. In these circumstances, the Integrated Management body may serve 

to facilitate information sharing, and to establish a collective vision, goals and 

objectives for a management area. ... As human activities and pressures on the 

marine environment increase, ... substantial effort will be directed towards 

maximizing participation of all interests and establishing an Integrated Management 

body whose role will be to provide decision-makers with advice and also to assume 

part of the responsibility for implementation of the approved management plan. 

(DFO, 2002c, p. 21). 

 

In practice, however heavily pressured areas are places where government has the most 

interest in maintaining control over integrated management , or any regulatory process.  

 

Relationships between aboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal communities, and between 

aboriginal peoples and the Canadian government, are the main preoccupation of policy 

texts focused on, or that address, governance of aboriginal participation in coastal and 

oceans resource use. In addition to the integrated management policy, the DFO has an 

Aboriginal Policy Framework that acts as the umbrella policy for all of its policies and 

programs for aboriginal involvement in fisheries. The Aboriginal Policy Framework 

(APF) focuses on commercial fisheries, but also includes food, social and ceremonial 

fisheries. A rejection of the DFO authority to manage their access to natural resources is 

one reason why some First Nation bands did not sign agreements with DFO after the 

Marshall decision (Pictou, 2005). According to the text of the APF, “Aboriginal groups 

have an increasing interest in all aspects of aquatic resources, including co-management 

and participation in fisheries” (DFO, 2007, p. 11). However the APF warns us that “many 

of Canada’s fisheries resources are fully subscribed and cannot sustain continued or 

increased pressure without biological or economic impacts” (DFO, 2007, p. 11). In so 

doing the policy lays claim for limited access for aboriginal people, and for that access to 

be mediated through the Canadian government. 

 

3.2.2.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Coastal Communities are not 
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Progressive 

The space for community is unclear, but it is somewhere outside of modern economic 

relationships. For example, fisheries are characterized as over-capitalized, a situation 

which is “said to have resulted from a social, historical tradition of the ‘right to fish’ 

among Atlantic Canadians, a lack of economic alternatives, and the use of the fishery as 

the employer of last resort” (SCF, 1995, n.p. Section 5). The APFR states that “in the 

past, many people in coastal communities looked to fisheries to solve wider social and 

economic problems” (DFO, 2004a, p. 17). This situation arose because “in the beginning, 

everybody could fish ... Fishing was “the employment of last resort” (#7). This regional 

level government interview participant compares the past to the current situation: whereas 

“fish were plentiful”, and “we're just not in that situation any more” (#7). According to 

another government participant, many communities are over-dependent on “more or less 

one or two industries” which “have shifted ...ecologically and economically” (#2) such 

that the overall value of the industry is greater, but the number of people employed is 

fewer. These industries “have shifted”, but there is no clear diagnosis or responsibility for 

these shifts, other than those who sought solutions to their social problems in the fishing 

industry. The shifts are naturalized, or made into a by-product of forward movement 

toward a modern industry. Yet, the responsibility for countering the forces to which they 

are exposed to maintain their identity rests clearly within communities. In order for 

coastal fishing communities to survive as such, the broader communities in which 

fishermen live need to have a vision, and strategy, for that survival. It is up to this broader 

community “if [they] really think that they need to exist in the context of the fishing 

community” or “else they just kind of have to take their lumps” because “not all ways of 

life survive” (#7). Subsistence is opposed to prosperity: according to the previously cited 

regional government participant, “we'd like to have the fishing industry be prosperous 

rather than subsistence from a coastal community perspective” (#7).  

 

As a result, “essentially, the fishery is characterized by too many people involved, low 

income and overcapacity which result in wasted competing resources, dissipation of 

wealth and more pressure on the stocks” (Atlantic Licensing Policy Review: Consultation 
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Document, May 1995, p. 7, cited in SCF, 1995, n.p section 5). This characterization of 

fishing as the employer of last resort is endemic to contemporary fisheries management 

and disregards any non-capitalistic (i.e., wealth generating) benefit of fishing, from non-

capitalistic economies, to culture, to ecosystem benefits. Too many fishermen chasing too 

many fish is a hallmark diagnostic statement of the “tragedy of the commons”, itself a 

discourse with a strong hold on fisheries management policy in Canada and 

internationally, and as such the background from which the Oceans Act (1996) and 

integrated management policy emerged.  

 

3.2.2.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Capacity and Scale 

Echoing the earlier discussion about scale within the discourse of economic prosperity; 

communities are seen as the locus of attention for small scale, local issues, while 

government coordinates among governments and ecological units. With regard to 

integrated management, one participant from within government describes DFO's role as 

facilitating, 

Appropriate governance, at least between the federal and provincial governments 

and hopefully soon with the municipal government. So that hopefully the 

government people are talking and trying to address issues that are common across 

the region. So that that will enable ... smaller groups who have a specific set of 

issues for their watershed or their bay can then focus on that, and not try to address 

all the other issues. (#14). 

 

Another participant from within the regional government commented that, 

We can offer support, tools, financial support ... [to] locally based initiatives that 

they just don't have the resources for. And from a scale perspective you can't 

develop these for every single initiative. … if you think about the mechanisms that 

need to be built to enable EC and DFO to work together and share all the way up 

through, that's far beyond the scope and time and resources of a local initiative. 

(#10).  
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Local groups, to be sure, are not responsible for enabling government departments like 

DFO and Environment Canada to work together. But inter-departmental cooperation may 

be here conflated with “issues that are common across the region” (#14), which local 

groups may arguably be in a position to address. Alternate concepts of the scales at which 

local groups or coalitions of local groups operate are found in the counter-discourses. 

This way of constructing scale affects the way in which integrated management is 

applied, as little room is left for initiatives led at a scale other than governmental.  

 

Regarding implementing integrated management  in coastal areas, for which there is no 

federal strategy to date (though there is federal responsibility under the Oceans Act), 

several participants from within government commented that supporting extant initiatives 

would be more appropriate that imposing a new model. For example, in “places like the 

Bay of Fundy, or coastal Nova Scotia, there's lots of existing ... stewardship 

groups...there's ... lots of mechanisms to do these things.” What is more, “people know 

what the issues are and they know who they want to work with” (#14). Existing capacity 

is compared to the offshore, “where there was nothing – there were no existing groups, 

there were no fora, to deal, so we built something – I mean we had to” (#14). However, 

local initiatives would be linked conceptually and administratively by DFO, “so really 

integrated management could occur coastally by more of an issue based approach, 

adhering to common principles and all that and you don't need the whole you know 

governance and all that kind of stuff” (#14). While on the one hand, there is an implicit 

acknowledgement of subsidiarity and equity considerations in these discussions, the 

notion that community level initiatives are not about governance, and are not necessarily 

linked to other local, regional, national and even international efforts is often not the case 

(see counter-discourses). This participant acknowledges (contrary to the participants cited 

above) that there are many extant groups with strong social networks. That local 

initiatives, and people working on them, should be confined to small-scale work while 

government concerns itself with broader governance issues can be a way to enforce 

power relations through the guise of subsidiarity.  
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The scale of an ecosystem depends on the perspective of the observer and the parameters 

of interest; ecosystems do not exist at a pre-determined scale or with pre-determined 

boundaries. Despite this, integrated management policy and DFO practice favour large 

areas: “In all instances … the boundaries will encompass an area sufficiently large so as 

to provide an appropriate context for management action in consideration of ecosystem 

characteristics” (DFO, 2002c, p. 16). The following quote from a government interview 

participant illustrates a way of using the ecosystem approach to conceive of different 

parties' interests and to prescribe certain roles for different actors:  

We subscribe very very strongly to an ecological approach. Understanding the 

ecosystems, what their carrying capacities are, what's affecting them, ... how they 

structure and function but then ... as you break that down into the nested 

ecosystems eventually you're going to be meeting at the same level as those who 

are interested in that localized effects on their ecosystem. They may not call it 

that.... (#2).  

 

According to this participant, ecosystem science is the dominant paradigm through which 

integrated management will occur. Understanding ecosystems will lead to conservation 

not only of ecosystem structure and function but also of social and cultural values and 

interests. People outside of government will necessarily be interested in local effects, and 

may not have a scientific understanding of what an ecosystem is. The specific way of 

conceiving of an ecosystem as large, and thus the concern of the state, reinforces the way 

of thinking about capacity and scale in terms of communities. The type of knowledge 

required is science-based, which can marginalize other forms of knowledge (Christie 

2009). Because the focus on “ecosystem management” within DFO is associated heavily 

with conservation it can be interpreted as another form of limiting access: says one 

participant from within government, “it's really been focused on ecosystem management, 

which is all good - but everyone looks at IM and says it's all about conservation and 

closures” (#14). Given the relationship between conservation areas such as MPAs, and 

ecosystem-based management and exclusion (Zimmerer 2006, Brosius et al. 2005) this 

association is not difficult to understand.  
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3.2.2.iii Agents and their Motives: Communities are Sources of Conflict and 
Emotion 

Emotions are also evoked with respect to consultation. Several participants in particular 

government participants discussed encounters with communities as conflictual, for 

example, characterized by “guys in leather ball caps [yelling] at you” (#14). Such people 

are not seen as genuine participants in the integrated management  process, “'cause some 

people just want to stand there and say their piece and they really don't trust anything … 

else ... so we'll do that for 45 minutes to an hour” (#14). Afterwards, “the people who 

want to actually talk to us, and sit down and learn, will get a chance to do that” (#14). 

Emotional presentations are perceived as a barrier to the real work of collaboration, to the 

neglect of the possibility that important information or messages may be conveyed, that a 

process could be developed to mediate emotional conflict, or that not participating as 

expected or desired can be a strategy in and of itself.  

 

The above-cited government participant reflected on the “angst out there” (#2) during 

consultation around integrated management. The “community people in the room 

….stood up and said, what's in it for us?” The participant assessed from this experience 

that “it probably wasn't the right time to have the communities in the discussion” (#2).  

 

The participant continues, 

It was very much still a discussion of how do the, the regulatory authorities, the feds 

and the provinces, how do they work together. It was still at that level. Whereas the 

communities wanted to deal with more specific issues of the here and the now, and 

we basically weren’t there yet. (#2). 

 

That government is “not there yet” was highlighted by several participants when 

describing community expectations, or mismatch of time needs of government and 

community actors. In this case, question could have been how to better design the 

consultation process so that community people would feel more engaged or greater 
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commitment. Instead, consultation is here portrayed a process secondary to government 

coordination, both in importance and in time. This is also reflected in the attitude that 

governance in general need not concern actors other than the government. 

 

In this view, emotion, conflict, and politics are seen to come from communities, whereas 

DFO creates a neutral, apolitical space for conflict resolution through integrated 

management. Integrated management proposes to modernize oceans governance by 

modifying conflictual relationships: “new sets of information and new types of 

relationships … will promote wealth generation and assist in managing conflicts” (DFO, 

2002c, p. 5). Speaking about Aboriginal communities in one province, a participant from 

government recounts that “there was a fierce competition between who was going to get 

the most from various government departments” (#11). Each community was a member 

of disparate tribal organizations, and for the communities, “it was a new concept, if you 

like, working in aggregates.” In fact, “we didn't have it before [we] introduced it” (#11) 

via one of the DFO's programs. This program offered a “very neutral place to work 

together... to minimize the day to day political influence into the organization from the 

member communities” (#37). This is not to say that there are not genuine conflicts within 

communities that may in fact be facilitated via integrated management processes. But not 

considered in the analysis of these participants are questions like, why do communities 

compete amongst one another to obtain government resources in the first place, what 

extant channels of communication or conflict resolution methods existed before 

integrated management, and, by attributing cooperation solely to a DFO program, what 

range of motivations exist for communities to engage in an integrated management 

process.  

 

The text of the Integrated Aboriginal Policy Framework alludes to tension between 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal fishers, stating that while “many in the commercial sector 

understand and accept that there will be increased access to fisheries by Aboriginal 

groups both through the treaty process and through other mechanisms” DFO will be 

looked to “to take the required steps to ensure harmony prevails in the management of 
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these aquatic resources” (DFO, 2007, p. 6).  Otherwise, conflict is rarely mentioned 

explicitly in official documents, despite the history of overt violence between aboriginal 

and non-aboriginal communities, for example in the aftermath of the Marshall decision 

(Davis and Jentoft, 2001).  

 

One interview participant from within government praised one program for a host of such 

achievements: increasing confidence of First Nations in participation, improving the 

relationships between the First Nations and the provincial government, even improving 

relationships within the First Nation communities: 

Now not just through [program] but a variety of our programs the aboriginal 

representatives are going to these advisory processes and are really engaging. 

Rather than feeling really uncomfortable at these, because they were the 

minority people, they didn't understand a lot of the science associated with it.... 

they're not going just to listen – they're going to have meaningful input.” (#11).  

 

Taking credit by government can serve to negate previous or current successes of 

aboriginal people in self-governance. This statement also reflects that some aboriginal 

people who have chosen to participate have succeeded in learning how to achieve useful 

ends from participation.  

 

The commitment to and desire to spread this particular program is not unlike the intention 

to cover the “oceans estate” (#1) in integrated management plans. Regarding one 

umbrella group not part of this program: “We don't have an [agreement] with them but 

want to”(#11) (because the umbrella group represents a large component of First Nations 

not in the program). The participant was going to “talk to them about [the program] 

generally” because “it's not a hostility type of approach, they just never seemed to .. get 

into it, frankly … But we do think it has great potential for them.... [and] we're hopeful … 

we get our foot in the door” (#11). By this statement, the participant glosses over what 

could be forms of resistance: non-participation in either a program or a process. Yet a new 

form of resistance is opened up through capacity building, which is to use the program 
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from the inside: “The aboriginal groups, because they come sort of united, and in a very 

respectful manner... they make the department stop and think a bit more now” (#11).  

 

Yet, it would seem that integrated management can be avoided in conflictual places. 

When integrated management  is used as an exercise in sovereignty, such as when 

planning is intended to fulfil “the real ambition … to have every square kilometre of 

Canada’s oceans estate under some form of marine plan by 2020”, areas where mapping 

and planning are seen as more straightforward will be favoured over those that are 

conflictual (#1). For example, in the words of the same participant, “where do I get the 

biggest bang for my buck …. in Northumberland Sound, where I've got a lot of 

stakeholder interest, and a lot of unrest and many many players and it's going to cost X 

number of dollars, or do I take X number of dollars and cover an area 100 times its size in 

the Arctic archipelago?” (#1) The coast itself was said by one participant to evoke an 

emotional response, which the participant cited as a reason why coastal integrated 

management would be a greater governance challenge (#31). 

 

3.2.2.iii Metaphors and Other Rhetorical  Devices: Emotional Language  

As we have seen, communities are frequently depicted as being sites of vulnerability, 

emotion, and conflict, whereas governments mediate conflict, and develop rational 

objectives and frameworks. The language used to describe communities furthers this 

characterization. This vivid, emotional language around the collapse of the groundfishery 

is an example: 

The Atlantic groundfish fishery faces agonizing changes, the likes of which we have 

never seen. The importance of groundfish to the region would be hard to 

exaggerate. Circumstances like these stir up strong regional emotions, and 

understandably so since, for generations, fishing has been the economic and social 

foundation of the East Coast. The situation in the Province of Newfoundland and 

Labrador is especially tragic because of the province's greater dependence on the 

industry. Calling the crisis the country's largest single layoff hardly describes the 
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visceral nature of the devastation. (SCF, 1993, n.p). 

 

On the one hand, such a depiction accurately describes a devastating situation in 

evocative language. The devastation was beyond economic – beyond the “country's 

single largest layoff”; indeed the magnitude was felt in changed landscapes, altered 

migration patterns and intra-family dynamics, ecological impact of new industries, and so 

on. On the other hand, terms like “agonizing” and “visceral” serve to reinforce the 

impression of coastal communities as places where tragic things happen, and as sites of 

impact (Olson, 2005). The discourse also wraps migration into the failure of the coastal 

community to maintain their own economies, and therefore to hold on to its youth. 

Because such communities “don’t have diversified economies … [and] there is usually 

little opportunity” one participant from within government reports that “they move to 

where there are opportunities, and that just becomes a negative spiral, in terms of you no 

longer have the base any longer to support any new activity because your youth have 

effectively left, and you've got all of the social issues that come in with those sort of 

changes” (#2). This statement recalls that of another participant from within government 

describing how coastal communities would have to take responsibility for their identity as 

a coastal community, or evolve (#7). Abandonment of culture and traditional activities, 

and migration as a particular expression of that, are here attributed to communities that 

have not diversified beyond fishing, or do not have the necessary commitment to their 

identifies as fishing communities. 

 

3.2.2. iv Effects of the Discourse: Promotion of Aquaculture (and Other 
Modern Solutions), Marginalization of Community  

 

Integrated management is a shift from managing fishing, to managing oceans space. This 

shift was prompted by the decline of fisheries and the emergence of industries such as 

aquaculture, energy, and transportation which use oceans space in ways different but 

which overlap in certain places at certain times. These “traditional” and “emerging” 

industries struggle for access to oceans space. Aquaculture, the most frequently addressed 
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“emerging” industry, is an example of this tension. Fin fish cages and herring weirs 

occupy similar environments, but have different biophysical impacts, different ways of 

accessing space, different inputs, and different outputs. They have different aesthetic 

profiles, and different industrial relationships to local and regional economies. 

Aquaculture is part of the tragedy of the community discourse in that it is posited as an 

economic revival for struggling coastal communities and a natural fit with the now 

declining fishing industry: 

Canadians have a historic and an emotional bond to traditional fisheries in 

Canada’s coastal regions, where fishing not only provides a living but is also an 

integral part of the cultural identity. Many communities have suffered from 

declines in fish stocks and have been struggling to survive. Aquaculture offers 

hope of economic renewal, employment and even some measure of prosperity for 

coastal communities. (SCFO, 2003, p. 61). 

 

Aquaculture is envisioned to be equivalent to and to coexist with the fishing industry. 

According to Yves Bastien, the commissioner in 2001: “I foresee the day when these two 

sectors will be fully integrated into a seafood sector where the distinction between an 

aquaculturist and a fisherman will not be important because everyone will be involved in 

producing wealth from our oceans co-operatively, in a sustainable manner” (SCF, 2001, 

n.p., issues raised: employment and economic development).  

 

Aquaculture is a “legitimate [use]” of coastal and marine space, one which the DFO 

wishes to “[ensure]... develops on an even footing with other legitimate uses of Canada's 

aquatic resources.” Appointed in 1999 to “serve as a champion for aquaculture 

development within the federal government”, the Commissioner for Aquaculture 

Development's duties included “advocating for aquaculture development within the 

federal government, assisting the department in fostering increased collaboration between 

the aquaculture and fishing sectors, and assisting with implementation of the Federal 

Aquaculture Development Strategy across all federal departments” (DFO, 2003a, n.p. 

recommendation 9). The commissioner's own words reflect his vision of his role:  
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The challenge for the Department is to successfully integrate its lead agency role 

for aquaculture with its mandate of ensuring the protection of the wild resources 

and the oceans. This integration will be completed when the 9,000 employees of 

the (DFO) will be convinced that aquaculture does not create any more impact on 

the environment than fisheries, and that aquaculture represents the only valid 

alternative to obtain sustainability in the overall fisheries and seafood sector.  Yves 

Bastien, DFO Commissioner for Aquaculture Development. (SCFO, 2001). 

 

 In one document, the Canadian Aquaculture Industry Association warns that, 

If world aquaculture fails to accelerate production, the strain on global fish stocks 

will become even more unsustainable. Seafood prices will rise dramatically. And 

human health will likely be compromised by the reduced availability of seafood. 

(CAIA, n.d., p.2). 

 

Integrated management is cited as a way to encourage appropriate development: “Within 

the context of integrated management and EBM, DFO will encourage provincial and 

territorial governments, the aquaculture industry, communities and other stakeholders to 

begin working together to identify regional aquaculture growth objectives and to select 

biophysically and socially suitable areas for aquaculture development” (DFO, 2002e, n.p 

recommendation 5). Thus, reasonable questions are where and when, not whether 

aquaculture development should go forward. The idea that aquaculture should have 

access to marine space is again, not in doubt: “while assuring the industry of equitable 

access to aquatic resources and, at the same time, respecting the legitimate interests of 

other stakeholders” (SCFO, 2003, p. 31). Here, the language of access and equity are 

used to justify the expansion of aquaculture. In these ways, the DFO discussion of 

aquaculture fits into the dominant narratives of tragedy of the community and of 

economic prosperity. 

 

This modern vision of the tragedy of the community is solved with modern methods: 

aquaculture and integration in the global market. Keeping the fishing “industry alive 
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involves improving value added to make it more competitive globally” (#2). One 

participant highlighted the examples of “adopting sustainability practices in fisheries 

catch and processing, to make [the industry] more attractive to Europe”, and the concept 

of “fisheries renewal” in general. While fisheries renewal does aim to be “an economic 

driver for communities in coastal regions, and [to] attract and retain skilled workers”, 

renewal focuses on an “internationally competitive industry that can adapt to changing 

resource and market conditions, [and] extract optimal value from world markets” as the 

way to achieve these economic benefits for coastal communities (DFO, 2007a). Within 

these statements, the global scale is the scale at which environmental problems and their 

solutions should be addressed, which can sideline causes and possible solutions at smaller 

scales (Bulkeley, 2005). Integrated management also insists on being a new, qualitatively 

different and modern approach to oceans governance – but this vision of renewal and 

modernity involve a changing role for coastal communities, one in which extra-economic 

aspects of community are marginalized in the interests of linking the fishing industry into 

the global arena. 

 

3.2.3 Discussion of Dominant Discourses  

The two dominant discourses, economic prosperity and tragedy of the community, 

describe ways of conceptualizing aspects of community engagement in integrated 

management such as what kinds of knowledge ought to be included, what spatial 

relationships are appropriate, how communities should participate and what role 

government should take in less centralized management. 

 

3.2.3.i Space and Scale  

In line with the economic rationalist discourse identified by Dryzek (2005), and 

neoliberal economic thinking, the goal of nature protection is to sustain the economy. 

This connection is made explicit through the connection of conservation and protection of 

Canadian economic and political interests and spaces. A discussion of the discourse of 
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economic prosperity reveals links between state sovereignty (a more conventional form 

of state power than governmentality) and integrated management. Sovereignty and 

integrated management are related through integrated management's spatial and mapping 

component; to map an oceans area is to make or solidify a claim on that space 

(Mansfield, 2005). Exploration and protection can in this context be used to define and 

defend Canadian aquatic borders.   

 

The economic prosperity discourse contains assumptions about what scales or levels of 

organization are appropriate for what kinds of activities. For example, governments 

(provincial or national) are best suited to coordinate regional or smaller scale efforts, as 

on the one hand communities should not have to be responsible for this work and on the 

other hand they do not possess the specialized knowledge to do so. With regard to space, 

mapping and ecosystem protection, “economic prosperity” borrows heavily from an 

administrative rationalist mindset in which citizens are subordinate to the state, and 

within the state, experts are at the top of the hierarchy (Dryzek, 2005). The discourse of 

administrative rationalism takes government to be about rational management, informed 

by the best expertise, rather than about democracy. Nature can be dominated by human 

problem-solving (Dryzek, 2005). The dominance of the state over citizens and nature in 

this discourse implies that space and scale will also be organized hierarchically. Within 

integrated management, DFO still determines the formal rules and institutional structure, 

while allowing for some narrow choice within that structure. Communities are involved 

as a second, or third step, in decision-making, after government has set conditions for 

participation, and on the government's terms.  

 

The tragedy of the community discourse also contains assumptions about what scale 

communities operate at and what kinds of knowledge they possess. The scale for 

integrated management is thought to be large, ecosystem knowledge as being at that large 

scale and held by government, as opposed to by communities. This discourse erases the 

multi-scale networks of communities. Because of this scale construction, some 

participants from outside of government expressed concern that integrated management is 
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designed to foster exclusion and maintain government control of access to resources and 

policy-making.  

 

This tragedy of the community discourse is related to that of the tragedy of the commons 

in which the problems of fishing are attributed to too many fishermen, chasing too few 

fish. The tragedy of the commons is solved through state intervention, or by exploiting 

individual rationality. Within the tragedy of the community discourse, communities used 

to depend on fishing to solve problems but now that that can no longer be the case, 

therefore, solutions lie in integrating communities into the global scale and into modern 

industry. This includes aquaculture, which is naturalized by an affinity with fisheries (and 

through another discursive strategy, is posited as good development). The impetus to 

rehabilitate communities rests with the communities themselves, though within this 

discourse government policy enables communities to do so. 

 

Communities are marginalized, in other words, excluded from the centre of the fishing 

industry and from integrated management, within the discourse of the tragedy of the 

community. Within this discourse, aquaculture and other ways of becoming involved in 

the modern, global economy are promoted as solutions to the problem of coastal 

communities. Escobar's (2001) finding that place has been discursively erased under 

globalization and by accompanying concepts of migration and de-territorialization, 

resonates here. To Escobar, “locality and community cease to be obvious” by these 

processes, and within their discourses (2001, p. 147).  

 

3.2.3.ii Participation and Communities  

While prosperity has many possible meanings, the way in which the term is defined 

within the discourse of economic prosperity is financial wealth. The core assumption that 

wealth generation is or ought to be the goal of human relationships with oceans and 

coastal resources is a key feature of this discourse. In this discourse, nature is treated in a 

mechanistic way, as a source of raw materials for human industry (Dryzek, 2005). The 
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discourse of economic prosperity contains the argument that coastal communities, or even 

all Canadians, will benefit from wealth generated within fisheries. The documents do not 

specify who should benefit nor how fisheries-generated wealth will benefit anyone 

indirectly. Non-fishing, non-stakeholders are captured in the generic “all Canadians”; 

despite being the potential beneficiaries of wealth generation, the discourse of economic 

prosperity has not absorbed them in any concrete way. The tragedy of the community 

contains an extension of ambiguity about who should benefit from oceans management in 

the form of ambiguity around who should be involved in oceans management. Discursive 

absences include discussion of and specification of who is meant by community. The 

textual ambiguity around who should be involved in integrated management is reflected 

in tensions around implementation of new collaborative structures envisioned under 

integrated management, such as ESSIM (Jessen, 2011).  

 

Within these discourses, the nature of partnerships and co-management in the new policy 

space is ambiguous. In the case of economic prosperity, without clarity about its 

beneficiaries the effect of these discursive silences is to maintain the status quo of fishing 

wealth. Instead of creating a discursive opening, allusions to coastal communities and 

stakeholders within the Oceans Act (1996) and integrated management policies and other 

documents distract from a concrete debate about equity in distribution of oceans wealth. 

In addition to opacity regarding beneficiaries of wealth, these discourses take for granted 

that wealth ought to be the main goal and driver of oceans management, as opposed to 

any other value, identified by another party.  

 

Within the tragedy of the community discourse, communities are understood to be 

conflictual, and that conflict is best managed via government through integrated 

management. Enrolling people or groups in integrated management can be seen as a 

technology of agency and within this discourse, integrated management is perceived as a 

neutral planning tool that will negotiate joint solutions, with little consideration for power 

differentials or for other reasons why communities may not want to join in integrated 

management. 
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A related assumption, contained within the tragedy of the community discourse, is that 

communities are poor or subsistence harvesters. As Béné (2003) points out, while “the 

Malthusian perception of poverty” blames environmental factors for poverty in fisheries – 

“the lack of resources or their overexploitation due to population growth leads to poverty 

and famine” – it is the social-institutional dimensions of fisheries activities which “play a 

very important role in the maintenance, alleviation, or aggravation of poverty in fisheries-

dependent communities” (p. 950). This discourse does not address socio-economic 

dimensions of fisheries activities, with the exception of wealth generation, which is 

opposed to subsistence. Li (2001) finds that the term subsistence usually refers to 

livelihoods that are marginal, acquired or pursued more or less outside the market, and a 

culture in which material wants and desires are secondary.  

 

Early ecological anthropology shared the belief that resource-dependent communities 

were isolated from influences such as trade (see for example Rappoport, 1968 for a model 

of a homeostatic community). Such notions were later dispelled by scholars 

demonstrating that with very few exceptions, communities are intertwined with markets 

and the state. It is likely that neither the requirements of an ecosystem-based approach, or 

the inherent qualities of local-level planning, would in and of themselves require a top-

down approach. Christie (2009) warns of the tensions inherent in ecosystems-based 

approaches, which can privilege certain types of knowledge (generalizing, large scale) 

and can discourage small-scale efforts. One exception is the FAO's Ecosystem Approach 

to Fisheries (FAO, 2009). Whereas the tragedy of the community discourse suggests ways 

in which individuals can be made to conform their own behaviour to governance ideals, 

the concept of scale (and sovereignty) embodied within speaks to ways in which 

government takes active power. These are both subject to critical challenge by the 

counter-narratives.  

3.2.3.iii Democratic Governance or Technologies of Governance? 

The discourse of economic rationalism, from which economic prosperity borrows, argues 
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that markets will solve environmental problems by exploiting the incentives created by 

private property (Dryzek, 2005). The arguments for property-based management in 

fisheries appeal to “the elimination of the "race to the fish" ... and the reduced need for 

governmental regulation, since the regime is generally regarded as self-regulating” 

(SSCF, 1993, n.p., Section 3d.). This form of roll-back neoliberalism (in which 

government intervention is reduced) will, in theory, simplify the government's role and 

reduce overcapitalization in the industry (SSCF, 1993). What this line of argumentation 

ignores is the ways in which the roll-out variant of neoliberalism (re-introduction of new 

forms of government intervention necessitated by or complimentary to roll-back 

neoliberalism) requires governmental intervention, not only to create and sustain markets, 

and industry-government partnerships, but in the more subtle technologies of agency that 

accompany governmentality (Lockie and Higgins, 2007). Elements of the talk of 

democratic pragmatism – “leaving it to the citizens” in the shift to governance – are 

discernible within the dominant discourses (Dryzek, 2005). Within these discourses 

however, self-reliance, partnerships, conservation and communities become technologies 

of government enrolled to make environmental citizens.  

 

That these debates about privatization in fisheries are largely ignored by policy and 

legislation to date is an important discursive absence. The discursive silence was not 

broken with the introduction of the Oceans Act (1996) or integrated management  policy, 

which did not clarify the relationship between the privatization agenda and integrated 

approaches to management that involve multiple stakeholders. This fuzzy policy terrain 

(Swyngedouw, 2005) has been exploited by policy makers, who, despite requests from 

fishing organizations and from the SSCFO have not articulated a written policy on ITQs. 

Proposed revisions to the Fisheries Act have made steps toward clarifying the nature of 

ownership with respect to fisheries resources, but those proposals have all died on the 

order paper (Cohen Commission, 2010). This discursive closure serves to re-enforce the 

status quo policy of encouraging concentration of access to fisheries resources.  

 

Lack of clarity about who benefits from economic prosperity allows quasi-privatization in 
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the fishing industry to remain the background against which integrated management 

policies and approaches are implemented. Where integrated management could be a 

policy that would foster discussion about how best to extract and distribute wealth from 

the oceans, and indeed the documentation contains enabling statements about coastal 

communities and Canadians, these elisions allude to rather than engage in such difficult 

debates. The assumptions underpinning a preference for private property rights in 

fisheries also influence the growth of the aquaculture industry. The property, fence and 

enclosure arguments are dependent on a certain reading of history and economics in 

which private property is the natural evolution of property relations (Wiber, 2000). 

Aquaculture (as it is practised on the Canadian Atlantic coasts) is a technologically 

advanced industry that requires access to and development of fenced-in coastal space, 

which help constitute it as more amenable to wealth generation under economic 

prosperity.  

  

The discourse of economic prosperity contains assumptions about agency and structure. 

Within this discourse, people working within government are understood to be motivated 

by the welfare of their constituents, rather than as the rational egoists whom they govern, 

a tension pointed out by Dryzek (2005). Government itself can be seen as benign or 

helpful in shaping the behaviour of self-interested individuals. Hayward (2008) argues 

that the structure within which people act helps to explicate or situate their actions; the 

structure itself has power. In this case, government does assume responsibility for setting 

the structure within which fishermen act, but responsibility for the actions themselves is 

understood to be the actors' alone. Fishermen have a difference concept of agency, seeing 

their decision as bound to some degree by the context set by the government. Micro-

decisions about licence stacking, such as in the example presented here, are resented 

because they are seen as an intrusion into the agency and freedom of fishermen (Hayward 

and Lukes, 2008). Instead of empowering, when used as part of the discourse of 

economic prosperity, self-reliance can be understood as part of shaping conduct. In 

addition to shaping micro-decisions, self-reliance is about the conduct of conduct, or 

forging a certain kind of citizen via the “production of certain forms of legitimate action 
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and agency” (Abrahamsen, 2004, p. 1454) from within that citizen him or herself. From a 

government perspective, changing regulation to favour certain decisions on the 

fishermen's part still allows fishermen a degree of agency, while fishermen may feel that 

taking the (expected, supposedly beneficial) decision is not only inevitable but necessary. 

Under economic prosperity, subsistence is not desirable whereas wealth is. Interventions 

like licence stacking are further justified to nudge the fishery in that direction.  

 

The tension between the structure set by government and the responsibility placed on 

fishermen is magnified when the fisheries managers claim that they no longer have a 

mandate to address social-economic development while policies and actions clearly guide 

that development. The socio-political impacts of management decisions can be avoided 

when responsibility for those spheres is denied. Questions such as which years to select 

when calculating the catch history of a given fleet for determining quota allocation can be 

rendered technical when they are also political.15 As we will see, openings and closures of 

political questions in policy making are key differences between the dominant and 

counter-discourses.  

 

3.2.3.iv Co-management as Governmentality  

Co-management uses the same logic as self-reliance of lessening government 

intervention and by production of a certain kind of partner with certain compliant 

behaviours. Community is meant to be governed from within, as opposed to by the state, 

for example by DFO, which is in contrast with Rose's (1999) concept of governing 

through community. But the state does encourage certain behaviours designed to further 

its goals of conservation and conflict reduction. With no mention of self-governance, 

integrated management policy allows for co-management in only a few specific cases, 

such as “in areas where there are settled land claims” where “co-management will be the 

                                                 
15In the case of community quotas in Scotia-Fundy groundfish fishery, the choice of year 

was made due to data availability. But as subsequent protest demonstrated, the 

availability of data was itself a complex social-political question (Bigney, 2005; Kearney, 

1999) 
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preferred approach” (DFO, 2002c, iii). The special relationship of aboriginal people with 

the crown is mandated by the constitution. This is appropriate on the one hand, but on the 

other, cleaves aboriginal people into a special, and different, category, which is 

troublesome for relationships with non-aboriginal communities, not to mention for 

“integrated” management. Finally, there is an underlying tension inherent in the Oceans 

Act (1996) and any approach to oceans between respecting pre-existing roles and 

responsibilities, yet doing something new, innovative, and integrated. With regard to 

aboriginal communities and integrated management, while in many ways aboriginal 

communities are distinct and unique, in others they are portrayed as any other 

community: lacking capacity, conflictual, spaces and places lacking in a government plan 

or process.  

 

3.2.4 Conclusion  

The discourses of economic prosperity and of tragedy of the community are related in 

two ways. First, central features of the economic prosperity discourse – wealth as the 

objective of resource management and government scale control of management through 

technologies of agency – point to a set of underlying assumptions about communities that 

are contained in this discourse. In this way, the tragedy of the community is the 

background for the discourse of economic prosperity. Second, economic prosperity is an 

aspirational vision of where fisheries-dominated oceans industries and coastal 

communities could be, whereas the narrative of the tragedy of the community reflects a 

perception of the current and historical status of coastal communities. As such the 

widespread acceptance of tragedy of the community as an explanatory model for the 

decline of the coastal community explains the emergence of economic prosperity 

discourse and agenda. Economic prosperity describes a modern governance system while 

the tragedy of the community describes the problems of the old. Figure two highlights the 

conceptual ground in which the two discourses meet – hierarchical scale relations as 

natural and appropriate, conflict as inevitable, unproductive and needing to be controlled 

by the state, and enclosure of access to natural resources and to policy making.  
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While coastal communities are framed as a space for special attention and benefits from 

the Oceans Act (1996) and integrated management policy, the special attention is due to a 

conception of communities as conflictual, operating at a small scale, with little scientific 

knowledge, and needing to be made more responsible by the state. Who is part of a 

coastal community, who should benefit, and how they should participate, are all unclear. 

This may be a role for operational policy, as integrated management moves forward, but 

the discursive dominance of economic prosperity and tragedy of the community will 

influence those policies as well. Prosperity or wealth as main drivers represent a shift 

away from the government's conservation focus and prior social mandate and reflect a 

deepening neoliberal agenda in which subsistence has no place nor does the idea of 

fishing as a last resort.  

 

The new policy context, as described by Hajer and Wagenaar (2003), is at odds with the 

prescriptions of these dominant discourses. While integrated management  policy for 

example proposes new institutional approaches which could foster an understanding of 

interdependence, the actual routines and structures have not changed, for example in 

terms of scale and responsibilities, which leads to a credibility problem with study 

respondents. It is unclear whether this tension is short or long term. In addition the fuzzy 

spaces of new networked and neoliberal governance, and the institutional voids they 

generate, can allow the status quo to remain unquestioned, whereas engaging with the 

new policy context requires such questioning (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003). The two 

discourses economic prosperity and tragedy of the community can be said to be 

dominant, as they both inform how policy-makers conceptualize the world, and 

institutionalized, because they are supported by institutional practices and policies like 

quasi-privatization of access to fishing quota. 

 

How these discourses are articulated in practice in two coastal areas is explored in two 

subsequent chapters. The next section of this chapter turns to counter-discourses 

articulated at the regional levels to explore their relationship to dominant discourses, in 
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particular how they shape alternative descriptions of problems and solutions in coastal 

communities and how they dialogue with dominant discourses. 

  

3.3 Counter-Discourses at the Regional Level: Sustainable Local 
Economies and Subsistence and Moral Economies  

Two counter-discourses were identified for analysis: sustainable local economies and 

subsistence and moral economies. As Foucault asserted, power is not simply about 

repression; in this case, dominance of one discourse over the political process. Rather, 

dominance can lead to new forms of expression and behaviour (Mills 2003). Li (2007) 

describes resistance as the “expression, in word or deed, of a critical challenge” that can 

open up “a front of struggle”, a “refusal of the way things are” (p. 11).  As in dominant 

discourses, actors make use of different discourses for different reasons and different 

times. Discourses do not represent any actors' objectively real interests. Thus one actor 

may use multiple discourses at any one time and discourse coalitions can emerge and 

dissolve over time.  
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Figure 3.2. Venn diagram displaying key terms featured in each of two counter-discourses 

identified in regional level data documents. The oval on the left groups together key 

terms characterizing the subsistence and moral economies discourse, while the oval on 

the right does so for the sustainable local economies discourse.  

 

The sustainable local economies discourse re-imagines the tragedy of the commons and 

tragedy of the community descriptions of the Atlantic fishery by describing the fishery as 

a modern, commercial industry that participates in the local, national and global 

economies. This discourse finds its power by operating within the political process, rather 

than from outside, to position the owner-operator commercial fishery against aquaculture 

and against privatization in the fishery. The subsistence and moral economies discourse 

describes fishing as a livelihood that supports households and in particular vulnerable 
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members of communities. Operating within the political process can be dangerous, or 

simply unnecessary; this discourse supports community-based fishery management.  

 

3.3.1 Counter-Discourse: Sustainable Local Economies  

3.3.1.i Entities Recognized or Constructed: Modern Commercial Fishery  

The Canadian Council of Professional Fish Harvesters is a main voice of this discourse, 

another is the Standing Senate Committee on Fisheries and Oceans. The former position 

themselves as speaking for “people who earn their living on the water and who 

understand the true economic, social and ecological value of the fishing industry”, 

opposed to “the views of the big fishing companies and vested corporate interest” 

(CCPFH, 1996, n.p. Section 1). The latter offer sustained critique of DFO policy and 

practice via Committee investigations and reports. This discourse looks to international 

examples, and places Canadian policy in the context of New Zealand, Iceland and 

Europe.  

 

3.3.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Dangers of Modernization 

As part of this discourse, their fishing industry is described as 

A vibrant, dynamic and vital contributor to the Canadian economy. Far from being a 

drain on the public purse and an economic backwater, the fishing industry is on the 

cutting edge of Canada's export-oriented economy. In fact, in the midst of crisis the 

Canadian fishing industry has been growing. By developing new previously 

regarded products, by opening up new markets, by innovating and diversifying, the 

fishing industry has demonstrated its resilience in the face of hard times. (CCPFH, 

1996, n.p. introduction). 

 

The discourse places coastal communities firmly in the modern world. The owner-

operator sector, which they also call community-based, is the largest and most productive 

sector of the fishery, “a key contributor to the social and economic stability of more than 

1 000 coastal communities” (CCPFH, 1996, n.p.); supporting the “essential role played 
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by community and family in the ongoing renewal of the fisheries labour force” (CCPFH, 

1996, n.p.).  Positioning the discourse with respect to sovereignty, a preoccupation of the 

contemporary Canadian government, the CCPFH calls the fishery “a strategic national 

industry” because “without the fisheries there would be no-one there to assert national 

sovereignty and to provide surveillance over the marine environment” (1996, n.p.). 

 

In contrast to the progress-oriented nature of the economic prosperity and tragedy of the 

community discourses, this discourse posits an industry with historical, social and 

economic importance, which has been disrupted in the contemporary political economy. 

According to a document produced by the Coastal Learning Communities Network 

(CLCN, 2008), “within a relatively short time frame, fisheries harvesting was 

transformed from a socially-embedded activity characterized by occupational pluralism, 

multi-purpose fishing strategies, extended family working relations, and egalitarian 

sharing of returns into highly specialized fishing operations, conducted by professional 

fishers and fully integrated into a global fishing economy characterized by the 

commoditization of fishing access, products, and labour” (p. 1). This process is precisely 

the one advocated by the modernization discourses of economic prosperity and tragedy of 

the community. However the sustainable local economies discourse argues that there are 

costs to modernization, including migration: “As families lose control of fishing assets 

these will tend to become more concentrated in the larger centres, taking jobs and future 

economic benefits away from coastal communities” (CCPFH, 1995, p. 4). A critical 

difference from the depiction of migration in the discourse of tragedy of the community 

are the costs to “wider socio-economic and demographic trends in coastal-rural regions” 

(CCPFH, 1995, p. 4). Rural communities are losing people to urban areas: “Young people 

have attractive careers options to choose from and will not stay in fishing if the industry 

is not on a par with other occupations in terms of incomes and secure futures” (CCPFH, 

1995, p. 4). According to this discourse, people can leave because they have better, more 

attractive career options, not necessarily because they are desperate, or devastated, as 

opposed to within the tragedy of the community discourse.  
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In terms of solutions, the CCPFH (1996) suggests that Canada draw lessons from the 

recent phase of the European Union Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). They particularly 

call attention to the CFP focus on socio-economic development in isolated areas, where 

the CFP aims to improve living and working conditions, to foster livelihood 

diversification, and to enhance training and incentives for young people to become 

owner-operators. The CCFPH argue that an interconnected “public interest to maintain 

the population base in rural coastal regions” requires “an economic base to support 

incomes, employment, and viable communities in terms of services and amenities” 

(CCPFH, 1995, p. 47). This is an alternative “integrated approach” to policy, which they 

acknowledge to be beyond the responsibility of the DFO, in which “financial supports for 

intergenerational transfer of fishing assets, more effective taxation policies, regional/rural 

development services, and specialized education and training programs” would lead to “a 

more comprehensive and integrated approach that reaches across government 

departments and federal/provincial jurisdictions” (CCPFH, 1995, p. 6). Proponents of this 

approach argue for government's “need for capacity development” as opposed to that of 

coastal communities, “because the integrated approach is so different from the typical 

hierarchical and sectoral approach of government, there is a great need to educate and 

train government personnel in ICOM” (CZC, 2008, p. 4). In terms of scale, this discourse 

contains a recommendation for a subsidiarity approach, with government as mediator 

with overall responsibility for management (Graham et al. 2006). 

 

3.3.1.iii Agents and their Motives: Strategic Use of Power  

The discourse is marked by a clear but nuanced stance against processes like 

“privatization” and “corporatization”. For example, from within this discourse come 

statements questioning the values and ideologies of privatization: “the government has 

rushed into these reforms without answering two key questions: who will decide on the 

changes to be made, and who will they benefit – fishing people and their communities, or 

large private interests?” (SSCF, 1998, n.p. conclusions). In a 1998 report of the Senate 

Standing Committee on Fisheries, the committee is critical of the DFO's approach to 
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privatization. The SSCF articulated that mechanisms other than ITQs or EAs could be 

used to fulfil policy goals: “the Committee was reminded during its hearings that the 

limited-entry common property framework, although not perfect, can be fine-tuned to 

achieve desired public policy objectives, such as reducing excess fishing capacity (if this 

should this be the goal)” (SSCF, 1998, n.p. conclusions). Highlighting concerns about the 

unequal distribution of wealth, and control over access to resources, the report continues, 

“most inshore harvesters fear that with comprehensive property-based management 

regimes, independent owner/operators will lose control over resources and their 

communities will lose economic viability” (SSCF, 1998, n.p. section 2). This line of 

argumentation alludes to the broader possible social and economic costs of privatization.  

 

Those using this discourse are also motivated by a strategic need to participate in 

integrated management. Integrated management can be perceived as a burden:  

Integrated management is not a very high priority for the inshore sector or for the 

fishery sector in general. It represents more of a threat and a burden where the 

fishery sector in general is again in crisis mode. We’ve got a lot of pressures on us, 

so it’s a difficult time. That’s not news in the fisheries sector, but to put integrated 

management into perspective, it’s not something we can devote a lot of time to. As 

a small organization we’re restricted in terms of manpower. We’re also in a 

position of being a small organization having to presume to speak for other 

organizations, so it gets complicated and difficult. (MacLean et al., 2009, p.7). 

 

It is not a movement that can be ignored, however: according to Roger Hunka, speaking 

on behalf of the Maritime Aboriginal Peoples Council: “We became involved when we 

realized that Large Ocean Management areas were becoming a reality. ... [O]ur brothers 

and sisters around the globe were telling us “beware and get involved” because it’s 

important” (MacLean et al., 2009, p. 7). 

 

Within this pragmatic discourse, power is generated by operating from within, using 

advisory process and political channels if need be. As an example, the CCPFH includes a 
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section in their report that explains the utility of making representation to “officials, the 

Minister, MPs, Senators, and whoever they think can help” (CCPFH, 2008, p. 8). The 

report continues that while there are forums where “people can debate and try to form a 

consensus”, advice also comes from “personal staff, departmental officials, and whoever 

he asks or can reach [the Minister]” (CCPFH, 2008, p. 8). This is followed by a list of 

relevant phone numbers to contact.  

 

3.3.1.iv Metaphors and Other Rhetorical Devices: Populism 

While pragmatic about the relationship between bureaucrats, politicians and the fishing 

industry, this discourse can also make use of anti-bureaucrat and anti-politician language 

to make a political point. The Hansard records of House of Commons debate transcripts 

serve as a record of rhetorical argumentation around this issue. One Member of 

Parliament used the “Ivory tower” image to refer to 200 Kent Street, the DFO 

headquarters in Ottawa, to call to mind distant elites divorced from the real world: “Every 

morning when I come to work, I walk along the Rideau Canal. I have yet to see a trawler, 

a seiner, a gill-netter, a lobster pot, a crab pot or recreational fishermen. I never see 

anybody fishing in the Rideau Canal, yet we have 1,300 to 1,600 people working for the 

fisheries department in Ottawa” (House of Commons debate, December 12, 2007, 15:50). 

This imagery conjures a bloated bureaucracy, isolated from the concerns of the fishing 

industry prosecuted far away. This is likely to resonate with fishermen who feel decision-

making is distant from their lives. By the same token, visits to communities can be seen 

as transformational, a form of witnessing. A member from Skeena-Bulkley Valley asked, 

“if the minister is really looking to do something different, showing up in the 

communities that are most affected by the decisions that she and her department will 

make, is she willing to visit the communities of Prince Rupert, Haida Gwaii and other 

coastal communities and actually talk to the people affected?” (House of Commons 

Debate, November 27 2008, 10:50) These discussions reflect a tension between working 

with and obstructing government.  
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3.3.1.v Effects of the Discourse: Promote Fishing in the Face of 
Aquaculture Development  

This discourse is used to pit fishing against aquaculture. Controversies in aquaculture 

science are used to promote fishing in part by questioning the link to farming established 

in the dominant discourses. With regard to aquaculture, a strong counter-narrative has 

emerged around a) the government role in promoting the industry, b) aquaculture science, 

and c) the question of employment. The counter-discourse is voiced within government 

documents as well as from outside. Well-known and controversial debates within the 

science of finfish aquaculture (finfish aquaculture tends to dominate the debates) include 

those around sea lice and its treatments, medicated feed, escaping cultured salmon and 

the possibility of interbreeding, nutrient loading and eutrophication under pens. Questions 

include whether sea lice outbreaks are caused by the density of fish in pens, whether 

medicated feed is appropriate and which medication and what other effects the 

medications have, feed wastes, and debates about whether the environmental footprint of 

finfish aquaculture should include farm sites or also the impact of feed (i.e., fishmeal and 

oil). This discourse exploits these scientific debates to promote the fishing industry. In 

addition, a significant line of critique emerges around the question of employment, the 

thrust of DFO's promotion of aquaculture as the saviour of coastal communities; how 

many jobs are created, and who will do them. 

 

The SSCF (2001) reflects that: 

At first glance, aquaculture would appear to be suited to rural Canadians, 

Aboriginal communities, and small entrepreneurs. Sometimes it is proposed as a 

means of employment or self-employment for displaced commercial fishermen who 

already possess the necessary handling skills, boats and gear. Others note, however, 

that the expertise and mind-sets required in traditional (capture) fishing are very 

different from those required in fish farming. As the Commissioner for Aquaculture 

put it when he appeared before us, “not all fishermen want to be aquaculturists. 

They want to fish.”(13) Fishermen, for their part, tend to view aquaculture as a 

competitor affecting the environment and market prices, and their access to fishing 
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grounds. In a related vein, fish farmers do not consider themselves to be fishers and 

tend to view their activity as being more like agriculture. (p. 25). 

 

In this statement, the SCF questions the link between coastal communities and 

aquaculture that was established in previous discourses. Here, the Committee highlights 

different “expertise and mind-sets” of fishermen and aquaculturists, despite apparent 

suitability of aquaculture for “displaced fishermen”.  

 

3.3.2 Counter-Discourse: Subsistence and Moral Economies 

3.3.2.i Entities Recognized or Constructed: Vulnerable Communities  

This discourse tells the story of subsistence and moral economies, which exist in spite of 

the social-economic forces which have made fishing for subsistence, according to the 

Coastal Learning Communities Network (CLCN), illegal or marginalized (CLCN). Yet, 

“significant numbers of people still participate in subsistence fisheries which play a vital 

role in fulfilling livelihood needs” (CLCN, 2008, p. 1). Specifically, “[s]ubsistence 

fisheries are also important in paying household expenses of women, youth, and the 

elderly” (CLCN, 2008, p. 1). This discourse is primarily used by coastal community 

groups, support/ resource organizations, fish harvester organization, and First Nations 

communities /organizations. Traces of this discourse can also be found within certain 

government documents and used by employees (mostly provincial).  

 

This discourse is concerned with the contribution of fish and coastal resources to the 

livelihoods of the household as a whole, aligning it more closely with the FAO's 

Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries than with the DFO's Ecosystem Based Management or 

Integrated Management. Sovereignty, in terms of food sovereignty, and sovereignty in the 

context of the rights and ways of life of First Nations, is a key idea in this discourse. In 

the focus on subsistence and sovereignty, this discourse is opposed to those which 

position fisheries as valuable in that they contribute to the capitalist economy. This 

discourse incorporates elements of the human-nature relationships of a green 
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consciousness discourse (as described by Dryzek, 2005), which abolishes hierarchies 

between people and nature, such as in a deep ecological perspective, and the idea that 

humans are stewards of nature (Dryzek, 2005); indigenous epistemologies such as 

Netukulimk16 are one example. A deep green approach to conservation is recognized 

within this discourse in for example the statement that the “importance … of the marine 

ecosystem … far beyond just providing fish for human consumption. The ocean holds 

many other values for people (and other species), which are intrinsically important in 

their own right” (Graham et al., 2006). 

 

3.3.2.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Restoration, Responsibility 

This discourse treats coasts as “a zone of integration of watershed and ocean management 

rather than a line of separation for jurisdictions and mandates” (CZC, 2008, p. 3). Within 

this discourse, restoration surpasses conservation as a goal, summarized in this statement 

by the CLCN: 

Conservation makes sense when there is something to conserve. Today, however, 

the tragic collapse of incredibly rich fish resources in Canada demands a more 

responsible and extensive effort than just conservation to restore fish stocks to 

full capacity, maintain a balance in aquatic food chains, and provide a liveable 

home to aquatic species. Restoring the natural wealth of our lakes, rivers, and 

oceans in order to meet the long-term food requirements of Canadians and others 

in this world should take precedence over preventing declines in profitability. 

(CLCN, 2008, p. 3). 

 

                                                 
16According to the website of the Unama'ki Institute of Natural Resources, in Cape 

Breton, Nova Scotia, “Netukulimk is the use of the natural bounty provided by the 

Creator for the self-support and well-being of the individual and the community. 

Netukulimk is achieving adequate standards of community nutrition and economic well-

being without jeopardizing the integrity, diversity, or productivity of our environment. As 

Mi’kmaq we have an inherent right to access and use our resources and we have have a 

responsibility to use those resources in a sustainable way. The Mi’kmaq way of resource 

management includes a spiritual element that ties together people, plants, animals, and 

the environment.” (Unama'ki Institute of Natural Resources, 2011).   
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In contrast to economic prosperity, this discourse confronts questions of blame and 

responsibility. For example, Aboriginal people did not “devise the current DFO 

management scheme, … create the issue of over-capacity, … [or] the many negative 

environmental pressures placed on the resource such as habitat degradation and 

pollution” (MAARS, 2008, p. 6). In this way, a perspective on agency and power 

relationships is illuminated that differs sharply from that of the dominant discourses. As a 

participant in a subsistence economies discussion highlighted, “[a]nd yet our indigenous 

rights are limited by conservation. We need to ask, who are we conserving for? We surely 

don’t want to conserve resources just so they can be exploited by the very few at the 

expense of indigenous people’s food fisheries” (CLCN, 2008b, p. 5). This quotation 

relates a critique of how conservation is practised with environmental justice concerns 

about distributive costs.  

 

The concept of place as a justification for management authority is evidenced in for 

example the CCPFH use of the idea of historical dependence, and adjacency, for which it 

cites DFO policy as well as UNCLOS, as criteria for supporting the rights of First 

Nations and Inuit. Within this discourse, communities are entitled to decision-making 

power through a practical and historical connection to place. This discourse also connects 

with international examples to support a case for greater community involvement in 

decision-making. For instance, the Assembly of First Nations (AFN) draws on examples 

from Washington State and New Zealand, two areas “where aboriginal people now 

participate more fully in decisions affecting their lives and share much more in the riches 

of the ocean and freshwater.”  

 

3.3.2.iii Agents and their Motives: Community-Based Fisheries Management  

The project Writing the Rules culminated in two primary principles: that fishermen must 

hold authority in management, and that management decisions must be made at the most 

local level possible. The Stonington Fisheries Alliance in Stonington, Maine later added 

two additional principles: Authority comes with participation and rules must protect both 
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the resource and the community (Graham et al., 2006). Community-based management is 

portrayed as a holistic and collective responsibility: “Along with the notion of collective 

responsibility for self-governance, community-based fisheries management implies a 

conservation or stewardship ethic on the part of resource users. Community-based 

fisheries cannot be only about maximizing harvest or profits – they must strive to achieve 

ecosystem health, and promote conservation and sustainable use of the resources and 

ecosystems” (Graham et al., 2006, p. 10). These notions of responsibility are similar to 

those in the economic prosperity discourse, though oriented around a collective instead of 

an individual. The problematic aspect is that communities are being asked, or asking 

themselves, to take responsibility for the provision of a public good.  

 

Within this discourse, power is strongest from outside the system: “Community 

organizations need to recognize the importance of showing a commitment to claiming, or 

re-claiming, power. For example, if a community develops its own management plans 

and then states clearly: ‘This is how we will manage our fishery. This is what we will do.’ 

This can help make the government listen” (Graham et al. 2006, p. 15).  According to 

Graham and colleagues (2006), stakeholders should work cooperatively, as governments 

can exploit a “wedge of division” (p. 15). They warn, “it is important to guard against 

government-sponsored ‘community-based management’ that downloads management 

responsibilities onto communities without a real transfer of control or decision-making 

power. In such cases, words do matter” (Graham et al., 2006, p. 15). Within this 

discourse, the correct position for the activist can be outside of the process, if co-optation 

is seen to be a risk.  

 

3.3.2.iv Metaphors and Other Rhetorical Devices: Indigenous Worldview  

The Assembly of First Nations adopted the principle of Netukulimk as part of their 

national fisheries strategy. Roger Hunka explained to the ESSIM stakeholder forum, “the 

concepts of sustainable development and precautionary approach, all of these words we 

hear today, are not really new or exotic to Mi'kmaq and aboriginal peoples. They’ve been 
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around for thousands of years. The Mi'kmaq use the term Netukulimk, which embodies a 

whole approach to using waters, and that you must do it in a way that allows the future to 

have equal access and enjoyment” (MacLean et al., 2009, p. 8). In this way, the discourse 

can claim a new language, one with terms explained with reference to familiar concepts, 

without being limited to or by those concepts. The incorporation of TEK into western 

science, which many have found problematic (Trosper, 2003, Nadasy, 2005, Stevenson, 

2006), is implicitly rejected. Netukulmik functions as a concept through which both 

similarities and differences between the aboriginal and non-aboriginal ways of doing 

things are illustrated.  

 

3.3.2.v Effects of the Discourse: Relationships Between First Nations and 
the Crown  

The Canadian government has a special relationship with aboriginal peoples, beginning 

with treaties, through to the constitution and current governance and policy. While this 

distinction is appropriate, in some ways relationships between First Nations and non-First 

Nations communities in the Maritime Provinces have been adversely affected as a result, 

exemplified by the tensions in Burnt Church and other communities during the 

implementation of policy measures after the Marshall decision. Strong relationships have 

been built in some areas like Southwest Nova Scotia despite structural constraints implied 

by these and other policies (Stiegman, 2003).  

 

As a result of the structural critique and political orientation of this discourse, the 

relationship between government and communities which use this discourse, First Nation 

communities in particular, can be strained. After the Marshall decision, funding was 

available for boats, gear, training and licences, if communities were willing to sign 

agreements which entailed accepting DFO jurisdiction over their participation in the 

fisheries. The Marshall decision referred to ability to earn a “moderate livelihood which 

is different from access to commercial licences that due to licensing restrictions has to be 

limited to a few individuals” (Jones, 2006, p.16). The AFN frames it thus: “the transfer of 

commercial fishing assets within an existing regulatory framework does not result in full 
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expression of the treaty right” (Jones, 2006, p.16). Some view the agreements and the 

Canadian government managing First Nations access to fish as a continuation of the 

extinguishment policies toward FN peoples (Stiegman, 2003), in other words, an 

assimilation strategy (CLCN, 2008b). 

 

Aquaculture would fit within this discourse, if practices included “local culturing of 

shellfish to address dietary needs, poverty alleviation, and to ensure a sustained supply of 

food” (Urban, 2006, p. 15). Or, if it were to exist within a food sovereignty framework. 

Instead, this discourse offers a critique of a system which is perceived to promote 

“foreign ownership, high tech and automation, the best employment opportunities for 

those with specialized post-secondary training, and producing the greatest tonnage of 

product at the least cost” (Urban 2006, p. 13). Nichol's (1999) concern about aquaculture 

displacing “socially important non-modern livelihoods (e.g., artisanal fishing)” is echoed 

here (p. 390). 

 

3.3.3 Discussion of Counter-Discourses 

3.3.3.i Power, Agency and Participation  

The counter-discourses challenge the dominant discourses in multiple ways. Both insist 

on the central importance of the social relations of fishing or the range of non-market 

relations to marine and coastal spaces. They provide a sharp critique to and question the 

underlying political-economic context of contemporary resource management, even the 

concept of resource management itself. The problem identified within the counter-

discourses is the neoliberal model of resource management whereby resource access is 

privatized to a few powerful actors. These concerns contrast with the assumptions of 

economic prosperity and the tragedy of the community that coastal resource use, 

especially fishing, ought to be firstly a modern, capitalist enterprise.  

 

The counter-discourses can be used to ask core questions about governance and public 

policy with respect to fisheries management such as how wealth is distributed, how 
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decision-making is accomplished, and how fisheries and coastal governance impact on 

other aspects of social and economic development (Stiegman, 2003, p. 5-6). Whereas 

certain government actors and policy documents divorce fisheries decision-making from 

social and economic development concerns, the counter-narratives return those social, 

economic and cultural aspects of fisheries and marine industries and activities to centre 

stage. The truth presented within these discourses is of a fishing industry essential to not 

only household and local economies but to the national economy. 

 

The structural critique presented within the counter-discourses is therefore two-fold. First, 

the neoliberal values that have been applied to fisheries management sideline the non-

financial aspects of fishing. Second, there is a social justice critique which argues that 

fishermen and indigenous peoples have not directly caused resource scarcity and 

environmental degradation but are those who suffer most. This critique resonates with 

environmental justice literature. Now, those same people and communities are being 

asked to become more responsible, without clear benefits or prioritization of their needs 

in new multi-party shared governance. Different concepts of blame and agency are 

evident in this structural critique of fisheries and marine management. Whereas dominant 

discourses distance government from blame, but accept credit for conflict resolution, 

counter-discourses hold government responsible for environmental degradation as well as 

for the social, political and economic ramification on their communities of that 

degradation. 

 

Another way to think of the question of how agency is construed in discourse is to think 

about how rights and responsibilities are conceived. Clarke and Agyeman (2011) compare 

the environmental sustainability policy agenda to environmental justice agenda. One 

critical difference between the two is that the sustainability agenda is more 

responsibilities-focused while the justice agenda is more rights-focused, as is this 

counter-discourse. They look at what they call the “vocabulary of motive” where they 

examine how citizens explain their environmental behaviours, finding that “structure 

plays a key explanatory role … the dynamic interplay between identity, (individual) 
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agency and (institutional/legal) power in constructing this vocabulary of motive and shifts 

of responsibility.” (Clarke and Agyeman, 2011, p. 1790). They also found that citizens 

used a discourse that “engaged with and actively challenged the advanced liberal 

ideology of active and responsible citizenship” (p. 1790); responsible citizenship is 

represented within the dominant discourses by the idea of self-reliance. Whereas Li 

(2007) allows a state to be neutral or even benevolent in its intent to “improve” through 

policy and programs, the counter-discourse is critical of the state's motives.  

 

The sustainable moral economies discourse is related to radical green politics, a discourse 

which according to Dryzek (2005) grew out of an analysis of institutions and practices 

which perpetuate injustice, including the hierarchy and competition associated with 

modern state structures and capitalism. Environmental justice, in the form of a structural 

critique on the production of waste, also fits into this discourse. The sustainable moral 

economies discourse also builds on what Dryzek (2005) calls the environmentalisms of 

the global poor. Part of ecological citizenship consists of being resourceful citizens of a 

given place by using local resources to meet material and spiritual needs rather than 

transforming that place. Ecological citizenship extends to any place in which one's 

consumption has an impact, including internationally, as a matter of social justice. 

 

3.3.3.ii Participation and Communities  

The sustainable local economies counter-discourse acknowledges that government can 

and should be responsible for overseeing governance and therefore prescribes subsidiarity 

rather than complete control. The second counter-discourse contains a tension in division 

of responsibilities it prescribes. For example, certain First Nations groups are willing to 

postpone control so long as the federal government and no other is the party in charge. 

First Nations legal government-to-government relationship with the Canadian state opens 

up space for co-management and challenges the discursive dominance.  

 

The sustainable moral economies discourse conceives of fishing as part of holistic 
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household livelihoods, which includes indigenous and food sovereignty. Within this 

discourse, social and natural worlds are zones of integration rather than division. 

Conservation and other terms are subject to critical questioning for their meanings and 

uses which is indicative of a larger questioning of blame and agency as construed by the 

dominant discourses. The subsistence and moral economies counter-discourse engages in 

the historical and post-colonial critique that Li (2001) finds lacking in characterizations 

of subsistence, exemplified by the dominant tragedy of the community discourse.  

 

Within both counter-discourses, participation is considered powerful when from the 

outside: as a consumer, as an activist, as continuing traditional practices despite the 

governance structure. Consistent with radical green politics, changes have to be forced on 

a reluctant corporate system through political action (Dryzek, 2005). But within the 

counter-discourses, there is an awareness that working within the political structures 

might be essential – through protest, litigation, or participation in integrated management 

processes. The new policy context requires an awareness of interdependence, which is 

intertwined with structures that foster trust (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003). Participants 

using these discourses typically do not trust the extant structures but nevertheless work 

with them when necessary. The final discourse demonstrates the deepest awareness of 

interdependence. The CLCN encourages communities to work together on a holistic, 

community-led model of policy development: 

Community members will need to come together on a number of fronts to resolve 

the many social, economic, and cultural difficulties they currently confront. It is 

thus advisable that planning and development of livelihood activities occur not in 

isolation but in concert.... ensure the food and livelihood needs of communities are 

met. (CLCN, 2008a, p. 4). 

 

This alternative form of integration of food and livelihood concerns is challenge to the 

concept of integrated management as described and practised by the DFO. Clarke and 

Agyeman (2011) propose a just sustainability agenda which “recognizes the importance 

of the relationship between environmental degradation and social inequality experienced 
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by current generations of disadvantaged groups” (p. 1777).  

 

3.3.3.iii Knowledge 

While the dominant policy documents pay scant attention to the question of what kinds of 

knowledge should be involved in ecosystem-based management, sustainable development 

and conservation, the subsistence and moral economies counter-discourse uses concepts 

like Netukulimk in comparison with integrated management to highlight differences and 

similarities between the two. While Canadian policy documents associate EBM with 

integrated management, sustainable development and the precautionary approach, the 

Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) developed by the FAO situates the EAF more 

broadly, and considers policy frameworks that influence EAF to also include the 

Millennium Development Goals, co-management, poverty alleviation and food security. 

This type of ecosystem approach explicitly includes ethics and values, as well as culture 

and religion. This document is not a policy document; indeed, the authors suggest that 

few nations have comprehensive implementation of EAF, although many “incremental 

moves” have been made (DeYoung, Charles and Hjort, 2008, p. 6). The EAF's 

incorporation of social, cultural and economic aspects of human dimensions in fisheries is 

comprehensive and nuanced compared to the versions of EBM and integrated 

management evident in the DFO policy document (FAO, 2009).  

 

3.4 Conclusion 

The sustainable local economies and sustainable moral economies discourses are 

concerned with fishing as part of the commercial and household /community livelihoods, 

respectively. The former locates fishing as a modern global industry but also as 

historically, ecologically and culturally situated practice (as opposed to the globalist 

visions of the dominant economic prosperity discourse). Both discourses feature a 

critique of neoliberalism and in this way break the silence of the dominant discourses 

around ownership of fishery resources. Sustainable local economies offers a critique of 

power that is nevertheless tempered by the recognition of the need to work with power 
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via a strategic use of networks and channels. The effects include promoting fishing in 

light of the push to aquaculture, using scientific debate around aquaculture to feed this 

argument and questioning the link between fishing activity and aquaculture established in 

the dominant discourses.  

 

The dominant discourse exhibits forms of the logic of governmentality while the counter-

discourses engage different concepts of agency, of place/community, of the scale and 

scope of knowledges, and of the fundamental assumptions of the role of and how to 

regulate the fishery. Instead of governing through community (Rose, 1999) the counter-

narratives display a concept of community that is adjacent, networked and integrated 

through multiple scales of social relations and action, from individual to household to 

community, from history to present. Li uses Rose's concept of switch points to explain 

how the state cannot give up control, so instead positions itself within the challenges 

posed by community-based natural resource management. Hajer and Versteeg (2005) 

develop the term 'forcing' for moments where discursive regularities are broken due to 

power struggles. They make “previously stable discourses lose legitimacy and need to be 

revised” (p. 182). In this way the state closes down a challenge, and de-politicises it. 

Integrated Management through the Oceans Act (1996) could be read as such a 

movement, in response to a broader challenge posed by networked governance in 

combination with indigenous solidarity movements and community-based movements. 

The success or failure of integrated management to instil new governance structures, 

develop trust, foster interdependence, will determine whether this critique stands and 

integrated management is simply old governance “reassembled” by the state.  

 

New governance arrangements like integrated management propose to challenge 

hierarchical and sector-specific management. But an examination of discourses at work in 

national and regional policy documents and discussions around practices and texts reveals 

that old-style management practice and mindset still dominate. Counter-discourses define 

alternatives in relation to the dominant discourses and also independently of dominant 

discourses, operating in dialogue and also creatively. The following two chapters will 
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explore the discursive contexts of two case study areas, the Annapolis Basin and 

Passamaquoddy Bay. These chapters ask to what degree the discursive context of local 

sites is influenced by the national and regional discussion of communities in integrated 

coastal management.  A subsequent chapter will reflect on the theoretical and conceptual 

connections and divergences between the case studies and tie the case study material back 

to the literature review in chapter two, to explore the ways in which regional discourses 

are articulated at local levels, and the relative success of local counter-discourses in 

effecting policy change. 
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Chapter 4 Policy Discourses in the Annapolis Basin 

 

4.1 Introduction  

This case study centres on a crisis in the clam fishery in the Bay of Fundy’s Annapolis 

Basin. The crisis was precipitated by changes to the national shellfish sanitation program 

protocol, which led to the closure to clam digging of much of the basin’s beaches during 

the summer of 2008. At that time, the area's clam fishers and their allies, including 

community organizations and a marine resource centre, were struggling with the 

outcomes of a transition of harvest rights to several of the basin’s most productive clam 

beaches from one year leases to ten year leases, all of which were held by the same 

leaseholder. This chapter is concerned with attempts to collaboratively address issues in 

the Annapolis Basin’s clam fishery, which hinge on different perceptions of the problems 

and of possible solutions, including the role of integrated management, and different 

relative powers of discourses used to negotiate solutions. The data presented in this 

chapter illuminates how terms like health and food safety, conservation and restoration, 

privatization, and integration have affected policy and program implementation, thereby 

altering conditions of access for one group of harvesters in the Annapolis Basin. The next 

chapter explores a case study in Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick, while analysis of 

themes and theoretical issues brought out in both cases is presented in the concluding 

chapter.  

 

The main positions in this case study are articulated along the lines of three discourses; 

one variant of the economic prosperity discourse that focuses on food safety, an 

articulation of the tragedy of the community discourse that focuses on poverty and 

proposes property rights as a way to improve stewardship, and one on local moral 

economies promoting restoration. The discourses, as well as who uses them and to what 

effect, are explored below.  
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4.1.1 Scope 

This case study centres on an informal, ad hoc process convened by a community-based 

marine resource centre to address interrelated problems in clam harvesting in the 

Annapolis Basin. This process, while not a formal integrated management project, 

brought together almost all the affected and interested parties in an attempt to not only 

share information but develop a collaborative solution. As such this case study examines 

the multiple perspectives on the clam harvest and on the informal integrated management 

process that emerged, in the context of marine and coastal industries and regulations in 

the Annapolis Basin. The crisis in the clam fishery reached a peak during the summers of 

2008 and 2009, which was when the ad hoc meetings were convened; as such this case 

focuses on this time period.  

 

4.1.2 Context  

The Bay of Fundy is intersected by two provincial jurisdictions (New Brunswick and 

Nova Scotia) and one international border (Canada/US) (See Figure 4.1). Due to a 

confluence of geomorphic features, the Bay of Fundy has one of the highest tidal ranges 

in the world, up to 15 meters in the upper reaches (Lotze and Milewski, 2002). The Bay 

of Fundy is home to a host of both rich and highly exploited marine and coastal 

ecosystems, and fisheries range from handline and herring weirs to industrial vessels in 

excess of 20 meters. Current development concerns also include tidal energy, liquid 

natural gas exploration and production, marine tourism, international shipping and finfish 

and bivalve aquaculture, to name a few. The first peoples to inhabit the area were 

Mi'kmaq, Maliseet and Passamaquoddy peoples, followed by French and British 

colonists, and later American loyalists. According to Savoie (2008), economic 

development related to Canadian confederation predisposed the Maritimes toward a ‘less-

than’ status in federal Canada. Community-based natural resource management took early 

root in the bay in the form of fishing cooperatives, such as herring, and today community 

groundfish quotas remain, albeit in a small segment of an otherwise quasi-privatized fleet 

(Bigney. 2005; Kearney, 1999). The bay is also the site of multiple large and small scale 
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integrated management initiatives, formal such as Atlantic Coastal Action Program 

(ACAP) sites in New Brunswick (NB) and Nova Scotia (NS), and informal, as will be 

described below. While the Bay of Fundy is not currently a Large Ocean Management 

Area (LOMA), the Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (Oceans Branch) had in 

2009 assigned a staff member to explore how integrated management might be 

implemented there. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 The Bay of Fundy. (Image credit Fundy Vacation).17 

 

The Annapolis Basin (Figure 4.2) is fed by the Annapolis, Bear and Moose Rivers, and 

measures approximately 24 kilometres (South West to North East) by six kilometres 

(South East to North West). The basin is bisected by the Digby-Annapolis county line 

with the two significant population centres, the towns of Digby (population 2311) and of 

Annapolis Royal (population 411) in each county, respectively. While communities in the 

basin and along the Annapolis River, such as Granville Ferry, Bridgetown and Middleton, 

                                                 
17  Image accessible at http://www.fundyvacation.com/bayoffundy.htm 
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formerly boasted prosperous ship building industries, these had diminished in importance 

and were definitively brought to a close by the construction of the Annapolis causeway in 

the 1960s. The region had close ties through trade and tourism with the Eastern Seaboard 

of the US and tourism remains a key industry (Parker, 2006).  

 

 

Figure 4.2. The Annapolis Basin. Figure produced by David Lawrence. Showing the 

distribution of certain important species. (Image credit Coastal Zone Resources, D. 

Lawrence).18 

 

The Annapolis Royal Generating Station is an 18 Megawatt tidal power plant located on 

the Annapolis River upstream from Annapolis Royal. One of two tidal power generation 

stations in North America, it opened in 1984 (ADEDA, 2009). While the environmental 

effects of the generating station have never been well documented, there is a widely held 

                                                 
18Image accessible at: http://users.eastlink.ca/~dcoast/pagemap.html  

http://users.eastlink.ca/~dcoast/pagemap.html
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belief that the station radically altered the local ecology through siltation, the use of 

chemical cleaners, and fish strikes. Sullivan (2007a) identifies three studies that have 

been conducted: Angus and colleagues (1985), on growth rates of Annapolis Basin clams, 

Rowell and Woo (1990) on the standing stock of closed areas, and Prouse and colleagues 

(1998) on worm predation and siltation. The greatest impact on clamming was a result of 

sedimentation of downstream beaches (Sullivan, 2007a).  

 

The Nova Scotia provincial government is pursuing renewable energy development, in 

particular tidal and wind energy. According to the Nova Scotia Department of Energy, 

“each day, 100 billion tonnes of seawater flows in and out of the Bay of Fundy – more 

than the combined flow of the world's freshwater rivers”  (NSDOE, 2009, n.p.). They 

propose that “when fully developed, new in-stream tidal technology has the potential to 

generate 300 megawatts of green, emission free energy from only two locations in the 

Bay of Fundy – enough energy to power close to 100,000 homes” (NSDOE, 2009, n.p.). 

Sustainable prosperity is enshrined in Nova Scotia legislation in the form of the 

Environmental Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act. The Act includes 21 environmental 

commitments including for the provision of 18.5 per cent of Nova Scotia energy by 

renewable sources by 2013 (NSDOE, n.d). The Nova Scotia government partnered with 

EnCana, Nova Scotia Power, Ireland's OpenHydro, Maryland’s UEK Corporation, Minas 

Basin Pulp and Power Co. and Clean Current Power Systems Incorporated of British 

Columbia on a tidal research facility in Parrsborough (in nearby Cumberland County) 

(Downeast Group, 2009). Nova Scotia also pursued a Strategic Environmental 

Assessment (SEA), streamlined a policy framework for developers and invited 

developers to test and demonstrate their technologies in the Minas Basin (NSDOE, 2009). 

The strategic environmental assessment also recommended consultation with the fishing 

industry before any tidal energy development proposals are carried out.  

 

Aquaculture is another sector of emerging importance. A Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) signed between the Province of Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries and 

Aquaculture (DFA) and the Federal DFO allows the province to regulate aquaculture 
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(whereas the Federal Government is formally responsible for above ground resources 

below the high water mark). As compared with the province of New Brunswick, located 

on the opposite shore of the Bay of Fundy, finfish aquaculture has expanded slowly in 

Nova Scotia.  

 

Today, main resource-based industries in the Annapolis Basin include fishing, tourism, 

and fish processing. Lobster provides the main income generator for local fishermen 

(DFO, 2007). The once abundant herring fishery is now mainly prosecuted outside the 

basin. Dulse and periwinkle are still unlicensed, small-scale harvests, while rockweed is 

harvested commercially. Despite declines, fishing remains a top industry in the region 

more broadly, particularly Digby County: In 2005, Annapolis and Digby Counties' 

landings were valued at CAD 7.5 million (1,027 metric tonnes) and CAD 74.5 million 

(27 784 tonnes), respectively (Downeast Group, 2009). Digby County also has substantial 

seasonal fish processing employment. 

 

The population of Digby County declined between 1991 and 2001, due mainly to the 

closure of the Cornwallis military base and the collapse of the groundfish stocks 

(McCormick, 2003). According to a report produced for the regional development 

agency, “the on-going issue of the ferry service to Saint John (privatized in 1997 and 

threatened with closure in 2006) is the most important economic development issue 

facing the region” (Downeast Group, 2009, p. 8), because of its importance to circulation 

of fish and forest products especially to the US market via Boston, and to tourism.  

 

Coastal planning policy and initiatives include Coastal 2000, which was abandoned, and 

the more recent Nova Scotia Coastal Framework process which identified six priority 

coastal issues (coastal development, coastal water quality, coastal hazards, working 

waterfronts, public coastal access, and sensitive coastal ecosystems) and generated a state 

of the coasts report (NS, 2009). The province of Nova Scotia created a Provincial Oceans 

Network, an interdepartmental committee of 15 departments and agencies chaired by the 

Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. This body is tasked with integrated approaches 
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to coastal and oceans management in Nova Scotia.  

 

4.1.3 The Soft Shelled Clam Fishery: A Dual Crisis 

The soft shelled clam (Mya arenaria) has been harvested in the Bay of Fundy by First 

Nations for thousands of years, as evidenced by shell middens found near aboriginal 

settlements (BOFEP, 2003). The harvest was plentiful and unregulated until a two inch 

size limit was established in the 1940s. The tidal barrage built in the 1960s is widely 

blamed for altering sediment flow and blanketing clam beaches. Nevertheless, after the 

tidal station was built, the clam industry's heyday resumed with processing plants opening 

through the 1970s. Soft shelled clams are susceptible to contamination, whether in the 

form of fecal matter from sewage, agricultural run-off, or other sources. Shellfish from 

contaminated waters are able to be processed via depuration, in which clean sea water is 

used to flush the contaminated animal. Fecal contamination first closed some of the 

basin’s beaches in 1973 and at the time, an economic analysis was conducted to 

determine whether a depuration plant would be feasible. The first depuration facility was 

opened in 1991/92 and today there remains one depuration plant in the area (Sullivan, 

2007b). 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Harvesting clams (Sullivan, 2007a). 

 

In 1993, the first licences were required to harvest clams, and shellfish harvesting areas 
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were designated in 1996. Today there are 279 clam harvesting licences in harvest area II, 

which consists of Digby, Annapolis and King's counties, fewer than one hundred of which 

are being used to harvest clams (Sullivan, 2007a). In the early 1990s, as clam harvesting 

areas were created, the Bay of Fundy Marine Resource Centre (MRC) helped to create 

two clam harvester associations: the Digby County Clam Diggers Association represented 

diggers mostly from the Digby/Weymouth area, while the Area II Clam Harvesters' 

Association represented the lesser number of diggers mostly from the Annapolis County 

area. Ultimately the two groups merged, despite some conflict, and today the Area II 

Clam Harvesters' Association (A2CA) represented clam harvesters on industry-

government groups like the Southwest Nova Scotia Soft-Shell Clam Advisory 

Committee, and the Nova Scotia Shellfish Working Group. 

 

The Annapolis Watershed Resource Committee (AWRC) is a multi-stakeholder body that 

was formed in 2006, by the clam diggers, the Clean Annapolis River Project (CARP, a 

local Atlantic Coastal Action Program (ACAP) organization and the Marine Resource 

Centre. The AWRC emerged from groups such as the Minas Basin Working Group. The 

AWRC was instrumental in the harvester organization merger and helped the clam 

harvesters gain a unified voice and status among decision makers (Sullivan, 2007b). 

Members of the AWRC include representatives from both clam harvesters associations, 

CARP, MRC, the Bear River First Nation, DFO, Environment Canada, Canadian Food 

Inspection Agency (CFIA), the Nova Scotia DFA, the Nova Scotia Department of 

Environment and Labour, the Municipality of the District of Digby, and the four local 

active clam buyers and processors (including one owner of the depuration plant as an ex-

officio member) (Sullivan, 2007b). However, since the summer of 2008, the group has 

been effectively on hiatus, due to the departure of the Chair (formerly of CARP) for 

another position, and some posit, to the lack of success the group had in translating their 

aims into policy action. Organizational tensions between some groups were also cited 

(#21). 

 

In 1997, a depuration company was granted ten year licenses to sites in nearby St. Mary's 
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Bay (where quahog, or cherry stone clam, scientific name Mercenaria mercenaria, is 

harvested) and to most of the beaches in the Annapolis Basin that are closed to public, or 

non-depuration, clam harvesting. These licenses were granted as part of an MOU between 

the Nova Scotia DFA and the DFO that turned yearly DFO depuration licences into ten 

year aquaculture licenses. While aquaculture licences are typically 25 metres from the 

mean low water level, the provincial Minister may issue licences up to the high water 

mark (Wiber and Bull, 2009). The leaseholder was also granted the first right of refusal 

for beaches that would be subsequently closed to harvest and was delegated responsibility 

for water quality testing.  

 

The licences were granted without any apparent consultation, contrary to the 

requirements of fisheries and aquaculture legislation. Regional Aquaculture Development 

Advisory Committees are meant to work with communities on site selection, but none 

was formed in this case. It was only when community groups such as the MRC heard of 

the proposal that meetings were called in Yarmouth (Sweeny, 2006). Other locals also 

reacted vehemently (Sloan, 2007). Two participants (#3,#5) report asking for written 

clarification of the federal and provincial government departments involved in leases. The 

Municipality of Digby wrote a letter as did the MRC in addition to the Bear River First 

Nation. Minutes from a meeting in Yarmouth report that there were significant concerns 

regarding the need for a public process and input, voiced especially by Bear River First 

Nation (Sweeny, 2006). Other concerns included the length of the lease, first right of 

refusal, and that decisions about who can harvest rest with the company (Sweeny, 2006).  

 

Regulators argued the licences were simply “migrating” from one year federal fisheries 

licences to provincial aquaculture licences for identical parcels of contaminated land, and 

that increased landings at the leaseholder's depuration beaches were a sign of good 

stewardship. At the Yarmouth meeting, minutes record that DFO representatives referred 

to the Privacy Act impeding their ability to share certain types of information. DFO 

representatives also argued that the 10 year length was essential for long term planning 

into a costly venture and were therefore granted out of “fairness and assurance to the 
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business community” (Sweeny, 2006). A DFO representative “confirmed that depuration 

licenses are issued to a company to ensure a higher level of public safety and to maintain 

accountability and continuity” (Sweeny, 2006, p. 2). 

 

The rhetoric used to justify the length and security of the leases was that of stewardship, 

job security, security of business investment, and of particular interest, food safety. Yet 

another respondent described the several yearlong process of acquiring the leases, which 

included the refusal of several reluctant Ministers, until one finally assented and the 

leases were granted (#23). This Ministerial reluctance to grant the leases calls into 

question claims about leases leading to stewardship, durable investment, and food 

security.  

 

During the 2008 clamming season, only two beaches remained open to public clamming, 

meaning that most if not all licensed clam harvesters would harvest closed beaches for 

the leaseholder. The leaseholder's labour practices were a topic of discussion during many 

interviews.  

 

The leaseholder is said to set lower prices than other buyers, which some feel forces 

pressure on open beaches. According to Wiber and Bull (2009), clam harvesters report 

that prices for quahog clam were 50 cents per pound in 2006, versus 75 cents a pound six 

years ago, and that these prices are significantly lower than in other Maritime Provinces 

or US states. Another participant felt the lower price might be appropriate given the 

company's extra costs (#24). The company requires clam diggers to have harvested 2500 

kilograms from open beaches before they are employed for the season (#32). Clams are 

sorted and weighed by the company, not in the presence of diggers (#32). Clam diggers 

remain technically self-employed, yet the leaseholder controls the distribution of fishing 

licences. A press release by the MRC cited a clam harvester of more than thirty years as 

saying, “you are telling me, as an independent self-employed clam license holder that I 

have to dig for one company and one company alone in order to make living” (MRC, 

2007).  
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According to Sullivan (2007b), association members from Annapolis are known to be 

more likely to work for the leaseholder, and are known as the “depuration crew”. The 

term “company man” is also used to describe those working for the plant. One interview 

participant from the area described painful conflict within families between those who are 

company men and those who are not (#32). 

 

In an organizational review of the then-two harvester organizations, Sullivan (2007b), 

explains how harvesters are actively discouraged from protesting perceived injustices on 

the part of the leaseholder, or taking on public roles in the harvesters’ organization: 

With the Annapolis association, it is claimed that people have, in the past, 

threatened members who may express some interest in attending certain meetings 

or attending a protest, for example. This has supposedly happened, in particular, 

with the harvesters that depend on the depuration harvest for a large portion of their 

income. The harvesters interviewed claim that these people have been told in some 

instances, not to attend a protest, or they would be reported to Employment 

Insurance as not being available for work. Similarly, it is alleged that some 

harvesters have been specifically instructed not to attend important meetings, or 

else they would have to face the consequences. It is believed that this threatening 

environment has discouraged a large number of harvesters who might otherwise be 

keen on participating more actively in management issues. (Sullivan 2007b p.10). 

 

Finally, there is a widespread belief that though the leaseholder is meant to be reseeding 

soft shelled clam (and indeed, the company's licenses are now for aquaculture, not simply 

for harvest and depuration of closed beaches), the company is not. The leaseholder's data 

for cherry stone clams in adjacent Saint Mary's Bay – landings, results of bacteriological 

testing of meat – have not been released due to data privacy. When asked for evidence of 

reseeding, or other signs of stewardship (as opposed to simple harvest), federal and 

provincial officials said they relied primarily on the landed value as an indicator of 

stewardship undertaken under this lease. According to a press release by the MRC (2007), 
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“landed value could just as easily be an indicator of increased effort, as any kind of 

stewardship” (Whitehead, 2006a). 19Many participants reflected that the long term nature 

of the leases actually removed incentives for environmental remediation or restoration: 

Digby-Annapolis MLA Harold Theriault is quoted to have said that the proposed changes 

could remove any incentive to eliminate contamination on the beaches (Whitehead, 

2006).  

 

In the summer of 2008, beaches were closed for the better part of the summer (128 of 251 

possible days) due to successive failures of the Digby town waste water treatment plant 

(WWTP) (Whitehead, 2009). In this case, food safety, a well-known and well justified 

concern with respect to seafood, was again cited as rationale for increased closures of 

clam beaches to harvesting. 

 

Opening and closure of clam harvesting areas is administered cooperatively by the DFO, 

the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and Environment Canada (EC) under a 

program called the Canadian Shellfish Sanitation program (CSSP). The CFIA is the lead 

agency for CSSP coordination. Responsibilities are divided such that EC monitors water 

quality in clam growing areas, is responsible for shellfish classification areas on the basis 

of those surveys; DFO enforces closed areas, controls harvesting, cleaning, and transport, 

while the CFIA is responsible for shellfish meat handling, processing, marketing, import 

and export of shellfish and for liaison with foreign governments. The legal authority for 

the CSSP is provided by the Fisheries Act, the Management of Contaminated Fisheries 

Regulations, the Fish Inspection Act and the Fish Inspection Regulations (CFIA et al., 

2011).  

 

Canada exports most of its shellfish to the US and has long agreed to harmonize its 

approach to “sanitary practices”. An MOA between the U.S. Department of State and the 

Canadian Embassy, signed March 4, 1948, reads, “in order to improve the sanitary 

                                                 
19 See also Wiber and Bull (2009) for more on research into quahog population dynamics 

post-privatization in St. Mary's bay. 
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practices prevailing in the shellfish industries of the United States and Canada, it is 

agreed as follows: Whatever manual of recommended practice for sanitary control of the 

shellfish industry is approved by both the United States Public Health Service and the 

Canadian Department of National Health and Welfare will be regarded as setting forth the 

sanitary principles that will govern the certification of shellfish shippers” (CFIA et al., 

2011, Appendix V). This relationship allows the US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) to audit its suppliers of seafood. In 2004, the CSSP was audited by the FDA and 

found to be lacking. The audit results were released in 2005, and the 2008 clam season 

saw the closure of multiple beaches for much of the season. Country specific audit results 

are not available, nor are the Canadian responses. Based on the CFIA response, it can be 

surmised that waste water treatment plant provisions and the overall risk management 

programs were deficient (CFIA et al. 2011, Appendix V). The intervening years 

presumably saw the Canadian regulators prepare their response to the FDA audit; indeed, 

a WWTP addition to the CSSP program was officially added in March 2009, a few 

months before the FDA was due to revisit the Annapolis–Digby area. As part of these 

additions, a new Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP20, said hasip) 

process was also put into place, in addition to area-specific management plans (CFIA, 

2008). 

 

Eight harvest areas (one in Prince Edward Island, two in Nova Scotia, two in New 

Brunswick, and three in British Columbia) near WWTPs were chosen for the first phase 

of WWTP implementation. According to one participant, this was winnowed from a list 

of 30 selected by EC based on species, amount of shellfish harvested, and type of WWTP 

                                                 
20 There are seven principles of HACCP: Analyze hazards associated with food and 

identify measures to control those hazards; identify critical control points, or points in a 

food's production, from its raw state through processing and shipping to consumption by 

the consumer, at which the potential hazard can be controlled or eliminated; establish 

preventive measures with critical limits for each control point, such as minimum cooking 

temperature and time; establish procedures to monitor the critical control points, such as 

determining how and by whom cooking time and temperature should be monitored; 

establish corrective actions to be taken when monitoring shows that a critical limit has 

not been met, establish procedures to verify that the system is working properly, and 

establish effective record keeping to document the HACCP system (FDA, n.d). 
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(#22). Overall, 370 WWTPs require assessment. The CFIA said that it would “[work] 

with processors in these eight areas to discuss what is required to comply with Canadian 

regulations” (CFIA, 2008b). That these changes are Canadian, and not a response to 

American influence, is a point upon which policy makers insist. 

 

The CSSP revisions make no mention of an FDA audit, nor of export requirements in 

general; but the wording of a CSSP notice says that “it is critical that effective response 

measures are put in place to prevent affected shellfish from reaching domestic and 

international markets”(CFIA, 2008a).  According to the CSSP 2009 Report on Plans and 

Priorities, “any misalignment of Canadian inspection systems with international demands 

and standards could increase the risks associated with trade related delays and diminished 

market access for the Canadian agri-food industry” (CSSP, 2009, p.26). These documents 

convey a message of concern about trade relationships first, while later messaging will 

prioritize food safety. Depuration is also cited as a way to ensure food safety. 21 

 

Clam harvesters, processors, First Nations representatives, and local government officials 

were upset when beaches were closed after WWTP failures. Many saw the post-rainfall 

closures as the result of American interference, and questioned why the WWTP in Digby 

was targeted when rainfall amounts had not been excessive and no structural change to 

the plant itself could be readily identified. No explanation about the FDA audit and 

subsequent changes to the CSSP was offered. Because the AWRC had not been convened 

since the Chair’s departure, the MRC convened an ad hoc group of all parties with 

responsibility for or an interest in the clam fishery. The meetings were public and due to 

the urgency of the situation drew many clam harvesters, citizens, local politicians, and 

media.22 

                                                 
21 Chapter 10 of the CSSP Manual of Operations details conditions for operation of 

depuration facility or for relay to uncontaminated areas. The Fisheries Act contaminated 

fisheries regulations provide the authority for the depuration plant to be licensed (CFIA et 

al. 2011) 
22 Two public meetings preceded beach leases: December 11, 2006, in Yarmouth and Jan 

30, 2007 in Digby; Four public meetings on the topic of changes to the CMP: May 22, 
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The meetings have all been, to varying degrees, adversarial. Conflicts have included 

whether a video recorder be permitted at the first meeting (it was, but pointed at the 

ground so as to only record voices, and the discomfort of government participants is 

recorded in meeting minutes), and absences of people who were perceived to be key 

government officials at various meetings. For example, a Conditional Management Plan 

(CMP) for the Annapolis Basin was developed under the auspices of the CSSP, as 

required by the new CSSP WWTP guidelines, and was presented to the ad hoc group at 

the MRC in January of 2009 (Appendix D). While EC is responsible for maintaining 

records, maps and data bases for survey results and reports (CFIA et al., 2011), during the 

meeting introducing the new CMP, the EC representative was on language training at the 

time and the person from regional headquarters was said to be too far away to travel.  

 

At this meeting, government representatives acknowledged that there had been a US FDA 

audit, but reiterated that the US-Canadian protocol had been in place for years. Meeting 

participants' frustration was in part rooted in a lack of transparency about the audit and 

the rationale for the resulting changes to the CSSP; while the MOA was signed in 1948, 

the addition of the WWTP protocol and HACCP would appear to be requirements of the 

more recent FDA audit. One interview participant from outside of government described 

how representatives of the CSSP, prior to these changes, did meet with stakeholders like 

municipalities, WWTPs, mayors and wardens regarding the changes to the CSSP and 

what they may mean (#6). Indeed, a CFIA document pledged to “[work] with processors 

in these eight areas to discuss what is required to comply with Canadian regulations” 

(CFIA, 2008b, n.p.). However, as the CFIA's mandate is to relate to processors, clam 

harvesters were overlooked in the consultation plan.  

 

The CMP contained several changes to the current business as usual. As these changes 

                                                                                                                                                  

2008 in Cornwallis, June 19, 2008 in Cornwallis, Jan 27, 2009 at MRC, and March 2010. 

One small private meeting occurred on February 5, 2009 at Bedford Institute of 

Oceanography.  
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had already been implemented before the meeting, the meetings were informational 

rather than consultative. Some reclassification of beaches post-overflow events meant 

that access to both open and closed that is, depuration-only beaches was curtailed; this 

meant that the depuration plant was also affected. The new CMP presented changes to the 

terminology and to the boundaries of the areas. “Conditionally approved” are those areas 

in which harvest is approved until a WWTP event, then closed at least seven days, which 

permits natural cleansing of shellfish. The water is supposed to be tested as well as the 

shellstock after seven days to permit a re-opening. The alternatives are a twenty one day 

closure, or depuration. The changed harvest areas were presented, along with the previous 

harvest areas, as part of the new CMP. The scales, colouring and shading of the two maps 

were different, so that the maps were difficult to compare, and the slight changes in 

terminology, such as from closed, approved, or conditionally approved areas to approved, 

conditionally approved, conditionally restricted, prohibited and restricted areas, also 

appeared to be confusing (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5 below for maps). 
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Figure 4.4. Existing classification of shellfish harvesting areas from the Conditional 

Management Plan Development for Shellfish Harvest Adjacent to Wastewater Treatment 

Plants, Digby, Cornwallis and Yarmouth, January 2009. 
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Figure 4.5. Proposed classification of shellfish harvesting areas from the Conditional 

Management Plan Development for Shellfish Harvest Adjacent to Wastewater Treatment 

Plants, Digby, Cornwallis and Yarmouth, January 2009. 

 

No data were presented in the CMP or at the meetings in support of the seven day closure 

period. According to two participants from outside of government, the seven day closure 

is the time frame for any emergency spill (#3, #5) (this was not explained, if it was the 

case). One participant who speculated that earlier testing would be prohibitively 

expensive (#23). A CFIA representative insisted that such decisions were “based on 

science”; DFO representatives at the meeting made reference to hydrological studies, 

hypotheses and parameters, though these terms were not explained. Meanwhile an 

interview participant from a community organization argued that to their knowledge, the 

basin flushes every two to three days (#23), which led them to question the scientific 
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rationale for the seven day closure. 

  

Other than the timing of the closures, and the mandatory seven day closure post WWTP 

failure, controversies included: i) the lack of willingness of EC to share results from 

water quality testing; ii) communication of closures (one processor reported having heard 

of a recent closure on the radio); iii) consultation around the development of the CMP 

(there had been none before the meeting) and iv) compensation for lost wages.  

 

4.2 Discourses 

 

The allocation of clam leases and the closure of beaches are part of different yet inter-

related policy processes. In both situations, key discourses are used, subtly or openly, as 

part of a process of altering power relations to grant one party increased access to and 

control of natural resource governance. 
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Figure 4.6. Venn diagram displaying key components, relationships between and areas of 

overlap of dominant and counter-discourses identified in the Annapolis Basin interviews 

and documents.  

  

The first is a variant of the economic prosperity discourse that is concerned with food 

safety. Food safety is used by government to ensure compliance with export agreements, 

therefore to preserve the export-oriented clam industry and its trade relationships. The 

concept of food safety can control policy debate through fears about risk of human 

illness, which amplifies the power of the food safety discourse. The second is a variant of 

the tragedy of the community concerned with clamming as a last resort, and property 

rights as a way to achieve stewardship, used by government and by the depurator to 

promote sole ownership of access rights. Finally the discourse of subsistence and moral 

economies is used by clam harvesters and their advocates to try to ensure access rights 

and to restore a livelihoods-centred approach to the clam industry. Certain individuals 

within, and policy documents produced by, the government of Nova Scotia also 
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participate in this discourse; despite this, the subsistence and moral economies discourse 

is the least powerful of the three in the context of the Annapolis Basin.  

 

4.2.1 Dominant Discourse: Food Safety 

4.2.1.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Nature for Consumption 

In this discourse, the natural world is a source of resources which are primarily for 

economic gain and for ensuring good international relations. Nature can also be a source 

of risk, such as to one’s health, or to trade relations; these notions are further explored 

below.  

 

The consumer is frequently cited as the beneficiary of food safety, however, as we will 

see, maintaining trade relationships with export partners, namely the US, was often 

invoked. 

 

4.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Private Access to Data  

Within this discourse, scientific data are compiled and held by government or private 

companies, and privacy legislation is used to justify exclusive access to these data. Data 

(or lack thereof) became a point that clam harvesters and their representatives would 

reiterate at almost every public meeting. After changes to the WWTP protocol, harvesters 

asked for access to test results. After beach leases were granted, harvesters had also asked 

for greater access to data. The minutes of a June 19, 2008 meeting at Cornwallis reflect 

that CHA requested test results. The CHA also requested that they be better updated on 

openings and closures and complained that they did not have access to government 

employees via telephone or in person.  

 

Access to any data from a private company is not available in part because of information 

privacy for corporations and trade secret protection. This fuels perception of some that 

there is no evidence that the depuration company does enhancement work, rather than 
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simply harvest clams. The CFIA does not conduct independent tests of depurated clams; 

rather, they inspect or audit the processor's quality system, to ensure it is based on good 

science (#6). This shift to quality systems inspection is explored below.  

 

In addition to privacy, another commonly cited explanation for withholding data was that 

the data by themselves would not be understood on their own, but had to be interpreted 

for the audience (i.e., the clam harvesters). One government participant reflected that 

many years ago, governments were not asked for this type of data, but today stakeholders 

and the public demand more information from government (#4). This history of not 

sharing information may partially explain why institutional structures within government 

remain not transparent with information. Another participant from a community 

organization, sympathetic to not disseminating raw data, argued that part of the “culture 

of being a scientific academic” consists of protecting data and information so they are not 

misused (#3). The participant went on to say, “many times you see something reported, 

taken two extra steps, and it's like whoa! You can't say that. You can say this and this but 

you can't say that" (#3). However the participant reports that the current leadership within 

EC is particularly reluctant to share data, and for example, does not share raw data with 

some groups who have collected those same data for EC (#3).  

 

When questioned at public meetings, no regulator could explain the rationale for a seven 

day post-WWTP event closure. It also became clear that improvements to the Digby 

WWTP may not affect openings and closures, as the area around the more sophisticated 

Annapolis WWTP was subject to the same closure. In light of these developments, it 

slowly became apparent to clam harvesters and their allies that strategies such as 

developing a community based water testing program (as exists in New Brunswick, run 

by the local ACAP, Eastern Charlotte Waterways23) or seeking out infrastructure funding 

for the Dibgy WWTP would not be effective in terms of ameliorating their short-term 

                                                 
23 Eastern Charlotte Waterways (ACAP) conducts water sampling, which if acceptable, is 

followed by CFIA sampling of shellstock. Rain greater than 25 mm closes a beach for 7 

days, after which testing is conducted.  
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lack of access to clam beaches.  

 

4.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Space and CMP Designations  

While not to date explicitly an area of interest for integrated management, whether as a 

LOMA or MPA, the Annapolis Basin is subject to spatial planning related to beach 

closures. The new CMP changed the way space is regulated in the basin. The creation of 

new areas of management authority involves developing new governance bodies for that 

space, creating new relationships within the territory, and defining what activities are 

permissible and not permitted. All of this involves creating, sustaining or altering power 

relations (Zimmerer, 2006). The way the CMP was designed and communicated is also 

part of this process. Authority to develop a new CMP was given to EC under the CSSP 

under the rubric of health and safety concerns; the process was neither transparent nor 

participatory. As we have seen, data justifying the changes was not disclosed. Under the 

new CMP, each WWTP is surrounded by an exclusion zone around it, regardless of the 

type of WWTP or the plant’s history of spillage (this requirement was part of the WWTP 

protocol of the CSSP regulations, though that was not clarified publicly). In the absence 

of a representative from EC, the changes to the CMP were communicated by DFO, which 

gave the impression of DFO involvement and contributed to a lack of clarity around 

responsibilities of the government representatives. Lack of clarity around responsibilities 

may have fuelled anger about the lack of participation; clam harvesters are likely to 

expect a degree of participation in DFO Fisheries Management decisions, while CFIA 

works directly with processors and exporters, not harvesters. Nichols (1999) argues that 

integrated management in the coastal zone essentially opens up space for capitalistic 

expropriation of resources and necessarily weakens community access and power. While 

that need not be the case, in this case, changing the CMP zoning had the effect of 

narrowing access for clam harvesters, including the depuration company.  
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4.2.1.iii Agents and their Motives: Risk 

The main agents who use this discourse are the CSSP and the agencies that compose it; 

the DFO, EC and the CFIA. CFIA motivations are both internal – the agency is tasked as 

the lead agency in the CFIA, which is itself a problematic arrangement, according to an 

internal review (CFIA, 2008c) – and external, for example the USFDA audit, increased 

complexity in food systems, and communication problems between harvesters and 

themselves. Driving the CFIA through these motivations is concern around analyzing and 

addressing risk, which for the most part is seen as real, objective and measurable. Within 

this discourse, the primary concern about clams, like any food product, is their potential 

embodied risk.  

 

A central risk for the CFIA is possible loss of access to the international market: “Any 

misalignment of Canadian inspection systems with international demands and standards 

could increase the risks associated with trade related delays and diminished market access 

for the Canadian agri-food industry” (CFIA, 2009, p. 26). This concern is also reflected in 

the rationale for new additions to CSSP, above. The first strategic outcome of the CSSP is 

however to minimize “public health risks associated with the food supply and 

transmission of animal disease to humans” (CFIA, 2012, n.p.).   

 

The CFIA is also motivated by globalization, and in particular the new forms of risk 

implied (CFIA, 2009). Globalization is seen as risky as it alters networks by linking local 

and global scales, and by changing social and cultural relationships with food. According 

to the CFIA, “an increasingly global food supply means markets have become 

progressively interconnected. Increasing trade volumes … have placed greater demands 

on the Agency’s inspection and certification efforts, increased the difficulty of tracking 

commodities and posed higher risks to both plant and animal health by providing more 

pathways for the unintentional flow of pests and pathogens” (CFIA, 2009, p. 3). This is in 

part because “changing demographics, lifestyles and eating patterns have resulted in a 

demand for a broader variety of foods, more convenience foods and greater choices from 

an increasing number of countries” (CFIA, 2009, p. 3). Finally, the new context in which 
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the CFIA works includes consumers demanding more information and greater 

transparency: “Consumers are also demanding informative labels about nutrition and 

production methods that assist them in their food choices; in particular, they are seeking 

greater transparency on what products are produced or made in Canada” (CFIA, 2009, p. 

3). 

 

Other “pressures” identified by the CSSP include “increased demands imposed by the 

aquaculture industry, the Aboriginal, subsistence, and recreational harvesters” including 

in remote areas where the CSSP has not been delivered. Audits from the EU and the US 

to ensure compliance with EU and US regulation “are putting pressure on the CSSP and 

its limited resources.” Finally, scarce resources mean that “opportunities to open new 

harvest areas, conduct scientific research, and carry out public awareness campaigns” are 

all limited (CFIA, 2008c). 

 

The FDA rationale for the HACCP approach is similar to the motivating factors for the 

CFIA: a greater number of pathogens, increasing public health concerns; diversity of 

products in the food industry, and the move toward global standards, including the Codex 

Alimentarius Commission's adoption of HACCP as the international standard for food 

safety.  

 

Together, these concerns shed light on the shift to HACCP. HACCP is prevention 

oriented, “based on sound science”, transparency and oversight; it “places responsibility 

for ensuring food safety appropriately on the food manufacturer or distributor”, and helps 

reduce barriers to trade and helps food companies compete (FDA, n.d.). HACCP is a 

substantial shift from testing products themselves – meat, or fish – to testing a quality 

system. Harvest is stopped not when test results (e.g., bacteriological levels) indicate but 

when stages leading up to and surrounding the production of the food have reached 

unacceptable boundaries. Systems are audited, not products (though test results may be 

examined as part of an audit). Hence, beaches are closed when a WWTP – a critical 

control point – fails, as opposed to when meat is contaminated. Also, producers (e.g., the 
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depuration company) are given control of production, including testing. 

 

Meanwhile, agents perceive risk differently. Several respondents reflected on the lack of 

direct evidence of illness due to contaminated clams, that is, risk to human health, before 

the changes (#3, 8). According to one participant, many illnesses may or may not be 

related to eating something that may or may not have been contaminated, and may or 

may not be reported or diagnosed, whereas paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) is more 

easily identified and will necessitate hospitalization (#8). The fact that these links are 

difficult to make contributes to the lack of purchase of the justifications offered by the 

CFIA and the CSSP agents within the community of the clam harvesters and their 

supporters.  

 

On the other hand, according to another government participant, “an audit usually 

pinpoints a deficiency. Regardless of who conducted that audit, if the audit identifies that 

Canadian food is not an adequate standard, then I am grateful that was identified”(#4). 

The audit is here construed to uncover 'truth', and objective risk. The purpose of auditing 

and accompanying changes in regulation and practice “comes down to assuring 

absolutely that the product is safe for consumption” for local and international markets. 

“It has to be protected from being contaminated in any way” (#6).  

 

Another government participant stated that the US is simply imposing its risk 

management system. To this respondent, the previous system – described by 

contaminated fishing regulations, and including depuration and testing of shell stock 

before it is marketed – mitigated risk (of contaminated clams post WWTP failure) in an 

acceptable manner. “Were we taking more risk? Well, hard to say – it was working 

before” (#8).  

 

Public relations are another, though unstated, risk area for CFIA. After the Maple leaf 

foods listeriosis outbreak in 2008, the Globe and Mail reported that “the root of the 

problem was not two dirty meat slicers but rather a culture – in government and private 
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enterprise alike  ̶  in which food safety was not a priority but an afterthought” (Picard, 

2009). According to the article, there were significant quantities of listeria in Maple Leaf 

Foods meats as of 2007, but the company was not under obligation to report this to the 

CFIA. The article calls the CFIA inspections “lackadaisical”, the response “clumsy and 

slow, and fraught with petty disputes about jurisdiction” (Picard, 2009).  

 

4.2.1.iv Metaphors and Other Rhetorical  Devices: Modern Solutions to 
Food-Borne Illness  

When introducing the HACCP program in 2001, the FDA emphasized the program's 

modernity by recalling the HACCP's space-age beginnings: 

The Food and Drug Administration has adopted a food safety program developed 

nearly 30 years ago for astronauts and is applying it to seafood and juice. … The 

program for the astronauts focuses on preventing hazards that could cause food-

borne illnesses by applying science-based controls, from raw material to finished 

products.…. Space-age technology designed to keep food safe in outer space may 

soon become standard here on Earth. (FDA, 2001, n.p.)  

 

This description, which compliments the characterization of HACCP as a modern, 

science-based approach to risk management, positions HACCP as an ameliorated 

alternative to the previous system of inspections.  

 

Description of actual illness is an area in which creative language could be used to 

support policy and programming change, but is not. Descriptions of food-borne illness 

are scant in documentation, interviews or meetings. When mentioned, the actual numbers 

of people affected are few. Statistics offered by the FDA for example include 34 reported 

incidences of food poisoning in 1995, in people who had eaten oysters harvested from 

certain southern US waters. Another FDA document describes a 1997 incident in 

Washington at the World Bank in which “26 employees … developed headaches, 

dizziness, nausea, and rashes several hours after eating blue marlin served in their 

workplace cafeteria” (Kurtzweil, 1997, n.p). They were later discovered to have 
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scombroid poisoning, attributed to fish spoilage. Health experts blamed the flu-like 

illness on a “virus similar to the Norwalk virus, which is usually introduced into fishing 

areas by human sewage” (Kurtzweil, 1997, n.p). The CFIA for its part explains that,  

Although the CSSP maintains a good commercial track record in terms of 

providing shellfish that is safe for consumption, there have been a few incidents 

where products with contaminant levels slightly above the program's standards 

have entered the market. …. The impact of this risk was seen during the Domoic 

Acid outbreak in 1987 when the entire fishing industry almost collapsed due to 

concern over the risks of shellfish consumption. The fishing industry is worth 

more than CDN $5 billion a year, provides more than 130,000 jobs, and is the 

economic mainstay of approximately 1,500 communities in rural and coastal 

Canada. (CFIA, 2008c, n.p.)  

 

Here the emphasis on the human cost is on the fishing industry, rather than on the illness, 

which when coupled with concerns around trade relationships reveal that the absolute risk 

to human health is not always the primary concern in policy development and 

implementation. Concerns for rural and coastal communities expressed within a CSSP 

document may also reveal concerns beyond the export and processing aspects of the clam 

harvest typically of interest to the CFIA.  

  
 

4.2.1.v Effects of the Discourse: “Make it About Safety” 

The perception of the industry and safety of the clam product have deteriorated due to the 

beach closures. Clam buyers24 reported that their clam markets nearly shut down during 

the summer of 2007, and that negative publicity may have played a role.25 Whether the 

claim of American intervention is valid remains an area for investigation – the CSSP was 

altered, apparently in response to the FDA audit – but Canadian-American cooperation on 

shellfish is long standing and Canadian imports do not make up a large portion of the 

American market as compared with Canadian exports in the US market (93 percent of all 

                                                 
24 Carmen Stanton, Dave's Fresh Clams and Linda Walker, Casey Fisheries 
25 Anon., Meeting minutes, June 19, 2008. 
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species, DFO, 2008). Regardless, Canadian regulators are rarely willing to publicly 

discuss the FDA audit and its ramifications for Canadian programs. One respondent 

speculated that Canadian regulators may then be responsible for compensating the 

industry (#23).  

 

The effect of this discourse, as reflected upon by several participants, is that it is easy for 

the government to “make it about safety” when fishermen are unruly, in this case by 

asking for access to data, or for compensation for wages lost due to beach closures, 

among others (#22). For example, when First Nations complained about infringement of 

their right to access the beaches and the resources therein, the argument was made that as 

the beaches were closed to everyone that First Nations rights had not been infringed 

upon. In a January 27, 2009 meeting a DFO representative told the audience that the 

purpose of the new CMP is to provide consumers with assurances that the products are 

safe. This type of argumentation implies that previous arrangements were less than safe, 

which is contested by other actors, and that these specific changes to the CMP are the best 

or only way, aside from depuration, to achieve safety. Food safety is a powerful concept, 

and one that no clam harvester is likely to wish to, or be seen to, disavow.  

 

From the CSSP point of view, as long as the product is safe, or the process is in place to 

ensure product safety, their mandate is complete. This removes incentives to examine root 

causes; rather the root cause is the “critical control point”, and is addressed through a 

CMP for harvest and treatment around the WWTP. The failure of the WWTP, or longer 

longer-term initiatives to clean up the basin, are less relevant options. Therefore, the 

CSSP's particular risk management perspective makes integrated management of waste 

water treatment problem difficult. 

4.2.2. Dominant Discourse: The Tragedy of the Community 

4.2.2.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Poverty  

Within this discourse, coastal communities and clam harvesters in particular are 

constructed as examples of poverty. For instance, compensation for lost wages due to 
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beach closures was a particularly emotional topic at meetings and in interviews. Clam 

harvesters reiterated that the government employees did not stand to lose wages, whereas 

their livelihoods and mortgages were at stake during these closures. Clam harvesting is 

described as an occupation of last resort (#32) by many: also known as the “last bastion 

to make a living” (#23), the “crutch” of the industry, or a fishery that absorbs less 

successful fishermen (Bull, 2007). The idea of seasonal work in Alberta is one that looms 

large over these communities: The Digby Courier reported that one clam harvester 

headed to Alberta for the summer months in 2007 and 2008. The article cites the 

harvester as stating, “I had to support my family. But I’m 41 (and) a lot of clammers are 

older than I am, and that’s not an option for them. This is what they’ve done all their 

lives” (Whitehead, 2009).  

 

In response to requests that the government compensate clam harvesters for lost income, 

one government interview replied that compensation is not within their mandate (#4). 

This point echoed the power relationship also evident in meeting dynamics, in which 

federal government employees used power point slides to make presentations and 

referenced scientific data and models (which, as we have seen, were not disclosed) to 

communicate, whereas clam harvesters referred to the times when their fathers' fished and 

the spectre of migration to Alberta. Differences in behaviour in meetings were also 

highlighted for example by differences in dress, seating (at some meetings, government 

people sat in a row on stage), and behaviour; for example, one meeting featured the 

presence of a self-identified “concerned citizen”, who appeared to be intoxicated, 

accompanied by a friend who ultimately escorted him out. This incident reflects a way in 

which consultation is perceived by government representatives as hard to control. (This is 

also related to how government is experienced by non-government participants, see 

below.)  

 

4.2.2.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Between Government and 
Communities  

The role of government and the role of the clam harvesters and their supporters differ 
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widely, as do perceptions of what roles and responsibilities each party should assume. 

Regulatory complexity affects how “government” is experienced by clam harvesters, who 

are frustrated when repeatedly informed that “that is not my responsibility” at public 

meetings. For example during a January 27, 2009 meeting, a municipal government 

representative asked whether DFO would be collecting samples. To this the DFO 

representative replied “I’m not Environment”, by which the representative meant that he 

does not work for EC, the department responsible for water samples26. In addition the 

range of departments and agencies with responsibilities makes it unlikely that each will 

be present at public meetings, which may facilitate subtle shifts of blame onto those not 

present. The Shellfish Sanitation Program is a confusing program with several agencies 

involved, each with a different area of responsibility. One participant from within 

government with knowledge of the program reported that when a question was raised at a 

meeting, “it was almost an art form as to who was going to answer it because of some of 

the interests of the provincial and of the federal government". This jurisdiction problem is 

apparently not unique but exists with all food products, which “cross these lines... from 

birth to end of product”, especially those sold internationally (#6). Communication 

problems were attributed by this participant to different working languages and cultures 

of various government departments, with environment using engineering terms, and 

fisheries enforcement ones, versus the working languages of harvesters. For example, a 

government representative would say something “in a bureaucratic context” that was then 

removed from its context and meaning and therefore, according to the government 

respondent, not understood, or misunderstood.  

 

Another example demonstrates how efforts from within the government to take seriously 

the clam harversters' concerns was ineffective. One higher level government official was 

present at one of the meetings. The official was asked by a clam harvester for a specific 

piece of information relating to the water and shellfish testing, and did not have the 

information. During an interview, the official reflected how the harvester was very 

disappointed “and it became a real hard point – how could I be there enforcing the rules if 

                                                 
26 Anon., Meeting minutes, January 27, 2009. 
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I did not know the regulation”. The government representative spent the meeting “trying 

to recover from that conversation” because the harvesters did not “feel like [s/he was] 

taking the job seriously” when in fact, from the official's perspective, the department was 

taking the situation seriously and committing resources to solve it, evidenced by the 

presence of a senior level bureaucrat at a public meeting. Yet in part because of that 

person's seniority, that government representative could not “communicate to the 

harvester on that sampling level [because s/he does not know] the sample levels” (#6). To 

the clam harvesters, in this case, the seniority of the individual sent to a public meeting 

was largely irrelevant, if that person could not provide the test result data they wanted.  

 

Finally, following from the enthusiastic promotion of the aquaculture industry described 

in chapter three, the government uses a number of strategies to reduce community-based 

resistance to aquaculture development consistent with the tragedy of the community 

formulation of communities. A document from the Nova Scotia DFA program called 

Public Confidence in Aquaculture argues that “a factor limiting the growth of Nova 

Scotia's sustainable aquaculture industry is the concerns from those who believe that 

aquaculture may harm the marine environment and others who simply do not want 

aquaculture in their area”(NS DFA, 2010, n.p.). This statement suggests that those who 

question the environmental impacts of aquaculture do so from a position of belief, and 

not-in-my-backyard-ism. In response, the program that “government and industry must 

effectively engage Nova Scotians to communicate, respond or explain aquaculture so it is 

accurately understood.” In other words, educate citizens on the benefits of aquaculture; 

indeed, “if this is accomplished successfully, greater public confidence in aquaculture 

will be achieved” (NS DFA, 2010, n.p.). 

 

4.2.2.iii Agents and their Motives: Property Rights Lead to Stewardship 

The motives of the depuration company are given voice via two arguments: stewardship 

and security of tenure, and food safety (see previous discussion). A version of the 

following argument was offered by various government and industry representatives: 
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depuration companies need long term access to resources (clam beaches) to support a 

long-term business investment. Therefore, the depuration company should be given 

access to high quality beaches and offered first right of refusal on subsequent leases. 

Security of tenure is also argued to increase opportunities for employment. Meanwhile, 

several participants from outside of government reported that the leaseholder campaigned 

for years to achieve these arrangements (#22, #23). One participant, for example, 

reported that three Fisheries Ministers had rejected the idea, due to concerns about 

harvesting from a contaminated area, but the leaseholder continued until one cooperated 

(#23). This reluctance counters the inevitability and appropriateness of the food safety 

and tenure arguments by suggesting that successive earlier Ministers were not convinced 

that granting long term leases would guarantee either. 

 

Lack of resources constitutes an additional institutional barrier to improving stewardship 

and further rationale for shifting management and monitoring to a single actor with the 

wherewithal to undertake those tasks. For example, government bodies were unwilling to 

comment on whether beaches could be re-opened after classification as closed, and 

assignment to a lease. According to a press release issued by the MRC, an official from 

EC “admitted that they do not have the resources to test beaches more than once every 

three years, and that ten consecutive tests are needed to open a beach” (MRC, 2007, n.p). 

The press release concludes that “in other words, it could take decades to open a 

contaminated beach and release it from” the control of the leaseholder (MRC, 2007). 

 

4.2.2.iv Metaphors and Other Rhetorical  Devices: Industry Restructuring  

The clamming industry and supportive organizations such as the MRC were told by 

regulators that proposals for ‘industry restructuring’ would be entertained, while working 

toward ‘cleaning up the basin’, despite beach closures being an ostensible pollution 

problem, would not have leverage, especially in the current conservative political climate. 

Through their harvesters association, the clam harvesters have put forward four proposals 

(delivered to federal and provincial elected officials) geared toward industry 
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restructuring, rebuilding the clam stocks, alternate income generation, and clam harvester 

learning (see below).  

 

Within government, the different mandates of DFO's two main branches are evident in 

different metaphors used to describe their work. The disparity between different mandates 

and perceptions of their own roles within the same government department was evident at 

a meeting in which Fisheries Management was said to be “in the weeds” while the 

Oceans department is “up at 30 000 feet”.27 

 

4.2.2.v Effects: Disempowerment of Community Actors 

 

 

Figure 4.7. A consultation meeting about the clam harvest. Harvesters in background.  

(Image credit Digby Courier, Demings, 2007). 

 

One effect of the tragedy of the community formulation of clam harvesters and their 

supporters is to entrench the division between the government and the community by 

disempowering the community actors. This image (Figure 4.7) captures some of the 

                                                 
27 Bigney, K. Minutes of February 5, 2008 meeting at Bedford Institute of Oceanography.  
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differences between actors and power relationships enacted at the consultation meetings. 

The differences in dress are notable as the government representative is more formally 

dressed than the clam harvesters. The clam harvesters sit behind the speaker, one with 

hunched shoulders, and his eyes toward the floor, the other looking over his shoulder 

instead of at the speaker. This body language conveys the disengaged and disempowered 

feeling of the harvesters at the meeting.  

 

Another effect of this discourse is that government mandates for prevention of water 

quality problems and for supporting communities in such work are overshadowed. In 

addition to DFO in its role fulfilling the mandates of the Oceans Act, and CFIA as lead on 

the CSSP, EC had a secondary role in consultations around water quality. However, in 

addition to water quality sampling and shoreline surveys, EC is also responsible for 

“promoting pollution prevention ...through cooperative work with provinces and others 

(e.g., First Nations, community groups) to protect and remediate shellfish growing waters 

from land and water-based sources of pollution” (CFIA, 2008c). It is possible that the 

prevention aspect of the EC mandate is fulfilled through work with the Clean Annapolis 

River Project. But much of what seems to be missing such as preventive work, and 

community collaboration, falls within the mandate of EC. The CFIA, too, is concerned 

with environmental outcomes: one of the agency's strategic outcomes is “a safe and 

sustainable plant and animal resource base” (CFIA, 2009, p. 5). Combined with the 

emphasis on risk and food safety, a conception of the depuration company as the more 

relevant partner results in the marginalization of certain parts of the government 

mandates. 

 

4.2.3 Counter-Discourse: Subsistence and Moral Economies 

4.2.3.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Restoration, Renewal 

Within this discourse, nature can be renewed, rather than simply exploited or diminished 

with human intervention. An MRC sponsored clam harvester proposal on employment 

conservation argues that “the critical aspect of this fishery that sets it apart from almost 
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all other fisheries is that it can be renewed. This has been successfully done in clam 

fisheries in other regions and countries and it can be done here” (MRC, n.d, p. 2). Within 

this discourse, nature sets limits within which human societies can develop; in contrast, 

the previous discourses understand nature as existing to be transformed for economic 

gain. 

 

Renewal can extend to the economy through job creation. For instance, the MRC report 

states that while the clam industry is in crisis, short-term, “the long term opportunity is 

for the creation of hundreds of sustainable livelihoods and renewal of an industry that can 

play a major role in the local economy.” But this economic renewal has a social justice 

component: “importantly, most of the jobs created will go into low income households in 

the region” (MRC, n.d., p.2), that is, those of the clam harvesters. As we have seen, the 

community of interest – in this case, the clam harvesters – are construed as poor and 

disempowered within other discourses. Within this discourse, however, that clam 

harvesting is difficult work and relatively poorly compensated is acknowledged but 

harvesters' choice to be clam harvesters as well as their pride and solidarity within the 

profession are critical differences.  

 

Within this discourse, community can be tied to a specific place, in addition to or instead 

of associated by interest. According to the Nova Scotia Community Development Policy, 

community is “a group of people who live and interact in a specific geographic area or 

people with shared cultures or common interests” (NS, 2004, p. 4). In an ESSIM report, a 

representative from the Coastal Communities Network (CCN) reflects on the dominance 

of the latter concept of community – common interests – within integrated management 

processes: “We think ESSIM needs a constituency of communities of place as well as 

interest” (MacLean et al., 2009, p. 14). While “other non-government members have 

access to other planning processes, such as fisheries management plans … communities 

are not usually invited to those [i.e. sectoral] tables” (MacLean et al., 2009, p. 14). The 

CCN supports ESSIM “because they asked us [representatives of coastal communities] to 

play” (MacLean et al., 2009, p. 14). Aboriginal communities are on the other hand almost 
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always invited to participate in such processes and are accustomed to being consulted on 

almost any resource based issue in the region (MacLean et al., 2009). In this way, and for 

structural reasons set out by the Canadian Constitution, most aboriginal communities are 

treated as separate from non-aboriginal communities, which both acknowledges their 

rights while distancing them from non-aboriginal communities.  

 

4.2.3.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Work, Poverty, Interdependence 

The song lyrics of clam harvester Terry Wilkins provide examples of these sentiments. 

For instance, he sings of poverty that accompanies the hard physical labour of clam 

harvesting: “Pocket fashion dictates Frenchy’s Clothes, cause a poor man’s life the only 

one I’ve known/ With calloused hands and the sweat upon my brow, I work the salty 

water earthen plow.”28 Despite financial impoverishment, and in part because of the 

physicality of the labour, he takes pride in his work: Strong arms, dories and pride/ Sweat 

washed the brow, that turner of the plow/And he “prospered” from salt water earth … /I 

am the fisherman, lowly digger of the clam/ And I’m proud to say “I am a fisherman.”29 

Prosperity is a reward from “salt water earth” for demanding physical labour. His identity 

as a fisherman is tied to working for himself: Much more than a lifestyle to me/ I stand in 

the life that is free.30 This livelihood has inter-generational ties, as, Dad and grandpa 

stood for freedom, as did many come before/ Now their offspring stand in numbers, are 

we that easy to ignore? 31 These lyrics display a tension between pride in one's livelihood, 

including sharing in a family occupation, and relative powerlessness that can accompany 

being poorly compensated for one's labour. Still, clam harvesting is portrayed as a choice, 

and importantly, as a fishery, albeit unique, but linked with the traditions and some of the 

privilege of more powerful fishing actors.  

 

                                                 
28 From “Blue Fishin'”, T. Wilkins. 
29 From “I Am the Fisherman”, T. Wilkins. 
30 From “Clear Waters”, T. Wilkins. 
31 From “Reprise of the Basin Fisher”, T. Wilkins. 
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With regard to scale, this discourse conceives of local actors as engaged in multi-scale 

relationships. In an internal report by the MRC, the organization sees itself as working at 

various scales simultaneously: at the local scale in the development of community-based 

management plans for the Annapolis Basin, at the regional scale, working with clam 

harvesters from New Brunswick and the Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia; at the national 

scale through the Coastal Learning Communities Network and finally internationally, by 

linking local work on shellfish to the work of MRC board members with the World 

Forum of Fisher Peoples. According to a document by a representative of the Bear River 

First Nation (BRFN), they “finally found a global voice through … the World Forum for 

Fisher Peoples” because “the BRFN could identify with the … work of the WWFP in 

which the organization strives to protect the rights of small scale and customary fisher 

people in a sustainable fishery” (Pictou, 2005, p. 6). 

 

4.2.3.iii Agents and their Motives: The Politics of Participation 

Those using this discourse are primarily independent clam harvesters and their 

supporters. As is evidenced above, clam harvesters are motivated by the desire to 

maintain access to the clam beaches in order to secure their livelihoods and for financial 

compensation. Participate in the ad hoc meetings is a way to voice this discourse in 

support of their motivations. But as the ad hoc meetings also represent a tentative 

movement toward an integrated management process, and as such are exemplars of many 

of the problems of community engagement in integrated management. 

 

From within this discourse, government (usually meaning DFO) motivations for 

integrated management are suspect: “the whole impetus for IM ... came from 

government”, and “government does not want coastal communities involved in IM” 

(#21). One participant from a community organization noted that while “there were many 

related initiatives going on in the community… coastal community organizations were 

not calling them IM” (#21). In an analysis of the practice of integrated management, an 

MRC document concludes that integrated management is designed to neutralize 
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resistance of communities to government policy and regulation in part due to the concept 

of multi-stakeholder process, which lessens the possibility or effectiveness of activism by 

enrolling communities as stakeholders. For these reasons, some communities choose to 

opt out of stakeholder or consultation processes, preferring to influence proceedings from 

outside the process.  

 

An example of a community that chose to exit a policy process rather than engage with 

government is Bear River First Nation. After the Marshall decision, Bear River First 

Nation was one of the three communities in Nova Scotia who did not sign a fishing 

agreement. Their motivations included: to avoid entering into an agreement that could be 

deemed treaty compensation and to disengage from a licensing and quota regime that was 

not based on community-based management. Further, they found no evidence of “how 

this regulatory regime contributes to the conservation and restoration of a species and 

their eco-systems” (Pictou, 2005, p. 8). Instead they chose to build relationships with 

local fishing organizations and local non-government agencies to distinguish them from 

the “overall fishing agreement regime” (#8). Because of the many differences between 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal people that law and policy both insist upon and allow, 

relationship building can be an act of resistance. While the Marshall decision affected the 

fisheries sector, reactions to the decision were informed by social and political factors 

such as the relationship of First Nations groups to the Canadian government, and to non-

First Nations communities; these factors also influenced how First Nations groups 

approached engaging with the Crown in the first place. Bear River First Nation did not 

formally participate in the ad hoc WWTP meetings, though a member of the First Nation 

did participate as a representative of another organization; an example of both opting out 

and of relationship-building. The latter facet of their decision, according to two 

participants from community organizations, appeared to surprise and confound regulators 

(#21,#26). 

 

Yet, actors using this discourse also choose to participate in government-driven processes. 

Many interview participants emphasized that they are not against development; rather, 
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they want development which is sustainable, undertaken through a transparent process 

and that is supported by the local community. Participation in an integrated management  

process can be a way to further political goals: according to an ESSIM participant, “we’re 

hoping that ESSIM does carry a bit more clout than an individual; even though we are 

rights holders, they often tell us no” (MacLean et al., 2009, p. 8). The clam harvesters 

participated in the ad hoc meetings despite the “inter-cultural” challenges inherent in 

doing so, both because the meetings were one of the sole access points to regulators, and 

because according to some interview participants, they hoped to achieve some gains. 

 

4.2.3 iii Agents and their Motives: Enabling Statements 

Interview participants identified several Nova Scotia government policies that could 

enable a community-centred governance model. For example, the Nova Scotia Economic 

Development department created a community development lens, meant to be applied 

throughout government activity. The Nova Scotia Community Development policy 

focuses on inclusion in community development, defined as “the capacity, willingness, 

commitment and investment necessary to ensure that all community members have the 

opportunity to become engaged in the community development process and are able to 

access its social and economic benefits” (NS, 2004, p. 4). Critically, instead of viewing 

communities as dependent on government, the policy statement recognizes that the 

“combined skills, resources and commitment” of both communities and government are 

essential to this effort. In the Natural Resources Report (2009) from the citizen 

engagement committee of the Nova Scotia voluntary planning agency, entitled “Our 

Common Ground”, priority is placed on “sustaining the environment and economy of 

rural communities and the Nova Scotian way of life” through “wise management” of 

resources (p. 3). The CFIA for its part recognizes “that traditional industries such as 

agriculture and forestry have long been anchors of our nation’s economic, environmental 

and social well-being. The vigour of these industries depends, in part, on the health and 

sustainability of the resource base on which these industries rely” (CFIA, 2009, p. 19). 

This narrative contrasts with the economic prosperity discourse, which promotes wealth 
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generation largely devoid of concern for the way of life, or livelihoods integrated into a 

social, ecological and cultural context, of rural communities.  

 

A new version of integrated management is defined within these documents. The 

community development lens suggests a long term perspective to safeguard the interests 

of future generations in the support of “sustainable community development” which 

“seeks to meet four key objectives simultaneously: social progress that recognizes the 

needs of all, effective protection of the environment, prudent use of natural resources and 

the maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment” (NS, 

2004, p. 4). These documents appear to have limited application operationally. For 

instance, any government department can opt out of the Community Development Lens. 

Interview participants who indicated that some within the Nova Scotia government are 

attentive to the policy but that for the most part it is not applied (#22). It appears that 

despite the potential for these policies to revisit the role of communities in governance, 

and despite their appeal to some members of the bureaucracy, they do not have sufficient 

political power to be enacted.  

 

4.2.3. iv Metaphors and Other Rhetorical  Devices: Video and Song 

One form of argumentation harnessed within this discourse is the use of video and song. 

Together with a representative from the Nova Scotia DFA, and a CARP staff member, 

clam harvesters produced a video demonstrating that reseeding of clam is possible and 

can be successful in the Annapolis Basin. This was designed to counter the belief within 

DFO that reseeded clam spat would not settle, in other words, to demonstrate the 

possibility of local ecological knowledge. According to one participant, this type of 

project is an opportunity to restore an ecosystem and mobilize a community at the same 

time (21). Proposals to government for further funding for clam reseeding have been 

unsuccessful to date.32 

                                                 
32 Other film projects include a documentary about Bear River First Nation and its 

relationships with non-Native communities and fishermen, In the Same Boat, directed by 

Martha Steigman, and Sharing the Waters, by Sarah Bood and the Coastal CURA.  
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The songs of Terry Wilkins, which he composes, sings and accompanies with guitar, 

include themes of struggle against government (DFO and “Environment” i.e. EC) and 

against development (the tidal dam and fin fish aquaculture), as well as the pride in 

demanding work and intergenerational continuity. Within his songs, he conjures 

evocative, unique images such as the “salt water earth” and a dying “Mother Basin”; both 

holistic, integrated concepts of nature and the human-nature relationship. These images 

and song as a means to convey them are radically different than the means of 

communication employed within the dominant discourses.  

 

4.2.3.v Effects: Power Imbalance  

The discourse ultimately shifted from a focus on ecosystem restoration toward one based 

around industry restructuring. This shift was in response to statements by government 

representatives that ecological considerations would not be prioritized in the current 

Canadian political and governance climate. The shift from “restored” to “rebuilt” is 

important, as it is in response to pressure to prioritize a goal of economic prosperity as 

opposed to other “broader” goals. According to one civil servant at a small meeting, 

“what I heard at that [consultation] meeting was can the government compensate us for 

our disaster”; to this the interview participant responds, “No”(#10). Clam harvesters and 

their supporters as well as government officials seek to align the clam harvesters 

objectives with the Canadian government and the DFO in particular, both for strategic 

reasons, and out of concern that DFO, whether Fisheries Management or Oceans, be 

asked to become involved in livelihood or ecological discussions. By shifting to the 

language of industry restructuring, the discourse of subsistence and moral economies can 

converse with government on terms the government values, while not abandoning a 

holistic, livelihoods-oriented strategy. Ultimately, despite this shift in language, 

subsistence and local economies is a politically ineffective discourse. This is in part 

because the more powerful discourses, risk (food safety) and property rights (tragedy of 

the community), which the clam harvesters and their allies did not or could not adopt.  
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4.3 Discussion  

4.3.1 Perceptions of Risk and Knowledge 

The food safety discourse hinges on an approach to risk that treats risk as real, objective 

and measurable. The new approach adopted by the US FDA and required of its suppliers 

controls risk by identifying and managing 'critical control points', which is a shift from 

test-based (for some pathogen at some point in the system) or command and control to a 

mostly process-based assessment (Unnevehr and Jensen, 1999). Both process and 

command and control approaches consider clams to be risky objects. Moving to a 

process/audit based assessment meant that actors who could demonstrate that their 

process fulfilled new requirements (i.e., the depuration company) were favoured. 

Abrahamsen (2004) calls techniques like auditing a “new managerialism”, which 

“simultaneously accord actors a degree of autonomy and responsibility for decisions and 

actions” (Abrahamsen, 2004, p. 1459). Indeed, the depuration company was given new 

testing responsibilities, which in turn allowed access to data to be foreclosed. Therefore, 

within this discourse, data are corporately owned or government controlled. Combined 

with changes to the CMP, poor labour relations and differential access to capital and other 

resources serve to maintain or even narrow access to clam grounds. Food safety as a way 

to look at risk in part serves to justify withholding data and keeping harvesters out of 

clam beaches and of policy mechanisms. The rationale for the shift to HACCP was not 

explained by the Canadian regulators to the clam harvesters and their supporters, nor is 

there space within this discourse for other perspectives of risk. Yet, the previous 

command and control system itself was inaccessible to clam harvesters as it was based on 

science in which they did not participate and data to which they also did not have access. 

Indeed, little epidemiological evidence is presented in the policy documents, which seems 

at odds with the heavy focus on food safety and risk to public health. (This is not to 

suggest that food-based illness does not exist, rather, that those illnesses are taken for 

granted rather than evidenced in the policy documents.) In addition, control of raw data 

ensured the government and depuration company could maintain control of the story told 

through data interpretation. The power of the risk and food safety discourse is to make 
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itself so dominant as to be unassailable when the clam harvest is, to paraphrase, made to 

be about safety, by decision-makers insisting on risk and science.  

 

Omissions were central to this discourse, namely the role of the US FDA and the absence 

of water quality data. These omissions became central when other discourse coalitions 

focused their attention on them. Those espousing the risk discourse were then forced to 

explain these absences, in particular the missing data, explanations which were 

unsatisfying because clam harvesters and their allies suspected they were covers for the 

'real' explanations – that the US FDA standards were in fact the real drivers for change 

and not new test results. Data collection and dissemination nearly became switch points 

(Li, 2007). But the power of privacy laws protecting the private company combined with 

the dominance of the scientific knowledge paradigm to make that an impossible entry 

point. The debate was closed down and became technical instead of political (Li, 2007). 

The clam harvesters and their allies were not able to harness their discursive power to 

rephrase the debate.  

 

4.3.2 Community and Scale 

The government CSSP program is confusing even to those involved and many meetings 

featured frustration at the perception of unwillingness of government participants to take 

responsibilities by statements such as “I'm not environment” or I don't have the test 

results”. CSSP may function within government (though as internal documents indicate, 

there are coordination and leadership problems) but as a liaison to harvesters, 

communication and integration failed. The program complexities and risk orientation (as 

well as lack of resources) served to reinforce a lack of integration and maintain solutions 

at the technical level. Internally, DFO Fisheries and Oceans branches were also at odds 

with regard to the Annapolis basin, one working “in the weeds” and one at “thirty 

thousand feet”.  

 

The motivation for the depuration company to assist in ameliorating the conditions of the 
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Annapolis Basin beaches is questionable when the leaseholder's profit depends on 

beaches being closed. While regulators claim that any application for a depuration licence 

will be considered, according to Wiber and Bull (2009), “closed beaches are a resource 

… only for those with the capital to invest in depuration plants and other infrastructure 

that meet federal inspection guidelines for accessing, transporting, processing and 

marketing clams from contaminated areas” (p. 160).  

 

By granting exclusive access to closed clam harvest beaches, the federal and provincial 

governments altered power relations such that harvesters are forced to work for an 

employer that has little apparent incentive to remediate a polluted ecosystem. It is unclear 

how overall food safety standards are improved without this long-term incentive. This is 

ironic in light of the fact that the depuration company was allowed long-term beaches in 

part because the health of the resource (as well as human health) would be better served; 

Li (2007b) finds that the state promotes dispossession by arguing that one party has failed 

to improve a resource. 

 

4.3.3 Space, Community and Place 

As is highlighted by Wiber and Bull (2009), farming and aquaculture are associated with 

progress, unlike clam digging with low-technology manual labour; aquaculture, like 

farming, enhances the land/ marine environment to increase the production of goods, 

whereas clam digging is simple extraction. By viewing aquaculture as more modern, the 

tragedy of the community discourse helps to “[privilege] a corporate actor over pre-

existing resource users” (p. 160). In the policy imagination, communities can be 

construed as less integrated in the market or less industrialized, distant both 

geographically and temporally. In addition, in a northern or developed-world context, 

community can be seen by the dominant paradigm as part of culture and therefore not 

intrinsic to the economy or the policy sector (Olson, 2005, St. Martin, 2006). In this way, 

resource-based communities can be construed as under-developed and policy 

interventions are designed to increase modernization (aquaculture, integration with 
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markets and professional specialization). In this case the depuration company is the more 

modern of the local players, with capacity to navigate complex regulatory environments 

and engage in the political system. Enacted through meeting dynamics and in discussions 

around poverty, migration and requests for compensation, the clamming community is 

constructed and understood to be less modern than other players, and less sophisticated, 

and possessing less agency in negotiating policy change. While the clam industry was 

encouraged to adopt the “industry restructuring” perspective in order to gain favour for 

their proposals, this shift was either insufficient by itself, in light of the dominance of 

other discourses, or was insufficiently completed, maintaining too much of the social and 

moral economies discourse. Within the social and moral economies discourse, livelihoods 

are an integral part of the social-ecological system. This system can be renewed, rather 

than only degraded by human intervention. 

 

4.3.4 Participation  

Participants operating within the social and moral economies counter-discourse are 

suspicious of “integrated management” like other government interventions. They either 

participate strategically, due to fear of being left out of a discussion that will impact them, 

instead of commitment to the process, or choose to opt out. If and when clam harvesters 

do participate, the language they use and tools like video, song are inappropriate to what 

is expected in the settings of integrated management. Torgerson (2003) relates similar 

findings from examining the MacKenzie Valley pipeline public process. There, aboriginal 

people, invited to testify, “did so in a way that was not limited to rational argument, but 

included their own stories, poetry and songs. These bore witness to an experience of the 

north not as a frontier to conquer, but as a loved place shaping the lives and identities of 

people who called it home” (Torgerson, 2003, p. 119). In that case, the development 

proposal in question was halted, whereas in the case of the clam harvesters in the 

Annapolis Basin, this approach failed to gain sufficient power.  

 

Government agencies and departments do have policies which draw on features of this 
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discourse. Yet, this discourse is not heard, in part because there is no space for it and 

because those using it speak another language. This results in the practical knowledge of 

fishermen, and the connection between policy interventions like privatizing access and 

poverty, being ignored. The more modern partner is favoured, and the less modern clam 

harvest is construed as needing to restructure itself. The clam harvesters and their 

advocates attempted to expand their discursive strategy, or to “hitch on” to the dominant 

discourses (Hajer, 2003, p. 107) by including industry restructuring but were 

unsuccessful. 

 

4.3.5 Relationship between Discourses 

The sustainable local economies discourse, found at the regional level, is more closely 

related to the dominant discourses (focused on the commercial fishery rather than the 

subsistence fishery, and largely seeking power from within the political system than from 

without) than the subsistence and moral economies discourses. As a result, the 

subsistence and moral economies discourse has a greater challenge in structuring debates 

– the conceptual shift that the discourse must affect is substantial. In the Annapolis Basin, 

the shift to industry restructuring brought the argumentation of the clam harvesters and 

their supporters closer to the more powerful sustainable local economies discourse, but 

this discursive shift was incomplete. As is evident from Figure 4.6, the tragedy of the 

community and food safety discourses share many key terms, while the subsistence and 

moral economies discourse is entirely independent of the two dominant frameworks.  

 

Discourses operating within the Annapolis Basin both reflect and differ from those 

operating at the regional level. For example, economic prosperity was influential, though 

largely unspoken, in the Annapolis Basin. The clam harvesters and their allies shifted 

their discursive strategy in response to the recommendation that they adhere to the 

discourse of economic prosperity. Yet, the more modern and self-reliant depuration 

company was the beneficiary of the practice of economic prosperity when it was 

favoured with long-term leases. Privileging the more modern actor is also a result of the 
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tragedy of the community discourse. While risk and, in particular, food safety is not a key 

feature of regional discourses, risk management is of emerging and future importance in 

how oceans and coastal management is conceived. Risk, in the discourse that dominates 

the Annapolis Basin, is seen as quantifiable and objective. The tragedy of the community 

discourse follows closely from the regional discourse. Clamming is viewed by many 

actors as an occupation of last resort, while communities are seen as a source of conflict, 

and the non-depuration industry as less modern than the depuration industry.  

 

The counter-narratives shared certain similarities: a subsistence and moral economies 

discourse operates regionally and locally to describe situations in which poor or marginal 

households are supported with dignity, work which also enables ecosystem restoration. 

From within these counter-narratives, communities are envisioned as networked at 

multiple scales. The counter-discourses also critique the fundamental assumptions of the 

dominant discourses, and integrated management is found to be “governing through 

community” (Rose, 1999). The sustainable local economies discourse was largely absent 

from the discursive strategy of the clam harvesters and their supporters, who could not 

position the clam harvest alongside other commercial fisheries, and thus the counter-

discourse was too distant from the dominant discourses to be effective.  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

The food safety discourse was fully institutionalized in the Annapolis Basin clam harvest 

crisis. The CSSP exists solely to ensure food safety in shellfish fisheries, in particular for 

safe export to maintain trade relations as well as to support the seafood industry. To this 

discourse and practice, it matters little how that safety is maintained, in terms of whether 

a depuration facility or whether individual clam harvesters do the work. It is simpler for 

the CFIA to deal with a single processor, which complies better with their HAACP 

approach. The food safety discourse structures the way that harvesters too communicate 

and see the world, as they must draw on it to achieve credibility (Hajer, 1995). Though 

harvesters and their supporters may doubt that the mechanisms chosen to effectuate food 
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safety are the best, they are not able to articulate this successfully. The tragedy of the 

community discourse also structures debates, and helps to form identities or subjectivities 

for clam harvesters, oriented around poverty and migration. The counter-discourse was 

not able to be institutionalized, that is, it could not effect change in institutional practice 

or policy, and it structured only the way the harvesters and their supporters see the world. 

Integrated solutions failed in part because power differentials were not levelled in ad hoc 

meetings convened around the crisis in the clam fishery. Rather, business as usual 

proceeded. The dominant discourses maintain the hierarchical, independent, and risk 

(rather than uncertainty) focus of the old policy context (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003). 

Through the dominant discourses, private property rights for the depuration company 

were secured, dispossessing the clam harvesters, a process Li (2007) calls “violence by 

other means” (p.20).  
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Chapter 5 Policy Discourses in Passamaquoddy Bay 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

This case study focuses on ways to address multiple uses of Passmaquoddy Bay, an 

embayment that is home to inshore fisheries, aquaculture, energy development, and 

granite mining, among other uses. This case study examines ways in which coastal 

planning and development are construed locally, and what role citizens should play in 

these processes. Three discourses are examined in this case study: development and self-

sufficiency, seaside resort, and local governance. All three are concerned with appropriate 

ways to provide input into government decisions. Under the development and self-

sufficiency discourse, the goal of consultation is to instil order and coherence in public 

dialogue, in this case around coastal resource development. The seaside resort counter-

discourse represents an activist position in which willingness to participate depends on 

risk, and on costs and benefits to the organization in question. This discourse describes 

the area around Passamaquoddy Bay as a special place of natural beauty, and uses visual 

imagery to convey this message in confronting development those using the discourse 

view as undesirable. Finally, the local governance counter-discourse features a vision of 

community leadership centred around values identified by the community, identified and 

deliberated on through a set of community values criteria. In this case, while the local 

governance discourses is the least powerful, each discourse is institutionalized and each 

structures the debates around coastal management at different times and in different 

ways; these tensions will be discussed below.  

  

This chapter will outline the major resource-based industries and uses of the Bay and the 

coast, as well as planning processes that have emerged to reconcile some of these uses. 

Each discourse will be detailed, while analysis of this case including a comparison to the 

two previous cases as well as reflections from the literature are presented in Chapter Six. 
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5.1.1 Scope 

The issues addressed within this case study are more numerous and more traditionally 

“integrated management” than in Annapolis Basin, which was primarily concerned with 

the clam industry and how an ad hoc integrated management process helped or hindered 

clam harvesters' access to natural resources and to policy-making. In Passamaquoddy 

Bay, since the rise of salmon aquaculture, the “traditional” (e.g., lobster, herring weir, 

etc.) fisheries have been competing for space with the aquaculture industry as well. From 

this controversy emerged a government-community process aimed at managing the 

conflict and to develop a broader marine use plan for the bay and beyond. This plan, it is 

hoped, could also address new proposed uses of the bay such as tidal and wind energy. 

Therefore, this case study considers the industrial and policy context from which this 

marine use plan emerged, outlined by interview participants, and which includes the 

provincial policy framework around citizen engagement in governance, local land-use 

planning practices which influence the marine planning process, and the positions of the 

major industries and community groups.  

 

5.1.2 Context 

The Bay of Fundy's tides are the highest in the world, as great as eight and a half meters 

in south western New Brunswick. Head Harbour Passage and L'Etete connect the Bay of 

Fundy and Passamaquoddy Bay. Biophysical features of Passamaquoddy Bay include the 

largest whirlpool in the world, called Old Sow, in Head Harbour Passage, where ebb tidal 

currents can achieve two to three meters per second (Parker, 2008). The tides and 

whirlpool generate high water velocities as they move water through the passages around 

the islands. In turn this action is responsible for turbulence which ensures high planktonic 

concentration and production that attracts marine life and birds and is vital to the 

productivity of the Bay of Fundy and of the whole north Atlantic (MacKay, 2009). This is 

known as a benthic pump, which brings nutrients, plankton and other material into the 

water column so that biological communities can thrive. The Saint John River, north east 

of the Saint Croix river, accounts for seventy percent of the freshwater entering the Bay 
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of Fundy (Parker, 2008).  

 

The land boundaries of Passamaquoddy Bay are Washington County, Maine (ME) to the 

west, Campobello and Deer Island to the south east and Charlotte County, New 

Brunswick to the North West. The Saint Croix River, 114 km in length, discharges into 

the bay, through a 16 km tidal estuary. The Canadian-American border runs mid-stream 

down the river (SCIWC, 2008a). The river hosts the site of the first Canadian settlement, 

briefly established on the St. Croix Island by French colonists in 1604. The area was 

gradually settled by colonists beginning with seasonal settlements around 1650 through to 

the founding of St. Stephen and Saint Andrew's in the late 18th C (Lotze and Milewski, 

2001). A long standing boundary dispute between Canadian and American governments 

currently centres on Head Harbour passage, one of three entrances to Passamaquoddy 

Bay; the dispute centres on whether the passage is internal Canadian waters or 

international waters, as is claimed by the US. At the same time, the area is the site of 

international cooperation. The St. Croix International Waterway Commission has a native 

salmon restoration program [hydroelectric development and forestry led to the near-

extirpation of the once abundant Atlantic salmon population by the turn of the 20th 

Century (Lotze and Milewski, 2001), water quality testing and shoreline clean up, has 

developed a shoreland zoning scheme for development, and generally aims to “facilitate 

and catalyze cooperation in all aspects of the St. Croix's use” (SCIWC, 2008b). As 

described by Lotze and Milewski (2001), however, cooperation has not been universal. 

Bass species have been stocked despite the threat posed to the fishery for gaspereau (the 

local name for alewife, scientific name Alosa pseudoharengus) and fish ladders were not 

ubiquitous through the 1950s. The narrower Magaguadavic river empties into the Bay 

near St. George (see Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. Passamaquoddy Bay. (Image from Save Passamaquoddy Bay 3-Nation 

Alliance.)33 

 

Passamaquoddy Bay is named after the Passamaquoddy people, whose traditional 

territory extends around the St. Croix River and its tributaries. Part of the Abanaki group 

of the Algonkian tribe, Passamaquoddy means a bay full of pollock and fishers of pollock 

(Gatschet, 1897, c.f., Lotze and Milewski, 2001). The Quoddy Tradition defines the 

intense use of marine resources in the area from 2200-350 B.C.E, as evidenced by 

mollusc and bone remains, and as distinct from other more terrestrial resource uses in 

Maine and the now-Maritime Provinces (Black, 1986; Sanger, 1986, c.f, Lotze and 

Milewski, 2001). Today, the Passamaquoddy people can choose to live on reservation in 

                                                 
33 Retrieved from 

http://www.savepassamaquoddybay.org/images/maps/osp/lng_map_med.gif 
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Washington County, ME, or on off reserve trust lands nearby. With no legal status as a 

First Nation in Canada, the Passamaquoddy nevertheless claim the territory near Saint 

Andrews as their ancestral capital and burial ground. The St. Croix-Schoodic band of 

Passamaquoddies was re-established in the mid-1990s, headquartered in Saint Andrews. 

First Nations and Passamaquoddy people in the area conduct a food fishery for lobster, 

collect sweet grass from coastal areas and conduct traditional ceremonies such as the 

whale ceremony from split rock near Eastport, ME, in which offerings are made to 

whales (Parker, 2008).  

 

Charlotte County is the land-based territory adjacent to Passamaquoddy Bay. It is one of 

the smallest and least populated counties in the province of New Brunswick. The region 

faces significant demographic and economic challenges: an ageing workforce, which can 

in part be attributed to young economic emigrants to Alberta, significant earned dollars 

being spent in urban Canadian (Saint John, Fredericton) and US centres, and a skilled 

labour shortage in the traditional fishery, aquaculture and manufacturing sectors, despite 

overall slow immigration, and unemployment (Parker, 2008). Marine research is 

conducted at the Huntsman Marine Science Centre, the Saint Andrews Biological Station 

(DFO) and the Atlantic Salmon Federation. These three organizations provide local and 

regional employment and marine expertise (Parker, 2008).  

 

Large scale industry began with lumber and shipbuilding after the American Revolution. 

Once stands of large white pine were gone, smaller species were used for pulp and chip 

board. At one time there were 140 pulp mills in the area. The pulp industry remained a 

mainstay of the local economy, as well a source of pollution [Woodland mill in 

Baileyville, ME, was billed as one of the top ten dirtiest pulp mills in the US (MacKay, 

2009, see also Lotze and Millewski, 2001)], through the 1960s, when employment began 

declining (CCNB, 2009).  Rail lines in the late 19th century brought tourists from 

Montreal to Boston (SCIWC, 2008a). Tourism to the area today, based in part on the 

richness of the natural resources, is responsible for one third of the province's tourism 

revenue (MacKay, 2009). Once numerous sardine plants have today been replaced by 
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salmon plants [(15 in Charlotte County in 2001 (Lotze and Milewski, 2001)].  

 

The intense industrial use of the area has led to many ecological problems, for example: 

sewage closing nearly all of Passamaquoddy Bay's clam fisheries, decline in groundfish 

and pelagic fisheries, toxic outflow from mill operations including wood waste from 

sawmills and chlorinated organic compounds (Lotze and Milewski, 2001). In 2005, 32 of 

Passamaquoddy Bay's marine and coastal species were determined to be at risk. Species 

considered endangered include the North Atlantic Right whale and the Atlantic salmon, 

while bald eagle and striped bass are threatened and the harbour porpoise is of special 

concern. The Musquash Estuary, a DFO Marine Protected Area, was announced in 2007. 

DFO has also designated a Right Whale Conservation Area, with an accompanying set of 

voluntary guidelines (Parker, 2008). 

 

This case study focuses on ways to address multiple uses of Passmaquoddy Bay. Below 

the major natural resource-based and planning activities in Passamaquoddy Bay are 

outlined: inshore fisheries, aquaculture, energy generation, granite mining, and the marine 

planning process in south west New Brunswick.  

 

Fisheries, such as those for pollock, herring, sardine (small herring), mackerel, hake and 

haddock, were already suffering declines in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Yet, 

fishing intensity increased with the introduction of steam trawlers in the early 20th 

century. Fishing gear has also become more intensive and efficient over time. As a result, 

evidence from catch and survey data show that many fish populations have been over-

exploited during the last two centuries (Lotze and Milewski, 2001). Target species 

abundance and fish size have both declined, altering the structures of food webs and 

species interactions, such as releasing prey from predation. Also noted are a decline in 

medium trophic level fish such as gaspereau, and fishing down the food web to 

invertebrates and algae (Lotze and Milewski, 2001). For example, the harvest of 

rockweed, used for additives for human and animal food and industrial products, is co-

managed by DFO, New Brunswick DFA and Acadian Seaplants Ltd., the sole licensee. 
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Today, the most lucrative fisheries in Passamaquoddy Bay and the area (in terms of 

landed value) are those for lobster, herring, groundfish (halibut, pollock, hake, flounder, 

cod) scallop, sea urchin and soft shelled clam. In 2006, 1350 metric tonnes of lobster 

were landed in the waters around Grand Manan (district 50, just outside of 

Passamaquoddy Bay) worth 15 million dollars. The herring fishery in district 53 (between 

Blacks Harbour and Maces Bay) was worth 4.8 million dollars in the same year (Parker, 

2008). 

 

The first commercially farmed salmon were harvested in 1980. According to Lotze and 

Milewski (2001), the late 1980s were like a gold rush, with aquaculture sea cages 

replacing sluice boxes. The mid-1990s brought halved prices for salmon and through 

2000 the industry had to face disease outbreaks and increased foreign competition. This 

resulted in concentration of ownership and increased densities of salmon, from a 1997 

average of 70 000 fish per site to 200 000–300 000 in 2001 (Lotze and Milewski, 2001).  

 

Aquaculture has grown to 230 million dollars in annual sales. It is the “biggest agri-food 

crop in the province, ... surpassing beef and potato combined sales” (Parker, 2008). The 

salmon aquaculture industry now employs 1600 directly and approximate 2900 indirectly. 

Most aquaculture sites are in SWNB, in part because of favourable water temperatures. 

There are nearly 100 finfish sites in the area from Maces' Bay to the US border, 95per 

cent of which raise Atlantic salmon (the remainder raise cod and Atlantic halibut). In 

2005, 75per cent of the 35000 tonnes of farmed salmon was exported to the US (Parker, 

2008). 

 

With the rapid increase in the number of salmon pens, disease (infectious salmon 

anaemia, or ISA) and now, overabundance of sea lice, cause problems for operators. With 

the rise of the aquaculture industry, and concomitant disease problems, many independent 

salmon farms were purchased by Cooke aquaculture, who now owns most of the sites in 

SWNB. A three year production system in which production is alternated through 
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Aquaculture Bay Management Areas (ABMAs) was developed in response to disease. 

Fish are in one site for 24-36 months after which sites are left to fallow, and cages are 

removed, for at least 4 months. The bay management areas are designed to reduce the risk 

of disease transfer between year classes and sites. The industry must also monitor 

sediments twice yearly, to help calculate how many fish are allowed to be kept at any site.  

 

Other recent strategies include expansion beyond salmon into cod, Atlantic halibut and 

haddock, as well as mussels and kelp being raised in conjunction with finfish through 

Integrated Multi-Trophic Aquaculture (IMTA). In IMTA, mussels grown under salmon 

pens assimilate waste from salmon, and in turn kelp assimilate the mussels' waste. This is 

designed to reduce nutrient loading into the marine environment. To date, IMTA is a 

small proportion of the total aquaculture industry, but one which has received much 

attention (from for example, David Suzuki's The Nature of Things: See Duscharme, 

2009). 

 

The problems of the aquaculture industry are well-documented in for example the 

Conservation Council of New Brunswick publication Salmon aquaculture in the Bay of 

Fundy: an unsustainable industry (Harvey and Milewski, 2007) and by other sources like 

the Atlantic Salmon Federation, which maintains an “Issues” page dedicated to 

aquaculture on its website (ASF, 2013). Lotze and Milewski (2001) enumerate issues 

including food waste and faeces, dissolved Nitrogen and Phosphorous outputs, excreted 

antibiotics, pesticides, both legally and illegally used. These critiques are detailed in the 

local governance discourse below, but they respond in part to the self-admitted “wild 

west” approach of early aquaculture development (#13) as well as to certain continued 

poor practices.  

 

With their high tidal velocities, Western and Head Harbour passages have long been 

considered ideal for in-stream tidal energy generation. Six other sites in SWNB also have 

three knot or one and a half meter per second tidal velocities, both flood and ebb peak, 

and are consequently being considered for energy development (Parker, 2008). Wind 
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energy also figures in the province's plans to generate ten percent of its energy supply 

from renewable sources, such as from a proposed wind farm at Dark Harbour in Grand 

Manan.  

 

The New Brunswick Department of Energy hired Bay of Fundy Ecosystem Partnership 

(BoFEP) to conduct a Strategic Ecosystem Assessment (SEA) for tidal power 

development in the New Brunswick side of the Bay of Fundy. The report, prepared in 

conjunction with the Nova Scotia Department of Energy, the Offshore Energy 

Environmental Research Association (hired to conduct the NS research) released in 2008 

asked the following questions: “Can marine renewable energy technologies, and 

specifically tidal in-stream technologies, be developed in the Bay of Fundy without 

significant impacts on the marine ecosystem?” And, can they be developed “without 

significant socio-economic impacts on fishers and the fisheries and on other marine and 

coastal resource users?” (OOERA, 2008). The report also looked at under what 

conditions and with what ongoing research should pilot and/or commercial projects be 

permitted and regulated.  

 

Energy generation proposals renewed the international conflict related to three proposals 

for Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals on the US side of the Passamaquoddy Bay/ 

St. Croix River: one at Split Rock, on Passamaquoddy tribal land in Sipayak (Quoddy 

Bay LNG), one in Robbinston (Downeast LNG), and one in Calais (Calais LNG). The 

Quoddy Bay project would involve a 1700 foot CONVERT pier with two tanker births 

and a regasification platform, as well as three offshore tanks for holding natural gas. The 

Downeast site would consist of a 3862 foot pier and a storage tank. The LNG terminal 

facilities are not subject to Canadian environmental assessment and regulation, but LNG 

terminals would involve the need for LNG tankers to transit through Head Harbour 

Passage. The proposed LNG in Robbinson would have involved an extra 48 ships using 

the port in Bayside; an increase by one third of current traffic. The Pleasant Point 

proposal would have involved 180 ships (Parker, 2008).  
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Boat traffic is another significant activity, in terms of use of space, in the Passamaquoddy 

Bay and surrounding area. Ferries make the greatest number of trips. In the open waters, 

800 vessels operate in designated shipping lanes, about 150 of which enter the St. Croix 

estuary. Some move into ports in Eastport ME (Head Harbour passage) and Bayside 

(Head Harbour and Western passages – the only way into Passamaquody Bay), in the St 

Croix river (Parker, 2008). 

 

To date the Canadian government has affirmed that these are Canadian waters and not 

supported tanker traffic through the area (MacKay, 2009, p. 2-7) and the three proposals 

have all had their various problems (see below). The US regulator (FERC) was 

considering each proposal as alternates to one another, in other words, only one LNG 

terminal was likely to be built. Recently, however, changes in US energy supply and 

demand, as well as the developers' inability to meet the information and other needs to 

the regulators for assessment, have made all three proposals unlikely. Two of the three 

proposals do nevertheless remain in progress (Calais and Downeast). 

 

The Champlain Industrial Park, located along the St. Croix River, eight kilometres from 

Saint Andrews, was established in the late 1960s. The port of Bayside is contained within 

the park. At the time the industrial park was created, the port consisted of a wharf for 

three ships and a tuna plant with shipping facilities. In 1997 Jamer Materials was 

contracted to expand the park for bulk storage. In exchange the company was permitted 

to sell the granite they displaced in expanding the park. The company began removing 

granite in 1998, which they crush and sell as aggregate for concrete and asphalt, then ship 

to the US and elsewhere. In 2009, the company proposed expanding across highway 127, 

which runs parallel to the St. Croix River, to construct a granite quarry, and a new 

aggregate facility to crush and ship granite (see Figure 5.2). The initial port expansion 

was intended to attract new clients to the port and to the industrial park. Instead, local 

activists argue that the port and park have been monopolized by the one quarry company, 

barring access to new clients. These activists oppose the port expansion project. From the 

perspective of the Bayside Preservation Committee, the project threatens to pollute local 
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water supplies, endanger the rural character of the area, reduce the property values and 

tax base, change the local demographics and have a negative effects on tourism (#28). 

The expansion proposal was turned down. Then-Minister of the Environment and 

Community Development Roland Haché argued that the proposal did not fit with the 

community of Bayside's recently developed rural plan. The rural plan has two parts, 

direction and zoning. The direction component describes the community's vision for 

development in their area, along with strategies for objectives or visions for future 

development; the zoning component outlines the zoning strategies for effectuating the 

objectives.  

 

 

Figure 5.2. Bayside quarry, with highway 127 visible. (Image credit T. Foulkes). 

 

The objectives of the Bayside rural plan include:  
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Preserve the rural character of the area  

Preserve the aesthetic beauty of the area 

Maintain attractiveness to residents and tourists  

Protect and improve the quality of the waters of the Chamcook Lake watershed 

Protect water in the Saint Andrews and Bayside Local Service Districts from all 

forms of pollution 

Improve the quality of the St Croix estuary and restore its marine resource 

economic potential 

Restore diversity and prosperity to Bayside Port. (NB, 2009a, p. 3-4). 

 

Minister Haché used the Bayside rural plan to justify not permitting Bayside quarry 

expansion: "As Minister of Environment, I must balance the environmental and economic 

aspects of any request; ensure that the proper process is followed; and take into 

consideration the concerns of residents.... In this case, I received hundreds of comments 

from concerned residents and, after reviewing these ... decided that the risk of a quarry 

operation outweigh the benefits” (NB, 2009b, n.p.).  When confronted by the company's 

general manager, Haché focused on risks to the drinking water supply (Gowan, 2009).  

 

5.1.3 Southwest New Brunswick Marine Resource Planning 
Initiative 

The coastal management strategy in New Brunswick consists of a Coastal Areas 

Protection policy for land-based development and a land-based zoning scheme based on 

three zones of differing sensitivity to development. However, the Coastal Areas 

Protection Policy has no accompanying regulations to date. The Southwest New 

Brunswick Marine Resource Planning initiative (SNBMRP, known as the MRP initiative 

or process) is central to both citizen participation and integrated coastal and ocean 

development. The Bay of Fundy stakeholders forum, established in 2001/02 by federal 

and provincial governments, was a precursor to the MRP process (Parker, 2008). Initiated 

in 2006 by the Federal DFO and Provincial Departments of Fisheries, and Department of 
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Agriculture and Aquaculture, the MRP process was designed to focus on marine and 

coastal areas, and thus to “compliments other existing processes that focus on the 

terrestrial watersheds and coastal communities” (Parker 2008, p. 2). The first step was to 

strike a Plan Development Steering Committee composed of “individuals with knowledge 

of marine resources in the Bay of Fundy” (Parker, 2008, p. 103). These members do not 

“formally represent specific sectors” but are “reflective of the diversity of sectors and 

interests” (Parker, 2008, p. 103) including: commercial fishing, harvesting and 

processing; the aquaculture industry, ENGOs, tourism sector, research/education; First 

Nations and aboriginal groups; transportation, and energy. Members were appointed by 

the government, and led by an appointed Chair. Members were also compensated with 

per diems and expenses, which is not always the case. Senior officials and staff from the 

federal and provincial agencies were in support ex-officio roles. The mission of the MRP 

was defined as developing a plan to guide decisions on use of marine space and activity, 

to be implemented by the agencies with relevant jurisdiction, to “ensure that competing 

demands for marine resources are addressed while acknowledging legitimate community 

needs and access to resources, and recognizing the principles of social, economic and 

environmental sustainability” (Parker, 2008, p. 4). 

 

Phase I of the marine planning process consisted of a “Dear community” letter and 

survey, distributed to 12 300 households in communities in SWNB near the Bay of 

Fundy, of which 996 responded. Phase II, Marine Plan Development, began with a 

consultation plan consisting of presentation to coastal organizations, interviews with key 

citizens (January-August 2007), and community forums conducted in 2008.  

 

A “Public Survey” document summarizes the responses to the “Dear community” letter 

as addressing the following themes: concerns around aquaculture, specifically perceived 

pollution and lack of regulation (though they did also report that employment was 

acknowledged by some as a benefit); opposition to LNG tanker traffic – “the high-risk 

use of Canadian waters for the benefit of an American operation” and “fear of tankers and 

accidents, which may destroy the Bay”; concerns around depletion of fish stocks, 
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overfishing and “the displacement of the local fishery by a corporate fishery” requiring 

more regulation and greater enforcement of regulations, and concern for protecting the 

unique ecosystem of the Bay expressed by those “who feel a beautiful locale, a way of 

life, and their legacy are being threatened” (CRA, 2006, p.3). 

 

The group developed a prioritized list of values, based on the survey, and “supported by 

communities” during one on one and community consultation. Those values were:  

Natural Resource. The area is highly valued as a natural phenomenon and resource 

– its environment, its marine life – and there is value seen in keeping it as a healthy 

(in a determined desired state) resource; 

Culture & Heritage. Values in the area are linked to the life and culture in this 

region and to the associated history and heritage that has contributed to and 

supported this way of life; 

Recreation. Residents enjoy the area for its recreational and leisure activities. This 

includes public access to coastal waters; 

Employment. The industry and employment based on the resources of the area are 

of high value to many residents in the area. (CRA, 2006, p.4). 

 

Phase 3 began with a proposal for a Marine Planning Advisory Council to provide 

guidance on marine development to regulatory authorities, a Local Planning Office, a set 

of goals and objectives and a set of Community Values Criteria against which the 

Advisory Council will evaluate development as they formulate their advice.34 

 

These activities, the people involved in them, and the reaction of the citizens in Charlotte 

County (primarily Saint Andrews) to them, are the core around which the discourses 

presented below have evolved. Three main discourses – development and self-sufficiency, 

seaside resort and local governance – represent different conceptions of the problems in 

                                                 
34 The proposal has since been accepted and a Southwest New Brunswick Marine 

Advisory committee formed. For more information, see 

http://www.bofmrp.ca/home/index.php/News/detail/southwest_new_brunswick_marine_a

dvisory_committee_formed/  

http://www.bofmrp.ca/home/index.php/News/detail/southwest_new_brunswick_marine_advisory_committee_formed/
http://www.bofmrp.ca/home/index.php/News/detail/southwest_new_brunswick_marine_advisory_committee_formed/
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Passamaquoddy Bay, and of how to address them. The effects of each discourse on 

visions of and institutions for citizen participation are highlighted.  

5.2 Discourses 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Venn diagram displaying key components, relationships between and areas of 

overlap of dominant and counter-discourses identified in the Passamaquoddy Bay 

interviews and documents.  

The development and self-sufficiency discourse takes its title from a province of New 

Brunswick initiative to encourage less of what it perceives as dependence on the 

government and features a concept of planning that is orderly and logical. The seaside 

resort discourse communicates an idea of Saint Andrews as a special place in order to halt 

development that those using the discourse feel is not suited to the area. Finally, the local 
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governance discourse helps advance planning process based on community values.  

 

5.2.1 Dominant Discourse: Development and Self-Sufficiency 

5.2.1.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Nature as a Source of Wealth 

Within this discourse, nature is a source of economic opportunity for people, which is 

achieved through development such as aquaculture, energy generation, and fisheries. As 

such, it is related to the neoliberal economic model, and to economic rationalism as 

described by Dryzek (2005) and the discourse of economic prosperity as described in 

chapter four. Each of the three discourses is used to promote certain industries. In SWNB, 

the development and self-sufficiency discourse is used to promote aquaculture 

development as providing local employment and increasing the provincial and regional 

export economy. Inshore fisheries, according to some interview participants, are in 

comparison perceived to be an industry in decline (#20).  

 

However, approaches to fisheries can share the economic rationalist mentality of 

industrial development as the promotion of aquaculture. The New Brunswick Fisheries 

Renewal Framework developed in 2008 describes the potential for growth from “under-

utilized resources”. Growth in this area will require “increased efforts to identify new 

species, and to streamline processes for their commercial development” (NB, 2008, p. 8). 

One goal of exploiting these under-utilized resources is to “help to ensure that New 

Brunswick harvesters and processors maintain access to their historical shares of the 

fisheries resource while also increasing the diversity of fish harvested” (NB, 2008, p. 8). 

Therefore, fisheries expansion and increasing production is in part to secure New 

Brunswick's position regionally. In addition, the document explains that “[f]isheries 

management strategies can also be modified to increase the available quantities of fish” 

(NB, 2008, p. 8). This approach is aligned with the idea that nature is a source of raw 

materials to be transformed into economic product.  

 

This discourse encompasses a strategy of the provincial government of promoting “self-
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sufficiency” (see assumptions about relationships, below). Self-sufficiency involves 

securing New Brunswick's independence from Canadian federal transfer payments and 

extends into encouraging citizens to diminish their perceived dependency on the 

(provincial) government.  

 

5.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Self-Sufficiency  

In the third chapter, the discourse of economic prosperity included the concept that 

citizens should be self-reliant, and that the government's role is to set the conditions 

within which self-reliance can be developed. In SWNB, this concept surfaces in the term 

self-sufficiency. The self-sufficiency programme was developed by then-Premier Sean 

Graham in 2006. This province-wide initiative in part speaks to concerns within New 

Brunswick about becoming independent from the Canadian federal government, meaning 

eliminating the need for federal equalization payments, which represented about 25 

percent of provincial revenue at the time the programme was developed (NB, 2008). The 

Fisheries Renewal Framework drive for exploiting new species and expanding production 

reflects this strategy. In the Framework, the fisheries industry is encouraged to become a 

self-sufficient industry, that is, less dependent on the multiple forms of government 

subsidy that exist. With respect to use of marine resources, the self-sufficiency agenda 

promoted a 2008 public consultation initiative subtitled It's more than just talk. 35 Part of 

the self-sufficiency agenda is to help citizens become more engaged in decision-making. 

The MRP, while not formally part of the public consultation initiative, was according to 

one government interview participant thought to be closely related and as having similar 

goals (#35).  

 

Within the It's more than just talk documents, citizens are perceived to be overly reliant 

on government:  

The public has come to expect more of government, so much that they now tend to 

see it as the primary decision maker and problem solver in our society. In public 

                                                 
35 This connection was identified by a participant from within the NB government (#35).  
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debate, we talk as though government alone is responsible for the achievement of 

societal goals when, in fact, everyone has a role to play. Let’s call this the 

dependency issue. It must be reversed. (NB, 2008b, p. 7). 

 

Part of this problem is located within the current approach to “engaging the public – what 

we call consultation” which is claimed to be “feeding the dependency issue” (NB, 2008b, 

p. 7). 

 

The problem with current consultation is that “public dialogue is often far less ordered, 

coherent and disciplined than it could be” because inappropriate mechanisms and 

processes are currently being used for different types of discussions. Therefore, “a more 

ordered, coherent and disciplined public dialogue is necessary if New Brunswickers are 

to meet the economic, social and environmental challenges they are facing” (NB, 2008b, 

p. 2). 

 

Citizens bring a particular kind of knowledge to participatory processes: 

Unlike that of bureaucrats and stakeholders, the language of the public is not very 

technical or specialized. They are not likely to cite many studies or argue for very 

long about the causal connections between means and ends. Nevertheless, they are 

perfectly able to make choices between competing possibilities or to make 

compromises and tradeoffs. (NB, 2008b, p. 27). 

 

Under the self-sufficiency agenda, a new model of consultation is described. Firstly, in an 

op-ed in the Telegraph Journal, the chair of the self-sufficiency initiative wrote that “not 

every issue requires public engagement”; some are decided by government, some via 

consultation, because “while every Minister has a responsibility to inform and perhaps 

even to consult with the public, they are not all obliged to engage the public”(Lenihan, 

2010). Engagement is reserved for complex issues and should be undertaken with 

planning and special skill. The self-sufficiency documentation describes criteria for this 

new model which include new roles for the public, but reflects little about what changes 

are required of government. For example, proposal eight speaks to individual “leaders 
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who are ready, willing and able to challenge the public to assume ownership of, and 

responsibility for, solving issues” (NB, 2008b, p. 72). Another proposal suggests that 

“communities must learn to plan together to set long-term priorities and societal goals 

that balance their economic, social and environmental needs and interests; form practical 

plans to achieve these goals; and, work together to implement the plans and solve 

problems that arise along the way” (NB, 2008b, p. 82). Describing these as new roles 

implies that individuals and communities are currently not taking on these roles.  

 

The authors differentiate between consultation, in which government asks or is told what 

it can do, and dialogue, aimed at collaboration between groups which collectively assume 

greater responsibility and “take ownership of the issue” (NB, 2008b, p. 18). As part of 

these projects36, and as opposed to town hall meetings, people were selected to participate 

in the pilot projects. The government did this because they “recognized that, in order to 

have the kind of dialogue we wanted, the number of participants would have to be kept 

down” (NB, 2008b, p. 43). These participants were also not acting as representatives or 

spokespeople for particular industries, “rather they had been invited as individuals with 

the knowledge and expertise needed to ensure an informed discussion” (NB, 2008b, p. 

43).  The authors argue that participants should therefore be “more open to other ideas 

and perspectives” whereas in the representation model, which they associate with old-

style consultation, positions were not flexible (NB, 2008b, p. 43). 

 

While this may open up the opportunity to free participants from acting as advocates for a 

particular position, it may also circumvent the established procedures within 

organizations for selecting how and by whom they are represented. Those organizing the 

consultation dialogue sessions can also select individuals with whom they would prefer to 

work, for any number of reasons. This was also the mode of participation for the MRP, 

                                                 
36 Five pilot projects were undertaken, including developing a vision for the city of Saint 

John, which resulted in “Vision 2015”; one which generated a consultant's report funded 

by Business New Brunswick, the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency and Irving Oil 

Limited called the Benefits Blueprint describing how the region could prepare for 

development (NB, 2008b). 
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whose participants were invited by the government departments who convened the group. 

This approach can neglect the tension between government desire to involve citizens and 

to share responsibility and frequent lack of willingness to cede decision-making authority.  

 

5.2.1.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Planning 

 Within this discourse, reaction to the SWNB MRP was critical. For example, some 

interview participants argued that the group proposed inappropriate planning 

mechanisms, in the form of community values criteria, while some felt that the group did 

not accomplish what it was meant to do. According to one interview participant from 

within government, “although they were given the task of creating a plan, I don't think 

they ended up creating – they created a strategic plan, with actions and so on, but I think 

originally it was intended that the plan would be more like a land-use type plan, you 

know with zoning and that type of thing, and they really didn't get there” (#35). A marine 

plan, to participants such as this one, would have contained a zoning proposal. In this 

understanding of planning practice, planning should determine where industries go, 

therefore a focus on values (which the MRP proposed, as will explored below) rather than 

on where different activities should take place, is inappropriate. This is related to the 

types of knowledge that are appropriate for use in coastal and marine planning. The 

participant continued that “they didn't really come to grips with what a plan for the 

marine area would look like” and said that despite being “opinion leaders in their own 

way, and they have their own areas of expertise” they did not have the “education” to 

develop a zoning plan (#35).  

 

Another example of the way in which planning is meant to be technical and systematic 

rather than values-based is found in changes to Marine Protected Areas planning. The 

Musquash MPA in New Brunswick was proposed by community organizations as an 

important site, a proposal which was eventually accepted by DFO. However, this will no 

longer be possible as DFO will now propose and select sites, albeit with public input. One 

government respondent suggested that “we wanted to have a network of MPAs” and 
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“DFO is realizing that if we allow nominations then we may not get a network” so are 

using a “systematic way of planning for MPAs, using Marxan software to help identify 

these locations” (#18) rather than the less systematic and less technical community 

proposal method.  

 

5.2.1.iii Agents and their Motives: Defense of Current Practice  

Various government departments and their representatives, along with Cooke 

Aquaculture, are the main agents using this discourse. The government's motives can be 

evaluated by examining, in addition to the self-sufficiency documents, responses to other 

documentation around coastal and marine development more broadly, such as the SEA, 

the Fisheries Renewal Strategy, and the MRP process.  

 

One of the recommendations of the SEA centred on transparency of the process of tidal 

energy exploration and research. The recommendation called for clear process with 

stakeholders and coastal communities, involving some form of regular communication 

such as a newsletter so that the stakeholders would be aware and able to respond to tidal 

energy development. The government response reads:  

 All information … has been shared with the Provincial Department of Fisheries 

and has been made public through announcements and news releases. The interim 

policy is available on the Department of Natural Resources web site as well as the 

news releases. Further information on the process and the sites awarded can be 

requested from the Department of Natural Resources on-line or through written 

request. (NB DOE, 2009, p. 4). 

 

This passage is one example of many within this document where the SEA proposes new 

mechanisms or new processes within the context of tidal energy development and the 

government responds that their current actions will meet the same goals. Deliberately or 

otherwise, the critique offered within the SEA is ignored. In this case the 

recommendation suggests that the communication process is lacking and suggests means 

for improvement. The government response is that announcements, news releases, 
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website and availability by written request are sufficient.  

 

Another recommendation (SEA recommendation number 18) relevant to coastal 

communities and integrated management is that “industry proponents should promote and 

become a part of or more involved in the integrated management process within the Bay 

of Fundy, and work toward the betterment of the Bay as a whole, rather than the more-

limited interests of the tidal energy sector” (NB DOE, 2009, p. 8). The government 

pledges to work with integrated management groups and developers to “facilitate 

discussions and share important information” (NB DOE, 2009, p. 8), though, for 

example, a tidal energy information session. While discussion and information sharing 

may be part of integrated management, they are not in and of themselves integrated 

management. Statements like these are open to the critique that the government does not 

want to change its practice in favour of processes that will slow development.  

 

The MRP was initiated in the context of the new mandate for integrated management 

under the Oceans Act, in response to a conflict between the inshore fishing and 

aquaculture industries. Another driver was government investment in the aquaculture 

industry, “so if there is some potential to derail the aquaculture industry then they've got 

to pay attention to that” (#16). Integrated Management, through the MRP, can be 

construed as an exercise in conflict management, if the MRP is read as having been 

designed to address fisheries and aquaculture conflict after the rapid development of the 

aquaculture industry.  

 

The motivations of the aquaculture company include being perceived as a good local 

citizen while also ensuring the financial stability and growth of the company in a 

competitive salmon aquaculture environment (see below). 

 

5.2.1.iv Metaphors and Other Rhetorical  Devices: Localism  

Cooke Aquaculture promotes itself as a local citizen, by contrasting itself with 
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multinational aquaculture companies that dominate the finfish aquaculture industry on the 

Canadian Pacific coast. According to one interview participant, east coast “farms are in 

the communities where people live”, and the ownership of east coast aquaculture is local, 

whereas in British Columbia, coastal citizens are exposed to mostly negative information 

about aquaculture farms and “you don't actually see the farms or talk to people who live 

there” (#13). The interview participant continued that with one exception, the aquaculture 

operations on the west coast are owned by “multinationals in Chile or Norway … so 

corporate decisions get made somewhere else” (#13). Distance from an activity is also 

highlighted by fishermen when criticizing Ottawa-based DFO decisions. The respondent 

continues that “Glenn Cooke, who owns this company, is fifth generation, his family goes 

back to the loyalists” and include fishermen. Therefore, he “feels a very personal sense of 

responsibility for all the people who work in the business” (#13). It is an “awesome 

responsibility, if you screw up... there are all these people” who will be affected (#13). By 

establishing the ownership as local, the respondent makes a claim about the values of the 

company: supporting local communities through employment and supporting their own 

sustainability. The New Brunswick government's self-sufficiency agenda makes use of a 

localist argument as well when it promotes citizen and community-government problem 

solving.  

 

5.2.1.v Effects of the Discourse: Mask Ineffective Planning and 
Unneighbourly Practices  

One effect of the development and self-sufficiency discourse is that planning processes in 

which citizens’ engagement is featured may not be effective in reducing conflict. In the 

view of one respondent from a community-based organization, the MRP is too little, too 

late, as multiple forms of development have already been established in the area:  

The sort of irony in this area in terms of doing good coastal management is that 

the zone is full, before we started. It was already under conflict. [There was] 

already no more room for aquaculture sites, there was already all sorts of fisheries 

habitat lost. [The area] was already you know fully subscribed. And so the stakes 

for good decision making at the end of the process that would protect the integrity 
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of the coastal zone was gone, I mean there wasn't any. So they've got this plan 

now but what are they going to decide about? Maybe a tidal power turbine, 

maybe. (#16)  

 

The same participant argued that the MRP may have unwittingly made the process of 

marine resources planning too onerous for small scale industries to comply with and 

therefore to be allowed to operate within the MRP zone (#16). If processes such as the 

MRP do favour industrial actors, those processes may not alleviate conflict in this already 

busy zone. In addition, while the MRP may have been designed to help address one 

conflict, the MRP zone was established in way that deliberately avoided conflict with the 

main industrial area nearby, Saint John harbour, and the main industrial actor, the Irving 

Company.  

 

Finally, the localist feature of this discourse belies practices of certain actors. Cooke 

Aquaculture argues that they use sustainable practices because the company is a good 

local citizen that cares about the environment and the community, yet at the same time 

they have been accused of off-label use of certain pharmaceuticals, as well as of those 

that are in fact illegal, in their operations (NB AAF 2011). These strategies they feel are 

necessary to control risk posed by ISA and sea lice, but contrary to the localist rhetoric. 37 

 

5.2.2 Counter-Discourse: Seaside Resort 

5.2.2.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Resort Community  

This discourse centres on the idea of Saint Andrews as a resort community. The town 

generates a disproportionate share of tourism revenue for the province of New 

                                                 
37 Environment Canada charged leaders from a division of Cooke aquaculture with 

releasing a cypermethrin-based pesticide, illegal for use in Canadian water, though legal 

in certain agricultural applications, into the waters of Maces Bay, Passamoquoddy Bay as 

well as the waters surrounding Deer Island and Grand Manan between November 2009 

and November 2010. Three Cooke Aquaculture executives face environment charges 

(Anon., 2011).  
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Brunswick. According to the town's website, “for over a century, Saint Andrews has been 

attracting those with wealth and influence” (Saint Andrews, 2010, n.p.). One participant 

from a community-based organization argued that “it's not only a resort community but 

there aren't very many resort communities in New Brunswick, of this sort, so it's rather 

unique. It's really important provincially, if the federal leaders and so on meet in New 

Brunswick it's usually in Saint Andrews” (#17). The participant re-iterated that “to us 

[being acknowledged as a resort community] is very important” in light of the possible 

situation of LNG terminals within sight of Saint Andrews, and of an increase of tanker 

traffic in the town's environment. This participant compares the town with larger nearby 

American resort communities: “nobody suggested that Bar Harbour or Rockport have an 

LNG terminal” (#17). 

 

The term special area or special place is also used within this discourse to characterize the 

town and the nearby coastal and marine waters. Within this discourse, special natural 

places exist due to abundant natural biodiversity and its relationship to the physical 

beauty of the area. According to an interview participant from a community-based 

organization, the Passamaquoddy region is “important ... in terms of biological diversity.” 

This “incredible diversity ... [is] very important for brood stocks and so on. ... They're just 

extremely special areas” (#12).  

 

Within this discourse, industry has a dual character. On the one hand, fishing small-scale 

commercial fishing is a valued part of the local economy and culture, as are tourism and 

intellectual industries, such as the marine science industry (e.g. Huntsman Marine 

Science Centre). Aquaculture is mostly viewed negatively though some acknowledge 

benefit of local employment. LNG and gravel quarrying are not favoured, in large part 

because the local benefits are few: none from LNG transportation, fewer than 40 jobs 

from the quarry. As one respondent from a community-based organization put it, what “I 

consider bad influences”, that is, the LNG and gravel quarry, lead to “the keystone 

industry effect of industrializing the whole area” (#28). These industries do not support 

the type of job that is seen as compatible with a special place or a resort community, they 
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are destructive or potentially destructive of the area's natural beauty and are not 

aesthetically attractive (see below). 

 

5.2.2.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Development Erodes Local 
Character  

One assumption is that if the Passamaquoddy Bay area becomes more industrial (and 

given that, as we saw above, within this discourse, industrial has a negative association 

with large scale and destructive industries), the communities in the area will also change. 

The “keystone industry effect” leads to “demographic shift … because if you can no 

longer attract people that are interested in the rural life and the beauty … the quality of 

people that come here to work at the biological station or the Huntsman or anything else 

is going to go down then the whole area will degrade” (#28). Industries that are valued 

within this discourse will be impacted by development such as LNG: “There will be 

direct impacts on the people who run the ferry to Deer Island, the fishermen, the 

aquaculture operators, the tourist operators” (#17). Tourism and property purchase are 

also predicted to suffer:  

In this area there are people who come from all over the world just like in Nova 

Scotia and they buy a piece of property here, they retire here, they live here in the 

summer, they do whatever. That is huge to the local economy. And all of those 

people can go wherever they want. So why would they go … near a place … where 

there is an industrial facility that clearly doesn't fit their picture of why they came in 

the first place. (#17). 

 

Perceptions of LNG hinge on different perceptions of risk and the importance attributed 

to low-probability events such as a tanker explosion, accident, or even a terrorist attack 

on a tanker. The collated responses to the MRP “Dear community” letter describe LNG 

traffic as “the high-risk use of Canadian waters for the benefit of an American operation” 

causing “fear of tankers and accidents, which may destroy the Bay” (CRA, 2006, p. 3). In 

a 2009 workshop, participants in which included activists who had been involved in 

opposing many local development projects, some expressed grave concerns about the 
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ageing nuclear facility at Pointe Lepreau. Others echoed these concerns in relation to 

risks of LNG tankers transiting near shore (e.g., the Save Passamaquoddy Bay 

organization38).  

 

Those using this discourse critiqued the decision of the MRP group to propose a 

community values criteria instead of a zoning plan. Some actors perceive zoning as best 

for the environment. If halting development is an objective, the lack of zoning can be 

construed as a failure, in that zoning would sequester some areas from development. 

From this perspective, the MRP is “irrelevant”. “If the decision had been to actually do 

zoning, where you've got off-limit areas, you know sort of degrees of development in 

certain areas and that sort of thing, then it would have been useful.” The rationale is that 

“I don't see that it's [the MRP] going to matter one bit to any developer” (#16).  

 

5.2.2.iii Agents and their Motives: Strategic Participation 

Activists engaged in anti-development activities are the main proponents of this 

discourse. Whether and how they participate in anti-development activities is strategic. 

(Engagement in planning and local governance is explored in the next discourse). Anti-

development activists use this discourse to persuade other citizens and regulators that 

certain kinds of industry are appropriate for this “special place”, while others are not. 

Aesthetic arguments made through imagery are one technique used to do so (see below). 

In the words of one research participant from a community-based organization, “people 

in this area put some value in the fact that Passamaquoddy Bay is quite free from visible 

... industry. And they want to keep it that way” (#19). Undesirable industry not only looks 

a certain way, but offers a certain type of employment.  

 

Some research participants thought strategically about whether to participate in the MRP 

process. According to one, the process was not about building trust, or sharing 

information as “this is a really small place. We live next to each other. Everybody knows 

                                                 
38 Save Passamaquoddy Bay 3 Nation Alliance. www.savepassamaquoddybay.org 
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everybody and has been working on these issues for the last 25 years.” Rather, “the big 

analysis is always do we participate, what are the risks of participating, what leverage do 

we give up, so it's strategic as opposed to a substantive decision-making process” (#16). 

In the case of this MRP participant, s/he “felt that there was little to be lost” so 

participation in the MRP was “largely risk-free” (#16). Participation in multi-stakeholder 

bodies are less a question of commitment or philosophy (as contrasted with the local 

governance discourse). From this point of view, participation is a tool that can lessen or 

increase an organization's power in achieving their agenda: the “reason I felt it was risk-

free is because I didn't think it was going to go very far” (#16). In this case, the MRP was 

perceived as no different from the many other consultative or participatory processes in 

which this research participant had been involved. The participant explains that “I have 

never seen a positive outcome. In the sense that it actually shifted what happens on the 

ground from say unsustainable to sustainable management”(#16). This participant 

suggests that changes come from outside pressure. In this line of argument, changes to 

aquaculture industry practice to three bay management areas, requirement for annual 

monitoring and federal impact assessment are attributed to “external whistleblowers” as 

opposed to cooperative dialogue between the industry and fishing or environmental 

groups (#16). Participation in government-community processes, including integrated 

management planning, is an option, but not seen as the primary way through which 

change is affected.  

 

 

Government motivations or requirements for recruiting MRP process participants led to 

the exclusion of the Passamaquoddy People, because they are not a recognized First 

Nation, despite participants in the MRP process recognizing that the planning area is in 

Passamaquoddy traditional territory (#16, #15). The Passamaquoddy Chief has sat outside 

meetings to call attention to the exclusion of his people and to the fact that he was also 

choosing not to participate. One respondent remarked that because the planning group 

instead sought Maliseet participation (the First Nation with nearby territory), “politics 

was a big factor in who was at the table” (#16).  
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5.2.2.iv Metaphors and other Rhetorical Devices: Beauty and the Beast 

A successful strategy in conveying the seaside resort message of appropriate and 

inappropriate development is the use of visual imagery to reveal the hidden spaces of 

development. One respondent from a community-based organization called this the 

“beauty versus the beast” campaign (#28). Using aerial images to reveal mining 

operations hidden from view by highway embankments was effective in convincing then- 

Minister for the Environment and Community Development to constrain the Bayside port 

expansion. The images included dug-out hilltops and suspicious-looking trails of leakage 

in the St. Croix River, contrasted with images of well-used hiking paths from 

neighbouring Simpson Hill, which had been the proposed target of expansion efforts. 

(See Figure 5.4.) 

 

Figure 5.4. The “smoking gun” image of leakage from the Bayside quarry into the St. 

Croix river. (Image credit T. Foulkes).  
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Several blogs also make use of the strategy of displaying attractive (or unattractive) 

images of the Bay of Fundy and Passamaquoddy Bay in particular. For instance, the 

Fundy Tides blog (http://fundytides.blogspot.com) has a post containing underwater 

footage of sedimentation adjacent to the Bayside port and quarry.39 The blog also covers 

local organizations and newsworthy events related to natural resource exploitation.  

 

In addition to this visual strategy, the local rural plan, which contained a list of the 

community's values for the local service district, helped to support the Minister's decision 

not to expand the Port of Bayside.   

 

5.2.2.v Effects: Constructing a Resort Community  

Together, constructing an idea of rurality and revealing concealed uses of space are part 

of telling a story of how certain industries do not belong here in a certain place. These 

techniques can exclude certain groups from the discussion, for example, the many people 

in Charlotte County who work in the finfish aquaculture industry, the port of Bayside, 

and other industries not seen to support the image of a seaside resort. However, this 

discourse has been able to harness power by persuasive use of imagery, local plans and 

international links to articulate a vision of a historic resort community that resonates with 

many local citizens and decision-makers. 

 

5.2.3 Counter-Discourse: Local Governance 

5.2.3.i Entities Recognized and Constructed: Industry Embedded in 
Ecology 

Whereas industries with aesthetic appeal and which offered a certain class of employment 

opportunities are privileged in the seaside resort discourse, the local governance 

discourse includes industries that are considered traditional, meaning long standing 

                                                 
39 See http://fundytides.blogspot.com/2009/03/aerial-photos-and-underwater-videos.html 

Retrieved on January 1, 2013  
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relative to new industries, such as the “long existing traditional fishing industry” as 

opposed to the “relatively new aquaculture industry” (Parker 2008), and integrated into 

social and economic life of New Brunswick. For example, the New Brunswick Fisheries 

Renewal Framework describes the fishing industry in a way which highlights the small 

vessel sector and ecosystem–fishery connections:  

The fisheries sector is an important contributor to the economic growth and social 

well-being of New Brunswick, mainly in rural coastal communities. A healthy 

marine environment that supports sustainable levels of fish stocks, and the 

abundance of fish on which to base a fishery, are fundamental to a vibrant seafood 

industry. ... The industry provides direct employment for more than 12,000 New 

Brunswickers, primarily in harvesting and seafood processing. In addition, the 

fishery supports thousands of indirect jobs in transportation, manufacturing and 

other industries. … The vast majority of the boats, in fact 93 percent of them, are 

less than 45 feet in length. (NB, 2008, p. 7). 

 

The MRP phase I report (MRPP 2005) explicitly connects the “rich physical and 

biological features” with the “importance [of the Bay of Fundy] as an area of significant 

economic activity supporting a number of coastal communities” (p. 3). 

 

Accordingly, this discourse acknowledges the connections between the natural and social 

worlds. These human-ecosystem connections extend beyond economic profit from 

ecological exploitation to conceptualize ecosystem and community health as related. The 

vision statement of the MRP explains tha , 

[t]he planning process should consider the ecosystem as a whole. It should be 

action-oriented and financial gain should not be the driving force. Participants 

must develop a common, balanced vision which respects a healthy ecosystem. This 

will result in healthy, vibrant coastal communities. (CRA, 2006, p. 1).  

 

5.2.3.ii Assumptions about Relationships: Space and Marine Zoning  

Within the MRP phase I report, the need for planning is then acknowledged and justified 
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due to “significant challenges” presented by “the ability to sustain the health of the Bay 

of Fundy ecosystem while realizing the social and economic benefits which can be 

derived from activities in the marine environment” (MRPP, 2005, p. 3). The “limits on the 

space available for human activities” plays a role in this need as well (MRPP, 2005, p. 3). 

Planning is determined to help realize and balance social, ecological and economic 

benefits, as well as to negotiate spatial conflict.  

 

Within this discourse, the concept of zoning is problematic for several reasons. The 

challenges of the MRP planning area include crowding. The MRP background document 

references this in its analysis.  

There are several instances where current uses and activities overlap. The 

significance of these use interactions is often not fully understood, relating to our 

lack of understanding of the two primary categories of ecosystem interaction; 

physical - biological linkages, and biological interactions. (Parker, 2008, p. 39). 

 

Spatial crowding increases connections between activities and ecosystem uses. Within 

this discourse, these overlaps mean that planning should include all possible information 

from a broad range of possible sources for all relevant industries, including fisheries, 

aquaculture, energy, research, tourism, and aboriginal food, cultural and ceremonial uses 

(Parker 2008). The types of knowledge included in planning include non-scientific 

knowledge - for example, “in Southwest New Brunswick fishermen have identified lost 

haddock, cod and pollock spawning in Passamaquoddy Bay, and along the New 

Brunswick shore from Maces Bay to Musquash on the eastern end of the SWNB MRP 

area”, information which should be included in planning (Parker, 2008, p. 28). 

 

One research participant from an industry organization reflected that the challenge of 

marine planning is that data are scarce, and what data that are available are very quickly 

outdated (#20). Action 5 in the “Preferred Future of the Bay” document (MRPDSC 2009) 

– the proposal to government that represents the culmination of the MRP – consists of “a 

cumulative impact assessment study to update information based on defined priority 
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indicators and better understands carrying capacity for human activities in the planning 

area” (p. 23). But to date this assessment has not been standard. The lack of up to date 

data for individual activities, combined with a lack of understanding of how each activity 

interacts with one another, lead some MRP participants to be concerned with marine use 

zoning within the MRP. In the words of one research participant from an industry 

organization, “to me ... how do you partition up the bay because everything is so fluid” 

(#20). This belief informs his/her position that “a plan doesn't work what you need is a 

process. As things come along there is a process to deal with. And the planners from 

government, the professional planners didn't really think that qualified as a plan so they 

weren't that enthusiastic” (#20). Those operating from within the development discourse 

read the lack of zoning as a failure, while participants from within the planning group 

describe it as a choice based on ecological characteristics and data limitations. 

 

Another research participant from within government identified a possible problem of 

specifying zones that were more or less resilient (18). If those zones were seen as 

possible places for increased development perceived resilience can be a vulnerability. The 

participant commented that for example the West Isles might have a greater ability to 

rejuvenate than some other areas. But because “we still don't have a good handle on 

exactly how long it will take ... that doesn't give you licence to say well this is such a 

resilient environment we can go destroy fifty percent and it will come back” (#18).40  

 

5.2.3.iii Agents and their Motives: Representing Coastal Citizens  

The participants in the MRP were asked not to represent their organizations or sectors but 

to participate as informed coastal citizens. Recall that participants not representing their 

                                                 
40 The scale of planning was also considered. The MRP group decided that “the ability to 

address issues on a more local scale is critical to the success of the planning process” 

(CRA, 2006 p. 9). They proposed that the large planning unit “be further defined on the 

basis of sub-planning units which reflect local knowledge and quasi-administrative areas” 

(CRA, 2006, p. 9). While this component of the proposal was ultimately dropped, perhaps 

due to concerns related to those around zoning, scale is seen as something to be adjusted 

to the needs of the social-ecological system at issue. Yet zoning is contentious. 
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industry but rather participating as citizens is the strategy recommended within the self-

sufficiency programme. Participants in this study had differing opinions on the success 

and utility of this approach, which informed how they participated in the MRP process. 

One research and MRP participant from a community-based organization claimed that 

“it's unrealistic. You can say that of course, everybody can say oh yes yes of course it's 

just me, but no fisherman is going to go there and forget about the group that they're the 

president of. ... [If] they agree to something they think their group won't agree to, they 

have to go back and sell it” (#16). The participant continues that “the only reason they're 

there is because they have the capacity to bring their people on side”, indicating that this 

participant did not subscribe to the cited reasoning of why people were invited to the 

MRP (#16).  

 

However another research participant from an industry organization also acknowledged 

that the Bay of Fundy Stakeholders forum stalled in part because people only represented 

their own organizational interests (#20). According to this participant, “for IM to work 

you have to approach it with a particular philosophy. You have to give some and 

hopefully gain a little too” (#20).  

 

As opposed to the strategic reasons for participating, found with the seaside resort 

discourse, research participants using a local governance discourse usually choose to 

participate in a stakeholder-government process. One participant in this study from an 

industry organization reflects on the decision to discuss location of aquaculture sites with 

the industry, when another option would be to object to any new sites:  

It wasn't a popular position but we gave them the three sites in return for an eight 

year moratorium on further aquaculture development in area and more study as to 

effects of aquaculture on the commercial fishery. So to me this was a better 

position than saying no and waiting to see what happens. Because then you're 

always playing catch up. If you don't have a position on the table, other than no, at 

the start, there's nowhere to negotiate. (#20). 
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This participant continues that there are “two positions – you can say no, period, or you 

can say OK, if. And to me no period, it just hasn't worked. ... I've been in that position for 

a long number of years and it just hasn't worked. The development has come anyway and 

we've had no mitigation” (#20). 

 

Cooperation is not always popular, however. There is a tension between participating to 

seek the most gain for one's given industry, and opting to not participate, if the process is 

seen as imperfect. The participant continues that “the difficulty with fishing is that we've 

had it all to ourselves for so many years and now there is a requirement basically to share 

... for that reason most people just are not interested in participating in the process” (#20). 

This tension can be a burden for organizers. In addition, integrated management process 

participants may not trust that the government, typically the convenor of policy 

processes, will incorporate outside advice. One government participant in this study 

reflected that some non-government community members were reluctant to participate in 

the MRP and “said we've heard it before, why is the government going to change.” But 

“after they got used to talking they felt that this was useful to them and they were actually 

sort of pleased to have been given this opportunity. … [but] it took them a while to trust 

that that was going to be the case” (#19). In the case of the MRP, citizens gradually took 

over and the process was eventually described within its documents as community-led, as 

opposed to government-led. 

  

5.2.3. iv Metaphors and other Rhetorical Devices: Problematize Key Terms 

Within this discourse, certain key terms are open to critical interpretation. One research 

participant from a community-based organization reflected on the term “underutilized” 

resource in fisheries management, featured in the development discourse, calling it a 

“word put there to make it OK to harvest” (#15). The participant asks, “how can we say 

we're protecting the cod or these other creatures that aren't coming back when we're 

eating the very resource that they need” such as underutilized resources like those on 

lower trophic levels (#15). Conservation is also subject to interrogation. This participant 
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calls conservation “the only word that fisheries managers could use to control the native” 

and to prevent natives from entering the fishery after the Marshall agreement (#15). The 

participant continues that the term “conservation” was hard to hear when the numbers of 

traps in the non-native fishery was vastly larger than that in the native fishery in places 

such as Burnt Church (#15): “this is why the word conservation is almost a spike in the 

conversation when you're talking with a native and it shouldn’t be” (#15). In this way the 

local governance discourse questions some of the basic premises of the development 

discourse and of conservation-oriented economic prosperity discourse, as well as the 

relationship of indigenous peoples to the state.  

 

5.2.3.v Effects of the Discourse: Citizens Lead the Process? 

Who appears to be leading the MRP process changed subtly over time. Early documents 

state that government convened the planning initiative:  

In 2004, the Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans and the New Brunswick 

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Aquaculture began discussions to improve 

resources planning and management of the Southwest portion of the Bay of Fundy. 

As a result, Phase I and the Bay of Fundy Marine Resources Planning Process 

Committee were established and began to meet in September 2004. (Parker, 2008, 

p. 2).  

 

The “Preferred Future of the Bay” document (MRPDSC 2009) describes the process as “a 

citizen led planning process supported and funded by” DFO and New Brunswick 

departments of Fisheries and of Agriculture and Aquaculture (p. 4). Over time, it appears 

that the process was led by the non-government participants. 

 

Some within government were pleased with the role of non-government actors within the 

MRP, while some felt excluded. The internal ambiguity about the governments' role 

mirrors differences of opinion on the community side on the same subject. Deliberation 

over the proposals included in the “Preferred Future of the Bay” (MRPDSC 2009) 
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focused in particular on the proposal for a Marine Planning Office that would make 

public recommendations to the Ministers. The main critique is that this was seen as 

potentially infringing on Ministerial authority. When asked why the government advisers 

allowed the proposal to be developed in such a way that left it vulnerable to such a 

critique, one respondent from within government reflects that during the MRP process, 

“because government wasn't a full partner, we really didn't feel like we should try and put 

our … we weren't making recommendations and we weren't participating as a partner you 

know trying to explain what our needs were and so on” (#35). In other words, according 

to this research participant, the government MRP participants did not feel sufficiently 

invested in the process, which had the effect allowing the development of a possibly 

problematic proposal. On the other hand, non-government participants may have been 

well aware of the problems the proposal would engender, and put forward the proposal 

regardless.  

 

From another research participant's government perspective, though, the challenge to the 

status quo offered in the “Preferred Future of the Bay” is “very exciting”. This participant 

Saw it as an absolutely clear indication that the government is ready to change. The 

government – and the Oceans Act has given us the opportunity to do that. I think 

it'll take proof of concept, it'll take a few successes to show it. But once this group 

got going they were working together and talking the same kind of language. 

Saying we need to be making these decisions, we need to set up principles we can 

all agree on. It's got to be open and transparent to the public. If we do that, here are 

big wins. (#19). 

 

5.2.3.v Effect of the Discourse: Community Values Criteria 

The community values criteria are a key component of local governance discourse. 

Within this discourse, values are an integral part of governance (see Appendix D for 

criteria). Within this discourse, making those values explicit is part of transparency and 

therefore more than just governance; if those values are defined by the community of 

resource users and coastal citizens, in other words, the local community, then governance 
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is also more responsive and accountable. The CVC were developed in response to a 

desire for a better decision-making process, rather than the need for increased information 

sharing, for example (#16, #18). Part of this ameliorated process would include 

mechanisms for deliberating between the various development options. Because people 

are “all over the spectrum on their thoughts on any particular development from whether 

it's going to be the destruction of the universe if it goes in ... to this'll be good jobs for our 

community, ... somewhere there should be a process of deliberation that allows for input, 

valid input, but [that] weeds out the off the wall stuff” (#20). Another research participant 

from within government echoes this sentiment, saying that “there needs to be a process of 

deliberation. There needs to be a process of deliberating on the views, of keeping some 

and getting rid of some” (#19). The objective is to deliberate between various considered 

opinions, as opposed to airing grievances or “off the wall stuff” (#20). 

 

This discourse allowed the need for one such approach to be articulated and for a tool to 

be developed. The MRP proposal (MRPDSC, 2009) included a way to ensure “more 

participation in decision making, conflict resolution, and transparency of processes” by 

providing “a common set of decision criteria which will guide decision makers for all 

marine activities, existing and new” (p. 6).  This tool is in the form of Community Values 

Criteria, which “provide a mechanism to incorporate community values into decisions 

affecting the marine environment, and provide a guide for use and development within 

the planning area” (MRPDSC, 2009, p. 6). There are also ten goals and twenty three 

objectives. The “criteria have been developed to reflect the social, economic, cultural and 

ecological values” of the communities who participated in the planning consultation 

process (MRPDSC, 2009, p. 14). 

 

The Community Values Criteria are a framework for making trade-offs between costs and 

benefits of various development initiatives, by incorporating preferences and values in an 

explicit way. Critically, the values judgments are made explicit and are brought to the 

local level, because currently “somebody is assigning those somewhere else” in a less 

than transparent way (#19). This interview participant explains that if there was a system 
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where the consequences of various management scenarios are articulated, one could 

propose three options, for high, medium or low access to fishing quota, for example. 

High access to quota may mean short term economic gain, and may favour some social 

objectives as well. In the long term and even the short term, conservation objectives 

would not be met. Meanwhile the lowest quota may meet conservation objectives, while 

causing social or economic grief. If these priorities were articulated, the reasons for 

decision-making would be clearer (#19). The CVC re-insert the “number of attributes, or 

wishes for the system – values ... of the system that the general public will articulate and 

are currently not reflected in our laws and policies”; in other words, those “objectives that 

[communities] want to see pursued … [the] values that they want to see respected, that go 

beyond the current laws of the land” (#19). 

 

The criteria are also a way to negotiate conflict. According to one participant, the 

aquaculture and fisheries industries both began with positions antagonistic to one another: 

wanting access to coastal space for more aquaculture sites and wanting to ensure the 

industry did not get access to that space, respectively: 

… toward the end [of the MRP process], they were talking about OK, let's look at 

every case on its benefits, on the degree to which it meets or does not meet the 

objectives. Nobody argues with that. Either it fits in and it is a benefit or it's not. ... 

[B]oth aquaculture and fisheries liked the idea of being put on the same playing 

field because both thought that the other was being favoured. (#19). 

 

The criteria speak to the broader problem of transparency in decision-making: “those in 

decision-making roles, if they were to articulate why it is they've made the decisions they 

have, that would certainly go a long way toward transparency. It would also go a long 

way toward improving credibility (#19). 

 

The criteria are also “intended to minimize subjectivity” during discussions and in 

recommendations. According to the “Preferred Future of the Bay”, proponents will be 

subjected to a more predictable process, which should reduce conflicts (MRPDSC, 2009). 

This aspect of the criteria can help respond to the accusations of NIMBY-ism. For 
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example, one participant reports that [objections to LNG development] is perceived ... 

“[as] a not in my backyard thing.” The participant argued that “I'm convinced it's a 

genuine belief that this place is better off focusing on activities that do not erode the… 

natural beauty of this area and its ability to be used as a place for building tourist related 

and other quality of life type things" (#19). The participant reflected that this will have 

implications for the economic base of the region. “We'd rather have things that are maybe 

less visible” but that perhaps “something like ... in-stream tidal power is maybe-maybe ̶ is 

more beneficial to us” (#19). 

 

These criteria are different from zoning. Those who support their use also see within the 

MRP a new tool which has the potential to be a significant challenge to business as usual: 

the explicit consideration of values, articulations of which are generated by a local 

advisory group, and radically increasing the transparency of decision-making. They may 

also be a way to reflect social-ecological knowledge, traditional knowledge and different 

uses of space in a values-oriented planning process. 

 

5.3 Discussion     

This discussion examines how discourses operating in Passamaquoddy Bay address how 

citizens should be engaged in governance, what types of knowledge and techniques are 

appropriate for planning, and how power relations are enacted within the planning 

processes. This case study also uncovered the power of visual imagery as a form of 

discursive communication. In contrast with other discursive contexts (regionally and 

within the Annapolis Basin), two counter-discourses here described compete for 

discursive dominance.  

5.3.1 Participation and Power 

A core element of the discourse of development and self-sufficiency is the concept of 

self-sufficiency, proposed by the province of New Brunswick government. Self-sufficient 

citizens contribute to a province independent of federal government aid, an overarching 

provincial policy goal in which the self-sufficiency agenda is embedded. With respect to 
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their participation in civic life within the province, this means that individuals should also 

be independent from their provincial government. To Li (2007), government appropriates 

capitalist logic when trying to make a person a responsible, autonomous subject of rights. 

Self-sufficiency attempts to impose “duties and obligations … on individuals and 

communities so that they becomes social agents of their own governance while engaging 

their responsibilities in a way that is in line with government objectives” (Clarke and 

Agyeman, 2011, p. 1790). The self-sufficiency agenda represents a new form of 

governmentality within government that attempts to shift responsibilities away from itself 

and onto citizens.  

 

The self-sufficiency documentation reveals a set of assumptions about citizen 

engagement in which the MRP process was also embedded. From within this discourse, 

multi-stakeholder bodies like MRP or other policy experiments under self-sufficiency are 

a way to resolve conflict. They are also ways through which citizens can play a role in 

generating solutions. Yet, only certain kind of planning, that is, systematic, technical, and 

comprehensive, are valued as outcomes of such a process. Planning is an elite activity; or 

at the very least, ought not to be representative, as representation can lead people to 

support entrenched positions of their organization. Planning should be ordered, and 

coherent. Town hall meetings are not part of this system because they involve people 

telling the government what to do and because the number and type of participants cannot 

be controlled.  

 

Those using the development and self-sufficiency discourse include certain government 

departments and the local aquaculture company, which describes itself as a model local 

citizen while at the same time undermining that rhetoric with practices that damage local 

relationships when risks to their operations appear great. Other effects of this discourse 

include a vision of integrated management that is based on addressing conflict, rather 

than a way to deliberate about development. Within that vision of integrated 

management, and citizen participation in general, citizens are expected to behave a 

rational way and bring a certain type of non-expert knowledge. 
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In practice, development and in particular aquaculture are heavily promoted through this 

discourse as a way to generate provincial revenue, while inshore fisheries are seen as an 

industry with less potential for growth. As a result, many outside the aquaculture industry 

feel that the government favours the aquaculture industry – this perception affects bodies 

like MRP, where some stakeholders are skeptical of the value of a planning process for an 

area which is already developed, and mistrustful of government's willingness or ability to 

absorb their input. Other sectors of government have deflected critique regarding marine 

and coastal energy planning, further fuelling the perception that development will 

continue with little substantial input from outside government and industry. The 

aquaculture company uses a localist argument, a practice of scale construction (Moore 

2008), to define itself as part of building a sustainable local economy, yet the neighbour 

metaphor masks practices like not consulting with other local industries and destructive 

and alleged illegal pesticide use.  

 

The seaside resort discourse argues that participation in policy processes can be futile in 

the face of unwanted development. Participation is viewed as inevitably political, from 

the question of who is asked to participate (for example, the non-inclusion of 

Passamaquoddy representation in the MRP process) to whether to participate at all based 

on the risks to one's cause and organization. In this way, the MRP process is seen as 

mostly unsuccessful by both the development discourse and the seaside resort discourse, 

albeit for different reasons. The concept of participation in the local economy is also 

taken up within the seaside resort discourse, which privileges certain industries and 

employment over others in creating a 'special place'. For its part, the local governance 

discourse is used to emphasize the process of participation versus the product of an 

integrated management process, such as a zoning plan, in part because of concerns that 

such a product would fix activities in space. Participation is a source of power as it is the 

key to mitigating development that is seen as inevitable; in this sense, it is risky not to 

participate. With respect to representation, which to Innes and Bohr (2003) is a tenet of 

democratic theory, the varied opinions about the success or failure of the non-
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representative model at the MRP may reflect the tension between the theory and practice 

of representation and democracy.  

 

5.3.2 Imagery and Power  

The seaside resort discourse is preoccupied with Passamqauoddy Bay as a special place. 

The bay is perceived to be special because of a diverse ecosystem, formed by unique 

geographical features, that is the basis for a specific local economy. Within the seaside 

resort discourse, industries considered suitable for this place are the intellectual, service 

(tourism) and government industries as well as some traditional light industries. Another 

key term is 'resort community'; people using this discourse draw comparisons between 

Saint Andrew's and tourism-heavy communities like Bar Harbour, ME. This vision is 

communicated and reinforced using visual imagery such as aerial pictures or in situ 

videography of beautiful spaces versus those of “beastly” development. Rural planning 

goals are also used in conjunction with this imagery to steer what kind of development is 

allowed. High risk and low probability events such as a nuclear accident are used to 

justify exclusion of certain activities, in particular those which interfere with the aesthetic 

beauty of the region, like LNG tanker traffic. Heavy industry is also viewed as offering 

employment that is less desirable for the region than government or intellectual sectors.  

 

Participation in planning makes use of those tools to persuade key officials. This is an 

example of strategic use of power that characterizes a view of participation within this 

discourse: participation can be of strategic benefit, or participation can be risky if 

cooptation is seen as a possibility (Abrahamsen, 2004). For proponents of the seaside 

resort discourse, changes sought for example to aquaculture practice can best be obtained 

from outside pressure. Those using this discourse are well-positioned to apply this 

pressure as they are part of a local elite. On the other hand, opposition to large-scale 

development can be framed as “not-in-my-backyard-ism”. This perception diminishes the 

power of the seaside discourse, in particular in comparison to the local governance 

discourse, as the latter proposes an explicit framework for considering the costs and 
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benefits of any given development proposal, as opposed to rejecting development 

altogether.  

 

5.3.3 Space and Values  

The local governance discourse frames planning as meant to address spatial conflict or 

overlapping uses. However, within this discourse, planning should include different types 

of knowledge, from scientific through to fishermen's knowledge of spawning grounds. 

The framework for integrating these types of knowledge as well as community values is a 

Community Values Criteria (CVC). Instead of zoning, which is promoted within other 

discourses, due to conceptual and logistical challenges, and driven by a desire for a more 

just, transparent decision-making process, the CVC is the locus of planning efforts. The 

CVC highlights that the planning process itself is a main concern, as opposed to 

outcomes like conflict resolution, and that planning includes considerations of what types 

of activities are valued by local people. A government can “regulate and assert control 

over the relationship between population and resources” (Li, 2002, p. 273) through 

territorialization, such as drawing borders and boundaries (Li, 2007); suspicion of this 

process may have motivated the MRP participants to seek another model.  

 

The self-sufficiency discourse envisions citizen participation as a way to correct a flaw in 

citizens' current relationship with government, and to redistribute responsibilities 

downward in a government-controlled process. While the local governance discourse also 

sees flaws in the citizen-government relationship, this discourse instead proposes basing 

decision-making in citizens' values, and in deliberation instead of participation.  

 

The local governance discourse can also challenge key assumptions of previous 

discourses, like questioning the need for zoning, terms like conservation and under-

utilized species (which is present as under-developed in previous discourse), and the 

relationship of the Passamaquoddy people with the state, which the discourse shares with 

the sustainable moral economies counter-narratives.  
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Some government participants felt less engaged with the MRP process, which was 

increasingly dominated by non-government voices. Perhaps because of this, or perhaps in 

spite of government participation, recommendations for a marine planning office and for 

planning to include the CVC, containing what could be challenges to Ministerial 

discretion, went forward led by communities. The CVC are also designed to make 

including values in planning into a more objective exercise. The CVC could then either 

be an effective strategy for translating values into a language understood within the 

dominant discourses, and a switch point in government practice as a result of a critical 

challenge, or, if they are accepted, could be read as an assimilation strategy by those 

using the dominant discourses to depoliticize this planning tool and to reassemble 

community-based governance (Li, 2007).  

 

5.3.4 Relationship between Discourses  

The seaside resort and local governance discourses are both successful in challenging the 

development and self-sufficiency discourse, used primarily by government and the 

aquaculture company, for discursive dominance. In part, this is due to greater conceptual 

overlap among the three discourses than is found between the dominant and counter-

discourses in the Annapolis Basin (see Figure 4.6). Though the seaside resort and local 

governance discourses do not share many key concepts, they both relate to the 

development and self-sufficiency discourse, though, for example, ways to engage with 

conflict: the seaside resort discourse harnesses conflict through activism, whereas local 

governance builds a process to mediate conflict. As a result both counter-discourses are 

able to articulate with the dominant discourse, albeit in different ways. 

 

In relation to the discourses described in chapter four and five that operate nationally and 

regionally, those operating in Passmaquoddy Bay differ more widely from the national 

and regional discourses than do those operating within Annapolis Basin. Development 

and self-sufficiency is related to economic prosperity, as described in chapter four, due to 

its focus on economic growth via exploitation of the natural world in this case by 
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increasing production and new species. This is hooked into the drive for provincial 

development and independence, which is related to the national discourse's use of 

integrated management toward its own political goals of asserting sovereignty. The self-

sufficiency agenda is related to self-reliance aspect of economic prosperity, in that 

citizens are expected to use their own agency and capacities to govern their own 

behaviours in a way that mirrors the state’s desires, such as the explicit connection to an 

independent New Brunswick, or more orderly participation in public fora. In this way, 

self-sufficiency is related to self-reliance (see economic prosperity, above), which can act 

as a framing concept for the technologies of responsibility (Dean, 1999; Lemke, 2011).  

 

The seaside resort discourse is related to the tragedy of the community discourse in that 

communities are viewed as isolated from large-scale development in relatively pristine 

nature. However, this vision is used strategically by activists operating within the seaside 

resort discourse to protect Saint Andrews and the nearby coastline from that development, 

whereas within the tragedy of the community discourse that vision used by government 

and others serves to sideline communities from decision-making. The seaside resort 

discourse does not have a national analogue. Yet, as coastal communities re-vision 

themselves in light of declining fishing employment, this Saint Andrews model may 

become more important. As Saint Andrews is a long standing tourism destination, this 

means that the discourse is well developed and perhaps more powerful than in other 

places. 

 

While the development and self-sufficiency discourse is the most dominant, the seaside 

resort and local governance discourses do challenge the structuration and 

institutionalization of that dominance in important ways (Hajer, 1995); the seaside resort 

discourse captures qualities many feel identify their communities and is used effectively 

to shape local development, while the local governance discourse may yet generate new 

institutions for marine and coastal planning. The local governance discourse is also more 

firmly articulated and successful in Passamaquoddy Bay than nationally, and better 

represents the new policy context (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003). The new policy context is 
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represented in the community values criteria: formats which generate trust, awareness of 

interdependence, and institutionalized decentralization, as compared with the 

development and self-sufficiency discourse, which is firmly hierarchical.  

 

5.4 Conclusion 

In Passamaquoddy Bay, the self-sufficiency agenda echoes the economic prosperity 

discourse's technology of governing from a distance via the agency of individual 

stakeholders and citizens. The vision of planning proscribed within is challenged by 

democratic theory, and is criticized from outside as unlikely to change business as usual. 

While the pro-development discourse is institutionalized in the Passamaquoddy Bay 

context, as evidenced by practices such as the rapid growth of the aquaculture industry, 

the seaside resort discourse is also influential, deployed for example to halt development 

of the Bayside wharf. The seaside resort discourse is part of how the town and area define 

itself and hitches onto the region's economic importance for tourism (Hajer, 2003). As 

such, the seaside resort discourse is structurated, if not fully institutionalized. The seaside 

resort values traditional industries and service and intellectual industries, which allows 

the state to frame problems as opposition to development coming from within coastal 

communities or traditional industries. The local governance discourse has actively sought 

to discredit the “not in my backyard” perception by developing a framework which enacts 

a way to incorporate and evaluate non-economic values in planning. The local 

governance discourse, focused on local practice and values in place, may have achieved a 

switch point by way of a critical challenge to planning practice (Li, 2007).  
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Chapter 6 Conclusions 

6.1 Introduction 

The personal motivation for this study arose from the experience of resistance by the part 

of Coastal CURA partners to the term “integrated management”, as it is used within a 

government context. In response, I developed a conceptual framework for examining 

integrated management that addresses community concerns about an approach to natural 

resource governance that has been de-politicized (Nichols, 1999). Integrated management 

is influenced by natural science approaches to governance, like ecosystem-based 

management and resilience, and spatial and decentralized or participatory governance. 

Motivated by a critical, community-based perspective, the conceptual framework draws 

on political ecology, geography and policy studies to ask about the role of policy 

discourses in framing what options, participants, and knowledges are included in 

integrated management and in fisheries and coastal policy, regulation and institutions, to 

examine how power relationships are enacted and how access to resources is altered 

through integrated management approaches to coastal resource governance, and to 

explore community resistance through alternative discourses and models. 

 

Within this study, I use governmentality and critical policy analysis as tools for analyzing 

the retreat of the state on the one hand, through decentralized and participatory 

governance, and the application of new technologies of governance on the other, such as 

self-reliance, and for examining the effects that those movements have on coastal 

citizens. By naturalizing the state as the scale and competent party for managing coastal 

problems, coastal communities are framed out of governing the commons.  

 

However, there is no power without resistance to that power. Counter-discourses contain 

the possibility of creating switch points (Li, 2007a), and at the very least, must be 

addressed by the dominant discourses. Those discourses can closely articulate with 

dominant discourses or be largely independent entities. This study demonstrated how 
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counter-discourses can revision communities, their practices and knowledges, in a 

discursive policy struggle. This thesis situated these puzzles in three case studies, one of 

regional policy discourses and two community case studies (one in Nova Scotia’s 

Annapolis Basin and one in Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick). Results from those 

case studies were presented in chapters three through five. Chapter three outlined two 

dominant discourses from the study of regional policies: economic prosperity and the 

tragedy of the community and two counter-discourses: subsistence and moral economies, 

and sustainable local economies. Chapter four laid out the discourses operating in the 

Annapolis Basin: risk and food safety and tragedy of the community, which are dominant, 

and subsistence and moral economies, which is a subordinate counter-discourse. In 

chapter five, Passamaquoddy Bay discourses are explored where a development and self-

sufficiency discourse dominates, while seaside resort and local governance discourses are 

also influential.  

 

Concepts traced in chapter two's review of the literature on community engagement in 

integrated management below frame a broader discussion on knowledge, space, 

participation and power, as well as emerging themes such as risk and visual imagery, in 

policy discourses in the Maritime region. This chapter then suggests how a more 

participatory discursive policy analysis can increase credibility within the community of 

research participants, and can enhance the democratic character of this type of policy 

analysis. Finally, this chapter concludes with some policy recommendations and some 

questions for future research. 

 

6.2 Relationship between Discourses and Central Concepts 

Each case study chapter concluded by connecting the discourses described within the 

chapter with the dissertation's conceptual framework. This section asks how concepts of 

knowledge, space and scale, participation, governance and power interact with the 

discursive context of the region described within the study. Below, the conceptual 

framework guides a discussion of policy-making and policy discourses more broadly. The 
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question upon which this research was based –why is there community resistance to the 

term “integrated management” – is answered in part by examining how dominant policy 

discourses help to marginalize communities from decision-making, whether by 

preserving certain paradigms or institutional practices, or by revising the role of the state, 

under the guise of a new governance approach under the Oceans Act.  

 

This conclusion also considers the emergent question, why are counter-discourses 

successful in competing for discursive dominance in Passamaquoddy Bay, and not in the 

Annapolis basin? Included in this discussion is how the counter-discourses respond to the 

critiques of the theory and practice of integrated management from which the conceptual 

framework was constructed, whether by marshalling concepts such as resilience, 

adaptation, traditional ecological knowledge, deliberation, or by scale positioning.  

 

6.2.1 Knowledge 

Chapter two described the tendency in contemporary natural resource management 

approaches toward large scales and to the prioritization of scientific knowledge (Christie, 

2009). Alternative proposals such as resilience thinking and adaptive management are in 

theory missing an ethical dimension and not well equipped to address power relations 

among resource users and decision-makers (e.g., Nadasy, 2007), and in practice are 

poorly institutionally supported (Allan and Curtis, 2005). The subsistence and moral 

economies counter-discourse described at the regional level and within the Annapolis 

Basin in part responds to these challenges, by encompassing a view of communities as 

linked to broader scales, and featuring multiple dimensions of resource use, including 

non-extractive and non-wealth generating values. In the case of the moral economies 

discourse, also found regionally and in the Annapolis Basin, these ideas are part of an 

indigenous worldview captured in the concept of Netukulimk. The dominant discourses 

make no attempt to integrate indigenous and western scientific knowledge, perhaps for 

the better (Nadasy, 2007). The local governance discourse operating within 

Passamaquoddy Bay also engages with these critiques in a set of criteria intended to 

make explicit deliberation about values, in a transparent and inclusive process that 
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incorporates knowledge from multiple sources. This is in contrast to the food safety 

discourse, found within the Annapolis Basin, in which scientific data are valued above 

all. The role of experts and questions of knowledge in policy-making are intertwined. In 

the Annapolis Basin, for example, scientific data (water quality and also clam toxicology) 

were elevated to totemic status; all parties played a role in magnifying the importance of 

this data. Ultimately, governance decisions were not likely to have been made based 

around scientific information but around political factors instead. The food safety 

discourse helped to obscure those political factors and to maintain focus on scientific 

data, and therefore to maintain control by those who generate and maintain that data. 

 

The Passamaquoddy Bay area has been studied extensively, not only by natural scientists 

but by social scientists as well. Much of this data is accessible through the Huntsman 

Marine Science Centre, the Conservation Council of New Brunswick, and the MRP 

background documents. In contrast, there is relatively little baseline scientific research on 

the Annapolis Basin. In part, these factors allowed the policy-making process in 

Passamquoddy Bay to focus on issues beyond basic scientific data. In Passamaquoddy 

Bay, the local governance discourse articulated with the critiques of integrated 

management that argue that knowledge should be accessible and should incorporate non-

scientific ways of knowing. The Community Values Criteria put this critique into 

practice.  

 

6.2.2 Space and Scale  

Integrated management proposes a reorganization of spatial relationships and 

responsibilities along the coast. These case studies have demonstrated how this 

reorganizing can help to manage some activities out (Nichols, 1999; St. Martin, 2001, 

2005), for example, livelihoods pursued by actors construed as less modern within 

dominant discourses. The spatial focus also helps to naturalize private property rights 

solutions, because of private property's necessity for borders and boundaries, which are in 

turn used to promote aquaculture in the region. The spatial focus of integrated 
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management is also necessitated by the growth of aquaculture, an industry which requires 

long term access to marine space; the MRP was initiated in part by the growth of the 

aquaculture industry in Southwest New Brunswick. Spatial reorganizing also changes the 

nature of participation, in principle to improve governance by bringing all stakeholders 

together, but without reconsideration of power relations within these new institutional 

structures. For example, the Annapolis basin ad hoc meetings were structured in such a 

way as to favour the meeting styles and knowledges of participants other than the clam 

harvesters, despite being convened in part to bring harvesters closer to policy-making 

processes.  

 

Scale operates as a category of practice, and contestations over scale have material effects 

(Moore, 2008). For example, the coast is a complicated place in terms of jurisdiction and 

inter-governmental squabbles which diminishes the potential for integrated management. 

In addition, uppermost scales (i.e. in this case, the national government) are taken for 

granted as the scale from which solutions are generated, through discourses like tragedy 

of the community and economic prosperity. Within the case studies, counter-discourses 

challenge the dominance of top-down approaches, but only the local governance 

discourse is able to articulate an alternative and to propose a way in which local 

principles could be institutionalized for governance. Globalization or the international 

scale is only a marginal concern in Passamaquoddy Bay, despite straddling the US border. 

Meanwhile the US policy change with respect to shellfish was widely believed to be a 

driver for change in the clam harvest in the Annapolis Basin: there, discursive omissions 

within the dominant discourses of risk and tragedy of the community only served to 

heighten concern and support this belief.  

 

Alternative discourses use scale as resistance by envisioning communities as having 

internal capacities, and networks within and between scales (Moore, 2008). According to 

Jonas (1994), power can be harnessed across scales: the counter-discourses could for 

example have better accessed the political power of their international allies, or that of 

their allies and of supportive policies within different layers of government. In particular 
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in the Annapolis Basin, due to a set of enabling policies, this could help give voice to the 

structural critique around agency and responsibility for current environmental problems 

as well as the connection of fisheries problems with social and economic development in 

the region that through the dominant discourses, the government largely tries to disavow.  

 

6.2.3 Participation and Power 

This type of analysis foregrounds resistance and the agency inherent in resistance, as 

opposed to focusing solely on state power and its macro and micro-effects. At the same 

time, and as Li (2007b) cautions, ascribing bad faith to those in positions of power is 

unnecessary. While dominant discourses are mostly used unconsciously, discursive power 

should be critiqued as discourses represent underlying assumptions which when enacted 

formally or informally, can affect people's lives and livelihoods. 

 

Under decentralized governance, citizens are encouraged to be more responsible for 

governance, for example through the concept of self-reliance in the economic prosperity 

discourse or the concept of self-sufficiency in the development and self-sufficiency 

discourse. While roll-back neoliberalism results in the appearance of diminished state 

intervention, citizens' participation is constrained by and captured by the new institutional 

structure co-created by citizens and the state. This structure is new and therefore 

uncharted (Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003). One result is that the state can extend its power 

more deeply, or in a new way, into communities. By engaging in new integrated 

management processes, communities risk being complicit in this process, which is why 

some operating from within counter-discourses choose to opt out of integrated 

management processes. The tragedy of the community discourse construes coastal 

communities as antiquated and subsistence as marginal. This can have the effect of 

altering people's environmental subjectivities, or their perceptions of their roles in 

environmental governance, allowing the state to redefine and therefore confirm its power 

(Agrawal, 2005). In the Annapolis Basin, the state used partnerships to produce “specific 

forms of legitimate action and agency” in the form of “modern, self-disciplined citizens” 
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by devolving power to a private company (Abrahamsen, 2004, p.1454). By so doing, 

many clam harvesters felt that they had no choice but to pursue their livelihoods within 

the context of employment for that company, or to seek alternative employment.  

 

Why are non-government discourses more effective in Passamaquoddy Bay? There, the 

three discourses each influenced coastal and marine governance outcomes. Meanwhile, 

Annapolis Basin was discursively dominated by talk of risk and food safety, 

complemented by a strong tragedy of the community discourse which helped ensure that 

the depuration company maintained access to power at the expense of the independent 

clam harvesters. The counter-discourse, despite attempts to engage in discursive 

positioning to better resemble the dominant discourses, was least successful.  

 

The government plays a lesser role in structuring debate in Passamaquoddy Bay. There, 

citizens, alongside government, established a marine planning area and convinced the 

state to halt quarry expansion. In Passamaquoddy Bay, the MRP process was initiated by 

communities and government together, and was eventually taken over in title by the non-

government participants, including representatives of various industries. As a result, the 

discursive power imbalance is less pronounced. In turn, the debate in Passamaquoddy 

Bay is about the quality of participation, rather than simply how to secure participation, 

as is the case in the Annapolis Basin. As well, groups in Passamaquoddy Bay are more 

successful at forging institutional change. Passamaquoddy’s counter-discourses are more 

institutionalized as a result of greater facility engaging with power.  

 

Many of the interview participants in this study were puzzled as to what genuine 

participation would involve. Democratic theorists have given this notion some 

consideration. Common to participants’ views, captured in part by some counter-

discourses, is the idea that the process must be well designed. Satisfaction with 

participation is not simply about achieving desired outcomes. Innes and Booher hold that 

even when proposals that result from deliberation are not certain to be accepted, due to 

institutional or legal constraints or otherwise, the process of deliberative dialogue remains 
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valuable. Torgerson (2003) and Dryzek (2005) focus on the importance of discursive 

deliberation to deliberative democracy. To Hajer and Versteeg (2005), a discussion can be 

deliberative if it is “inclusive, open, accountable … [and] reciprocal and when the various 

participants can learn through an interactive dialogue.” (p. 176) Innes and Booher (2003) 

add that authentic dialogue requires that participants are able to challenge basic 

assumptions of a given process, for example, that coastal development is inevitable: the 

progress of the development project itself must be open to question. They add that 

realizing that each participant is interdependent on the other is also required (echoing one 

aspect of the new policy context as described by Hajer and Wagenaar, 2003). The 

Passamaquoddy Bay MRP in many ways fits this description. There, a citizen-led group 

presented a proposal that nobody, not they, nor the government advisory council, were 

certain would be accepted. Yet the process allowed the proposal to emerge despite the 

critical challenges it posed to Ministerial discretion and to business as usual, which are 

some of the basic assumptions of the social-political context.  

 

On the other hand, the community values criteria could represent “governing through 

community” (Rose, 1999, p. 189), that is, using the concept of community to enforce a 

set of social relations to keep people under control. In this way, then, the set of 

community values criteria helps to identify and to map the community by what it values. 

What is more, the lengthy process and long set of criteria against which projects are 

evaluated can be said to favour actors with time and other resources to undergo 

evaluation. The MRP process could be described as having been coopted and reassembled 

by the state, made even more credible by the fact that community was increasingly said to 

be leading through a community governance discourse. Which reading holds true will be 

determined as the MRP matures.  

 

6.3 Methodological Limitations 

Discourse approaches can be vulnerable to materialist critiques (but see Escobar, 2000). 

But Abrahamsen (2004) points out that looking at discourse “does not imply the belief 
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that environmental knowledge is unreal or imagined, but instead indicates an interest in 

how statements about the real world have been made, and with which political impacts” 

(p. 1460).  For this type of research, “it is not an environmental phenomenon in itself that 

is important, but the way in which society makes sense of this phenomenon” (Hajer and 

Versteeg, 2005, p. 176). In a similar fashion, this study examines what meaning has been 

made of problems in the fisheries by various actors, which accounts have pervaded the 

actors' understandings of those problems and of possible solutions.  

 

It is important to note that, following from the discussion of agency and blame in chapter 

two, that actors are not necessarily aware of their roles in these politics, and discourse 

analysis does not assume a concerted coherent role for any actor. Rather politics consists 

of “micro-power: many, often seemingly trivial, mechanisms that influenced the way in 

which a certain phenomenon is interpreted” (Hajer, 2006, p. 69). This limits the utility of 

a discourse analysis in assigning specific responsibility to any one agent or actor, or 

process or policy, in creating the phenomena being studied. This in turn implies that 

recommendations for alleviating any of the effects of this phenomena are difficult to 

articulate. As well, policy discourses are only one part of a complex social, political, 

ecological and cultural context in which integrated management policy is implemented 

and cannot thus be attributed sole responsibility for the success or failure (such as they 

are defined) of any policy. Finally, it is unclear how to change a discourse once identified, 

should that be a goal.  

 

6.4 Future Research  

6.4.1 Knowledge 

Fischer (2003) describes how experts in deliberative governance can be facilitators of 

“public learning and political empowerment” by helping citizens to “examine their own 

interests and make their own decisions” (p. 224-5). They do this by helping to pose 

questions and gather relevant information. Good experts have ways of examining their 

own experiences, critically looking at political issues, and bringing in their own value 
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systems to bear. Fisher (2003) argues that citizen learning can be fostered through this 

and ultimately citizen-led policy development.  

 

Future research in Annapolis Basin, in Passamaquoddy Bay, and at the regional or 

national policy level, could investigate the roles of a few key bureaucrats and community 

leaders in altering perspectives within their own organizations – Torgerson’s “dissident 

policy professionals” (2003, p. p. 124) – as well as the discursive and institutional 

barriers to this work, including key individuals who maintain the status quo. Why are 

policies enabling community engagement in governance, such as the Nova Scotia 

Community Development Lens, not better supported and implemented?  

 

The principles of integrated management are “ecosystem-based management, sustainable 

development, the precautionary approach, conservation, shared responsibility, flexibility 

and inclusiveness” (DFO, 2002). It is notable that the concepts of sustainable 

development and the precautionary approach are not as clearly articulated in the practice 

of integrated management as is, for example, shared responsibility. Coastal communities 

can use discursive positioning to position their arguments and to force or make 

“previously stable discourses lose legitimacy and need to be revised” (Hajer and 

Versteeg, 2005, p. 182). If coastal communities can align their approach with one of these 

central but neglected principles of integrated management, thus maintaining close 

communication with the dominant discourses, these discursive disjoints may be further 

opportunities for communities to alter policy debate in their favour.  

 

6.4.2 Space and Scale 

This study took fisheries management paradigms and epistemologies as the background 

against which integrated management is implemented; that is, as foundational and 

essential to integrated management under the Oceans Act, as well as to informal 

integrated management experiments. This assumption should however be investigated; in 

other words, to what degree does integrated management differ from fisheries policy, 
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specifically, to what degree are spatial and scalar shifts implied by integrated 

management institutionalized within DFO? 

 

6.4.3 Participation and Power  

This study focused on structural barriers to community governance in integrated 

management, but individuals within the structures have significant agency. Future 

research in this geographic area could examine the role of key government and non-

government actors in shaping policy and its implementation. Future research could 

examine integrated management settings against the propositions of deliberative and, in 

particular, discursive democracy to determine whether deliberation ameliorates outcomes 

for coastal communities.  

 

Themes which emerged from this research include risk as it pertained to food safety and 

the power of imagery in discursive communication. Areas for future research might 

include how discourses on risk, for example within fisheries management policy and 

practice, influence fishermen's access to resources and policy-making. The counter-

discourses highlighted risks and benefits calculations conducted by non-government 

participants in integrated management processes, as contrasted with government 

participants who are paid to be present and for whom the outcomes may have less 

significance. Future research could investigate the calculations of the various actors, with 

the aim of minimizing the perception of risk for involvement in integrated management.  

 

In Passamaquoddy Bay, the use of visual imagery was effective in exposing to powerful 

decision-makers the unattractive aspects of development. The Mackenzie Valley pipeline 

was also stalled in part by persuasive public involvement (Torgerson, 2003). Meanwhile, 

non-traditional forms of communication, like song and video, were ineffective in 

Annapolis Basin, in part due to the discursive context from which these forms of 

communication emerged. Future research could investigate how multiple forms of 

participation and means of communication could be integrated into integrated 
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management processes.  

 

While exploratory research will not help identify causal relationships, further use of the 

conceptual lens developed here could, in future studies, possibly lead to generalizable 

findings, and even to correlational research (McCarthy et al., 2011). Accordingly, a 

discursive policy analysis exploring concepts from political ecology and governmentality 

could be refined and these findings could be investigated in other geographical areas, or 

in a study of integrated management on land.  

 

Finally, this study was focused on the DFO as the institutional home of integrated 

management policy. Therefore, fisheries policy was treated as the background from 

which integrated management emerged. However, fishing is just one industry among 

many in coastal and oceans space; indeed, that is the critical driver for integrated 

management. It is likely that integrated management would be different, conceptually and 

operationally, if it were housed within Transportation Canada. Future research could 

broaden the questions asked within this study to other Canadian Federal government 

departments and agencies, beyond those implicated in the contexts described here. As 

well, Federal and Provincial cooperation was a topic that concerned many interview 

participants. Future research could focus in on this topic with regard to barriers to 

integrated management implementation especially in coastal areas.  

6.5 Policy Recommendations 

Discourse analysts have long questioned the utility of discourse analysis for policy 

recommendations. Hajer and Versteeg (2005) point out that Foucault “did not want to 

offer any rules to judge the deliberative quality of a discourse...Foucault sought not to 

provide a judgment about ‘what should be done’” rather simply to trace “discursive 

power struggles” (p.181). Because the “connection ... is loosened” with respect to agency, 

Foucault's understanding of power is also “detached from responsibility and harm” and 

does not prescribe how government should be conducted or how political actors should 

behave (Digeser, 1992, p. 992). Tracing power struggles is useful to illustrate the multiple 
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ways in which certain positions and perspectives are privileged over others, how structure 

and agency work in conjunction with one another, and create opportunities for resistance. 

Discourse analysis can help explain why some policy outcomes occurred.  

 

Yet, critical policy studies is founded in “a desire not only to explain agency 

performance, but to make it more just, equitable, effective” (Yanow, 2006a, p. 2). Yannow 

(2006a) goes on to argue that “interpretive analysis presupposes or requires an ethical 

commitment to a more democratic policy process and analysis” (p. 22). The policy 

analyses presented here have shown how policy discourses can be used to the benefit or 

disadvantage of coastal communities. In fact, this research emerged from questions 

articulated at meetings of the Coastal CURA council. The counter-discourses attempt to 

articulate concerns within the two case study locations, as well as those evident 

regionally. In this way, this research has offered a greater focus on counter-discourses and 

their relative effectiveness for resistance inherent within them than does most critical 

policy research. It is my hope that this both allows for more recommendations than 

typical critical policy research but also greater credibility within the communities of 

research participants.  

 

By presenting counter-discourses, which articulate certain local concerns, alongside 

dominant discourses, I can posit some recommendations for policy and practice of 

integrated management.  

 

First, if, as this research initially proposed, integrated management is a process, much 

greater emphasis should be placed on process and practice-related aspects of doing 

integrated management. This is especially important in light of the institutional voids 

created under integrated management, which provide opportunities for both institutional 

innovation and for former institutional practices to restructure the new space. For 

example, during the meetings in Annapolis Basin, convened to help facilitate dialogue 

among all parties, the clam harvesters were present, yet internally excluded due to 
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differences in legitimacy and power of technical versus everyday language (Fischer 

2003). Based on participant observation at these meetings, features that appeared to affect 

participation include: how meetings are structured, including where people sit, how 

people dress, who is invited, how representation is addressed, access to agendas and to 

data at issue, how data are presented, what languages are used, including shorthands and 

acronyms, whether participants are paid (through their salary or a per diem), transparency 

in terms or what issues are being addressed, what outcomes are possible through the 

meeting or process, whether the meeting or process is advisory, consultative, deliberative, 

whether meetings are recorded, what is the meeting format, and finally, the process for 

coming to decisions on all of the above. 

 

Second, policy should address how large-scale and/or corporate actors are currently 

favoured in fisheries and in many aspects of oceans management, through discourses and 

discursive omissions.  

 

Third, policy should address how integrated management is used to promote aquaculture 

development, and the role of the DFO in both regulating and promoting aquaculture 

development more broadly. 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

The Oceans Act (1996) and accompanying strategies are “a concerted effort to implement 

the principles of Agenda 21”, including a commitment to promote public participation in 

decision-making over issues essential to sustainable development, and provide provisions 

for “inclusive and collaborative ocean governance structures and processes” through 

Integrated Management of oceans and coastal spaces and activities (Kearney et al., 2007, 

p. 11). Yet “intense and promising announcements” like these have not been borne out, 

followed as they have been by “much longer periods of neglect” (Ricketts and 

Hildebrand, 2011, p. 5). Some identifiable barriers to progress include: a lack of 

government coordination; reluctance to “come ashore” to coastal areas (Ricketts and 
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Hildebrand, 2011); the “demotion” of integrated management from a central pillar of the 

Oceans Act (1996) to an initiative under HOTO (Jessen, 2011); and a lack of carrots and 

sticks, or legislative provisions that would require federal interdepartmental cooperation, 

accountability and timelines. 

 

In addition to implementation problems, however, are another set of issues. Particularly 

troublesome has been the lack of access to governance for coastal communities, despite 

being identified within the texts of the Oceans Act (1996) and integrated management 

policy as beneficiaries of this new governance regime. While Kearney and colleagues 

(2007) note the tension between the strong potential for participatory governance in the 

Act and policies, they also highlight the tentativeness with which the potential is 

articulated: “the kinds of collaboration envisioned in this governance model range from a 

relatively narrow advisory function to the actual delegation of powers that might possibly 

be embodied through a co-management arrangement” (p. 8). While the Oceans Act 

(1996) represents a potentially radical break from siloed, opaque and inaccessible oceans 

and coastal governance, which could respond to the concerns, desires and capabilities of 

coastal communities, this promise has yet to be fulfilled. Communities have responded 

with resistance, with some non-government parties scaling back their involvement in 

formal, large-scale integrated management  initiatives like ESSIM, working around such 

initiatives through more traditional channels (Jessen, 2011) or, perhaps more hopefully, 

by revisioning the terms of integrated management  itself (Charles et al., 2010).  

 

Discourses can help constitute something as real, by defining and establishing the truth at 

a given time in a given context, and by invalidating other truths (Wetherell et al., 2001). 

They can have material effects when they alter access to something material, or change 

policy emphasis, or change attitudes (Wetherell et al., 2001). The power of policy 

discourse is also a matter of routinizing a particular 'parlance of governance', of excluding 

or marginalizing alternative ways of seeing” (Hajer, 2003, p. 107). Excluding and 

marginalizing perspectives are the subtle ways in which a discourse's power is enacted. 

By making certain terms or ways of understanding routine, those terms or knowledges 
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become unquestioned assumptions that underlie action. Discourses are also resisted and 

challenged: counter-discourses can take for granted or challenge the underlying 

underpinnings of resource management (Nadasy 2007), can participate in forging switch 

points (Li, 2007b after Rose, 1999), and can compete for discursive dominance (Hajer, 

1995, 2006).  

 

This study used discourse analysis – an approach that takes the manner in which people 

discuss, write about and enact policy as not only meaningful but as constructive of the 

contexts in which communities live – to help uncover underlying assumptions that 

influence policy implementation and implementation conflicts. By taking an interest in 

the perspectives of those often at the margins of policy-making – i.e. coastal communities 

in this case – this analysis has uncovered some of the possible effects of dominant 

discourses. It has also given a voice to critiques and counter-discourses that contain 

critical challenges, and illustrated the framework of new understanding of coastal and 

marine governance. This critical voice, lacking in both practice and theory of integrated 

management (Nichols, 1999), speaks to more than implementation challenges or to the 

challenges of inter-governmental coordination and politics. The counter-discourses 

challenge the fragmentation of the financial economy from social and moral economies 

and of society and nature. They challenge the co-optation of community that is affected 

by governance terms, like self-reliance or self-sufficiency. They problematize the 

effectiveness of insider and outsider roles in affecting political action and change. This 

study has also contextualized dominant governance discourses in a theoretical framework 

that situates discourses in terms of neoliberal and networked governance. The theoretical 

perspective informs an analysis of the effects of dominant discourses, including 

governance that uses citizens’ own responsibility to themselves, to their communities of 

place and of interest.  
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APPENDICES   

 

Appendix A. Interview Guide for Non-Government Interviews 

 

Kate Bigney 

PhD Candidate, Dalhousie University 

bigneyk@dal.ca  

 

My name is Kate Bigney, and I’m a PhD Candidate at Dalhousie University in Halifax. 

I’m doing a study looking at coastal resource management policies in the Maritimes, 

specifically those for integrated management, ecosystem and community-based or co-

management, and how they are perceived by coastal communities.  

 

I’d like to start by telling you that I deeply appreciate you giving your time to participate 

in this study. I’m interested in the perspectives of government policy-makers and how 

those differ from those of people working in local organizations that are sometimes 

involved in policy making, whether through consultations or otherwise, and that are often 

involved in implementing policies.  

 

(NB: the content of these interviews may vary depending on results of focus groups and 

document analysis, as well as the progress of the interview) 

 

Here is a list of sample questions that we may touch on during our conversational 

interview. 

 

Are you familiar with those policies?  

How do they relate to integrated management? Ecosystem-based management? 

Community-based management? 

Do you know how these policies were developed? What was your experience if any with 

the process? what is your perception of the process? Were you or your colleagues 

involved in the formation of the policies? If so, how? If not, why not?  

Who do you consider to be ‘policy-makers’ for coastal resource management (e.g. 

community-based organizations, provincial or federal government departments)? 

Which organizations were the policy-makers in this situation?  

In what ways and how do you interact with those people that you’ve identified as policy-

makers? 

What words do you think you interpret differently?  

What are those different interpretations?  

Why do you think these exist?  

What impact does that have on policy decisions?  

What is your interpretation of the term resilience – with respect to communities, 

ecosystems, and to governance?  
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Appendix B. Interview Guide for Government Interviews 

 

Kate Bigney 

PhD Candidate, Dalhousie University 

bigneyk@dal.ca  

 

My name is Kate Bigney, and I’m a PhD Candidate at Dalhousie University in Halifax. 

I’m doing a study looking at coastal resource management policies in the Maritimes, 

specifically those for integrated management, ecosystem and community-based or co-

management, and how they are perceived by coastal communities.  

 

I’d like to start by telling you that I deeply appreciate you giving your time to participate 

in this study. I’m interested in the perspectives of government policy-makers and how 

those differ from those of people working in local organizations that are sometimes 

involved in policy making, whether through consultations or otherwise, and that are often 

involved in implementing policies.  

 

(NB: the content of these interviews may vary depending on results of focus groups and 

document analysis, as well as the progress of the interview) 

 

Here is a list of sample questions that we may touch on during our conversational 

interview.  

 

What in your opinion are the key policies in terms of integrated management, 

o ecosystems-based management,  

o and community-based or co-management 

in today’s policy context? By key policies I am specifically interested in those that you 

feel have the most impact on people living and working in coastal areas. 

Do you know how the key policies were developed? What was your experience if any 

with the process? what is your perception of the process? Were you or your 

colleagues involved in the formation of the policies? If so, how? If not, why not? 

Are there any important terms or guiding concepts that you can identify in terms of DFO 

policy today? 

Have those terms or concepts changed over the past decade? If so, how?  

Who do you consider to influence policy making in coastal resource management (e.g. 

community-based organizations, provincial or federal government departments, 

industry, media)? 

How do the above influence policy? 

Which organizations were the policy-makers in the case of the above policies?  

What do you think the role of local citizens is in crafting policy? What do you think it 

ought to be?  

What about the role of industry in crafting policy? Are there any industries that you feel 
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have a large influence on policy? If so, how do they influence policy?  

What do you know about integrated management in the Maritimes region and how it is 

applied?  

What about ecosystem-based management?  

And community-based management?  

For each of the above, how relevant are these approaches to the direction that coastal 

resource management policy is moving?  

What other approaches or features of policy are important?  

What has influenced your own view on these policies? Has it been reading, or job 

training/ experience, conversations with colleagues, conversations with others 

outside of your network?  

How are policy decisions made in your own department?  

What is your interpretation of the term resilience – with respect to communities, 

ecosystems, and to governance? 

What do you think are the main policy problems in natural resource management in this 

region, from your perspective?  

What are some possible solutions to these policy problems? 

Who are the main agents of policy change (e.g. community-based organizations, 

provincial or federal government departments)? 

In your experience, what is the role of scientific knowledge (natural and social) in the 

policy process?  
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Appendix C. Policy Document Analysis Guide 

 

 

Questions will include:  

  

What type of document?  

Who produced it?  

How is it nested within broader policy framework? 

What epistemology is reflected?  

What consultation was done to either generate this document, or workshop it after?  

Who is it intended to target, who does it actually impact? 

How is it conceived of or understood by different participants? 

What discourses appear to be reflected in the document?  
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Appendix D. Community Values Criteria from the SWNB Marine 
Resources Planning Initiative (MRPDSC 2009) 
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